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1. Introduction

The purpose of this article is to describe an algebraic framework which can be used

for three related but different purposes: (equivariant) string topology [16, 17, 75],

symplectic field theory [31], and Lagrangian Floer theory [32, 64] of higher

genus. It turns out that the relevant algebraic structure for all three contexts is

a homotopy version of involutive bi-Lie algebras, which we call IBL1-algebras.
This concept has its roots in such diverse fields as string field theory [81, 83, 73,

61], noncommutative geometry [1, 50], homotopy theory [76], and others. To

avoid confusion, let us emphasize right away that the algebraic structure is not a
topological field theory in the sense of Atiyah and Segal ([2, 68], see also [24, 25]).

The structure we discuss encodes the combinatorial structure of certain com-

pactifications of moduli spaces of Riemann surfaces with punctures and/or with

boundary. Informally, this relation can be described as follows. To each topologi-

cal type of a compact connected oriented surface, characterized by its genusg � 0,

the number k � 1 of “incoming” boundary components and the number ` � 1

of “outgoing” boundary components, one associates a linear map C˝k ! C˝`

between tensor powers of a given vector space (satisfying certain symmetry prop-

erties). Compositions of such maps correspond to (partial) gluing of incoming

boundaries of the second to outgoing boundary components of the first map.

However, in contrast to a topological field theory, we do not require composi-

tions corresponding to the same end result of gluing to agree. Instead, the case

.k; `; g/ D .1; 1; 0/ gives rise to a boundary map p1;1;0WC ! C squaring to zero,

and the cases .2; 1; 0/ and .1; 2; 0/ give rise to chain maps p2;1;0WC
˝2 ! C and

p1;2;0WC ! C˝2 with respect to this boundary operator. In general, the operation

associated to the surface of signature .k; `; g/ is a chain homotopy from the zero

map to the sum of all possible compositions resulting in genus g with k incoming

and ` outgoing boundaries.

IBL1-algebras. To be more precise, we first introduce some notations (full

details appear in §2). Let R be a commutative ring which contains Q (think of

R D Q or R). Let C be a free graded module over R. Its degree shifted version

C Œ1� has graded pieces C Œ1�k D C kC1. We consider the symmetric product

EkC ´ .C Œ1�˝R � � � ˝R C Œ1�/= �;

that is the quotient of the tensor product by the action of the symmetric group

permuting the factors with signs. Let EC be the direct sum
L
k�1EkC .

Next consider a series of R-module homomorphisms pk;`;g WEkC ! E`C in-

dexed by triples of integers k; ` � 1, g � 0. (They will also have specific degrees,
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which we ignore in this introduction). They canonically extend to R-linear maps

Opk;`;g WEC ! EC (see §2). We introduce the formal sum

Op´
X

k;`�1;g�0

Opk;`;g„
kCg�1�kC`C2g�2WEC ¹„; �º �! EC ¹„; �º;

whereEC ¹„; �º denotes the space of power series in the formal variables „; � with

coefficients in EC .

Definition 1.1. We say that .C; ¹pk;`;gºk;`�1;g�0/ is an IBL1-algebra if

Op ı Op D 0:

Note that EC has both an algebra and a coalgebra structure. However, due to

the fact that both k and ` are allowed to be greater than 1, Op is neither a derivation

nor a coderivation. In fact, one can show that Opk;`;g is a differential operator

of degree k in the sense of graded commutative rings (see [21] and §7). The

symmetric bar complex EC then inherits a structure which is a special case of

what was called a BV1 structure in [21] (see also [1, 76]). This structure can also

be described in terms of a Weyl algebra formalism (see §7). Such a formulation

has its origin in the physics literature (see for example [56]) and in [1, 50]. The

description of symplectic field theory in [31] is of this form. The formulation in

Definition 1.1 is closer to one whose origin is in algebraic topology ([54, 72] etc.).

It is also close to the algebraic formulation of Lagrangian Floer theory in [37].

In the applications in the context of holomorphic curves that we have in mind,

one is often faced with the following situation. The principal object of interest

is geometric, for example a Lagrangian submanifold L � .W; !/ in a symplectic

manifold. To analyze it, one chooses as auxilliary data a suitable almost complex

structure J , and studies J -holomorphic curves. Due to transversality issues, there

are often many additional choices that need to be made, but eventually one writes

down a chain complex with operations such as the pk;`;g described above, where

k, ` and g have the expected meaning in terms of the holomorphic curves.

Then one is faced with the task of proving independence of the algebraic
structure of all choices made. One of the standard methods is to again use

holomorphic curves to define morphisms between the algebraic structures for

two different choices, as well as chain homotopies between them. To organize

such proofs, it is therefore useful to have explicit algebraic descriptions of the

structures, the morphisms and the homotopies that arise.

The first goal of this paper is to develop the homotopy theory of IBL1 algebras

from this point of view. We follow the standard approach via obstruction theory,
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which leads to fairly explicit formulas. In §2 we define IBL1-algebras and their

morphisms, and discuss the defining relations from various points of view. In §3,

we prepare for the homotopy theory by identifying the obstructions to extending

certain partial structures or partial morphisms inductively. In §4 we introduce

the notion of homotopy and show that it defines an equivalence relation. We also

prove that compositions of homotopic morphisms are homotopic.

Note that it follows from the defining equation for an IBL1-algebra that the

map p1;1;0WC Œ1� ! C Œ1� is a boundary operator, i.e. we have p1;1;0 ı p1;1;0 D 0.

Moreover, it turns out that part of any morphism fW .C; ¹pk;`;gº/ ! .C 0; ¹p0
k;`;g
º/

of IBL1-algebras is a chain map f1;1;0W .C; p1;1;0/! .C 0; p0
1;1;0/: In §5 we prove

the following

Theorem 1.2. Let f be a morphism of IBL1-algebras such that f1;1;0 induces an
isomorphism on homology. If R is a field of characteristic 0, then f is a homotopy
equivalence of IBL1-algebras.

In §6 we prove that every IBL1-structure can be pushed onto its homology:

Theorem 1.3. If R is a field of characteristic 0 and .C; ¹pk;`;gº/ is an IBL1-alge-
bra overR, then there exists an IBL1-structure on its homologyH D H.C; p1;1;0/
which is homotopy equivalent to .C; ¹pk;`;gº/.

Weyl algebras and symplectic field theory. In §7 we discuss the relationship of

IBL1-structures with the Weyl algebra formalism which is used in the formulation

of symplectic field theory [31]. In a nutshell, the relation is as follows.

In symplectic field theory, the information on moduli spaces of holomorphic

curves in the symplectization of a contact manifold is packaged in a certain Hamil-

tonian function H, which is a formal power series in p-variables (corresponding

to positive asymptotics, or “inputs”) and „ (corresponding to genus) with poly-

nomial coefficients in the q-variables (corresponding to negative asymptotics, or

“outputs”). The exactness of the symplectic form on the symplectization forces

HjpD0 D 0. There is a notion of augmentation in this context, which allows one

to change the structure to also achieve HjqD0 D 0. Geometrically, augmentations

arise from symplectic fillings of the given contact manifold. It is this augmented

part of symplectic field theory which is shown to be equivalent to the IBL1 for-

malism described here.

Let us also mention that in [30] the Weyl algebra formalism was shown to

be equivalent to the structure of an algebra over a certain properad, at least on the

level of objects. The emergence of IBL1-operations onS1-equivariant symplectic
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homology (which in view of [13] is essentially equivalent to symplectic field

theory) is outlined in [70].

Filtrations and Maurer–Cartan elements. For various applications one needs

the more general notion of a filtered IBL1-algebra which we introduce in §8.

As is common in homotopical algebra, there is a version of the Maurer–Cartan

equation for our structure. We discuss this in §9, where we show that Maurer–

Cartan elements have many of the expected properties.

This concludes the basic part of the theory. The remaining part of the paper

gives some ideas how IBL1-structures arise in algebraic and symplectic topology.

The dual cyclic bar complex of a cyclic DGA. The relation of string topology

to Hochschild cohomology (of, say, the de Rham complex) and to Chen’s iterated

integrals [19] has already been described by various authors, see e.g. [23, 49, 59,

26, 69, 35, 75]. In particular, our operator p2;1;0 is an S1-equivariant version of

the Gerstenhaber bracket [40] in that case. Our description below can be regarded

as a ‘higher genus analogue’ of it.

With de Rham cohomology in mind, let us restrict to R D R. Recall that

an A1-algebra structure on a graded R-vector space A consists of a series of

R-linear maps mk WAŒ1�
˝k ! AŒ1� for k � 1, which are assumed to satisfy the

so called A1-relations (see §12). A cyclic A1-algebra in addition comes with a

nondegenerate pairing h; iWA˝ A! R; of degree �n such that

hmk.x1; � � � ; xk/; x0i D .�1/
�hmk.x0; � � � ; xk�1/; xki

with suitable signs .�1/�. The notion of anA1-algebra was introduced by Stasheff

[73] and cyclic A1-algebras were used in a related context by Kontsevich [51].

Their relation to symplectic topology was discussed in [51, 33, 18].

We can construct a dIBL-algebra (i.e., an IBL1-algebra whose only nonvan-

ishing terms are p1;1;0, p1;2;0 and p2;1;0) from a cyclic differential graded algebra

(DGA) as follows. We let B
cyc

k
A be the quotient of AŒ1�˝k by the Zk-action which

cyclically permutes the factors with signs. In §10 and §11 we prove the following

two results.

Proposition 1.4. Let .A; h�; �i; d / be a finite dimensional cyclic cochain com-
plex whose pairing has degree �n. Then the shifted dual cyclic bar complex
.Bcyc�A/Œ2 � n� D

L
k�1 Hom.B

cyc

k
A;R/Œ2 � n� carries natural operations

p1;1;0 D d , p2;1;0 and p1;2;0 which make it a dIBL-algebra.
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Theorem 1.5. The IBL-structure in Proposition 1.4 is IBL1-homotopy equivalent
to the analogous structure on the dual cyclic bar complex of the cohomology
H.A; d/.

So far, the algebra structure on A was not used. In §12 we take it into account

and prove

Proposition 1.6. Let A be a finite dimensional cyclic DGA whose pairing has
degree �n. Then its product m2 gives rise to a Maurer–Cartan element mC

2 for
the dIBL-structure on the dual cyclic bar complex of A (completed with respect to
its canonical filtration).

We can twist the dIBL-structure of Proposition 1.4 by the Maurer–Cartan

element from Proposition 1.6 to obtain a twisted filtered dIBL-structure on the dual

cyclic bar complex .Bcyc�A/Œ2� n�. Using (the filtered version of ) Theorem 1.3,

this structure can be pushed to its homology with respect to the twisted differential.

Moreover, using Theorem 1.5 and general homotopy theory of IBL1-algebras we

prove

Theorem 1.7. Let A be a finite dimensional cyclic DGA whose pairing has
degree �n, and let H D H.A; d/ be its cohomology. Then there exists a
filtered IBL1-structure on .Bcyc�H/Œ2 � n� which is IBL1-homotopy equivalent
to .Bcyc�A/Œ2�n� with its twisted filtered dIBL-structure. Its homology equals the
cyclic cohomology of A.

Remark 1.8. (1) Theorem 1.7 together with its idea of proof using summation

over ribbon graphs was explained by the authors on several occasions, for example

by the second named author at the conference ‘Higher Structures in Geometry and

Physics’ in Paris 2007. At the final stage of completing this paper, the authors

found that results in [6] and [20] seem to be closely related to Theorem 1.7.

(2) The idea of using trees or ribbon trees to study algebraic structures on

Hochschild complexes has appeared already in work by many authors. The us-

age of more general graphs on surfaces in studying higher algebraic structure is

less established. Such graphs appear in Kontsevich and Soibelman [53] and in

Costello [27]. The relation between the appearance of graphs on surfaces in those

works and ours is not entirely clear to us.

The de Rham complex and string topology. Now consider the de Rham com-

plex .�.M/; d/ of a closed oriented manifold M . The wedge product and the
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intersection pairing
R
M u^ v give�.M/ the structure of a cyclic DGA. However,

it is not finite dimensional, so we cannot directly apply the theory in §10 and §11.

To remedy this, we introduce in §13 the subspaces B
cyc�

k
�.M/1 � B

cyc�

k
�.M/

of operators with smooth kernel and prove the following analogues of Proposi-

tion 1.4 and Theorem 1.5 (see §13 for the relevant definitions)

Proposition 1.9. Let M be a closed oriented manifold of dimension n. Then
Bcyc��.M/1Œ2 � n� carries the structure of a Fréchet dIBL-algebra.

Theorem 1.10. The Fréchet dIBL-structure in Proposition 1.9 is IBL1-homo-
topy equivalent to the analogous structure on the dual cyclic bar complex of the
de Rham cohomologyHdR.M/.

The triple intersection product mC
2 .u; v; w/ D .�1/

�
R
M u ^ v ^w defines an

element mC
2 2 B

cyc�
3 �.M/ satisfying the equations of a Maurer–Cartan element.

However, mC
2 does not have a smooth kernel, so we cannot use it directly to twist

the Fréchet dIBL-structure. Nevertheless, we expect that by pushing the structure

onto the (finite dimensional!) de Rham cohomology HdR.M/ D H.�.M/; d/

one can prove the following analogue of Theorem 1.7.

Conjecture 1.11. Let M be a closed oriented manifold of dimension n and H D
HdR.M/ its de Rham cohomology. Then there exists a filtered IBL1-structure
on Bcyc�HŒ2� n� whose homology equals the cyclic cohomology of the de Rham
complex of M .

IfM is simply connected, then the cyclic cohomology of the de Rham complex

ofM is closely related to the S1-equivariant homologyHS1

� .LM/ of the free loop

space LM . More precisely, denote by A the de Rham complex �.M/, negatively

graded such that its differential has degree �1. Then we have a commuting

diagram with exact rows

� � � bHC��C2.A/ HC��.A/ HC�
��C1.A/

bHC��C1.A/ � � �

� � � yH��2
S1 .pt/ HC��.A/ H��1

S1 .LM/ yH��1
S1 .pt/ � � �

 !  !

 !Š

 !

((

 !

 !Š

 !

 !Š

 !  !  !  !  !

Here the upper row is the exact sequence from Jones [47] relating cyclic homol-

ogy HC�.A/, negative cyclic homology HC�
� .A/, and periodic cyclic homology

bHC �.A/. The third vertical isomorphism is due to Jones [47] and the first vertical

isomorphism is due Goodwillie [41], relating bHC��.A/ to yH�
S1.pt/ D RŒu; u�1�,
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the u-localized S1-equivariant cohomology of a point. From the bottom row

we read off (see [22] for details) the isomorphism HC��.A/ Š H��1
S1 .LM; pt/

between the cyclic homology of A, reduced with respect to the augmentation

�.M/ ! �.pt/ D R, and the S1-equivariant cohomology of LM relative

to a point (viewed as a constant loop). Dually, we obtain the isomorphism

HC��.A/ Š HS1

��1.LM; pt/. We conjecture that under this identification the in-

volutive Lie bialgebra structure induced by the IBL1-structure in Conjecture 1.11

agrees with the string bracket and cobracket described by Chas and Sullivan

in [16, 17]. This is supposed to be a special case of such a structure on the equi-

variant loop space homology of any closed oriented manifold M , see [75, 21].

The strategy to prove Conjecture 1.11 is to mimic the proof of Theorem 1.7 in

the de Rham case. Then finite sums over basis elements get replaced by multiple

integrals involving the Green kernel associated to a Riemannian metric on M ,

in a way similar to [48, 52, 34] and to perturbative Chern–Simons gauge theory

[82, 8]. The difficulty in making this rigorous arises from possible divergences at

the diagonal where some integration variables become equal. We hope to show in

future work that this problem can be resolved in a similar way as in perturbative

Chern–Simons gauge theory [3].

Remark 1.12. In this paper we are interested in S1-equivariant string topology.

There is also a non-equivariant version of string topology which has been much

better studied. Here the relevant structure on homology is that of a Batalin–

Vilkovisky (BV) algebra, and its chain level structure that of a BV1-algebra, see

e.g. [16, 78, 80]. Symplectic field theory is by construction an S1-equivariant

theory, whose non-equivariant version has not yet been fully developed.

Lagrangian Floer theory. Finally, consider an n-dimensional closed oriented

Lagrangian submanifold L of a symplectic manifold .W; !/ (closed or convex

at infinity). Then holomorphic curves in W with boundary on L give rise to a

further deformation of the IBL1-structure in Conjecture 1.11 associated to L.

The structure arising from holomorphic disks has been described in [35], and the

general structure (in slightly different language) in [21]. In the terminology of this

paper, it can be described as follows.

It is proved in [37, 36] that moduli spaces of holomorphic disks with boundary

on L give rise to a (filtered) cyclic A1-structure on its de Rham cohomology

HdR.L/. Moduli spaces of holomorpic curves of genus zero with several boundary

components should give rise to a solution of an appropriate version of Batalin–

Vilkovisky Master equation, see §12. Moreover, this data can be further enhanced
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using holomorphic curves of higher genus. We prove in §12 that Proposition 1.6

carries over to such A1-algebras, so we arrive at the following

Conjecture 1.13. Let L be an n-dimensional closed oriented Lagrangian sub-
manifold L of a symplectic manifold .W; !/ (closed or convex at infinity) and
let H D HdR.M/ be its de Rham cohomology. Then there exists a filtered
IBL1-structure on Bcyc�HŒ2 � n� whose homology equals the cyclic cohomol-
ogy of the cyclic A1-structure on H constructed in [37, 36].

Remark 1.14. Suppose that � WW ! D is an exact symplectic Lefschetz fibration

over the disk (e.g. any Stein domainW admits such a fibration) and letL1; : : : ; Lm

be the vanishing cycles. A conjecture of Seidel ([71], see [11] for further evi-

dence for this conjecture) asserts that the symplectic homology of W equals the

Hochschild homology of a certain A1-category with objects L1; : : : ; Lm. An

equivariant version of this conjecture would equate the S1-equivariant symplec-

tic homology SH�
S1.W / (reduced with respect to a point viewed as the minimum

of a defining Hamiltonian) to the reduced cyclic homology of this A1-category.

Hence the IBL1-structure on SH�
S1.W / mentioned above would follow from this

conjecture and an extension of Proposition 1.6 to suitable A1-categories.

Note added in proof. Since the time we originally submitted this article for

publication, a number of related works have appeared, among them [9, 29, 44, 46,

57, 60].

Acknowledgements. We thank A. Cattaneo, E. Getzler, P. Hájek, B. Jurčo,

K. Münster, I. Sachs, B. Vallette, and E. Volkov for stimulating discussions. We

also thank S. Baranikov, G. Drummond-Cole, A. Voronov, and the anonymous

referee for their comments about earlier versions of this paper.

2. Involutive Lie bialgebras up to infinite homotopy

In this section we define involutive Lie bialgebras up to infinite homotopy, or

briefly IBL1-algebras, and morphisms among them.

Let R be a commutative ring with unit that contains Q. Let C D
L
k2Z C

k be

a free graded R-module.

It is convenient to introduce the degree shifted version C Œ1� of C by setting

C Œ1�d ´ C dC1. Thus the degrees deg c in C and jcj in C Œ1� are related by

jcj D deg c � 1:
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We introduce the k-fold symmetric product

EkC ´ .C Œ1�˝R � � � ˝R C Œ1�/= �

as the quotient of the k-fold tensor product under the standard action of the

symmetric group Sk permuting the factors with signs, and the reduced symmetric
algebra

EC ´
M

k�1

EkC:

Note that we do not include a constant term in EC . As usual, we write the

equivalence class of c1 ˝ � � � ˝ ck in EkC as c1 � � � ck .

Remark 2.1. More precisely, we setEC ´
L
k�1 C Œ1�

˝k=I, where I is the two-

sided ideal generated by all elements c ˝ c0 � .�1/jcjjc0jc0 ˝ c. Since R contains

Q, EC is canonically isomorphic as a graded R-module to the subspace
� M

k�1

C Œ1�˝k
�symm

�
M

�1

C Œ1�˝k

of invariant tensors under the action of the symmetric group. An inverse of the

quotient map
� L

k�1 C Œ1�
˝k

�symm
! EC is given by the symmetrization map

I.c1 � � � ck/´
1

kŠ

X

�2Sk

".�/c�.1/ ˝ � � � ˝ c�.k/:

Here the sign ".�/ (which depends on the ci ) is defined by the equation

c�.1/ � � � c�.k/ D ".�/c1 � � � ck :

We extend any linear map �WEkC ! E`C to a linear map O�WEC ! EC by
O� ´ 0 on EmC for m < k and

O�.c1 � � � cm/´
X

�2Sm

�.1/<���<�.k/

�.kC1/<���<�.m/

".�/�.c�.1/ � � � c�.k//c�.kC1/ � � � c�.m/

D
X

�2Sm

".�/

kŠ.m � k/Š
�.c�.1/ � � � c�.k//c�.kC1/ � � � c�.m/:

(2.1)

for m � k. Note that O� maps EkCsC to ElCsC for every s � 0.

Remark 2.2. The map O� is a differential operator of order � k and a “codif-

ferential operator” of order � `. In particular, O� is a derivation if k D 1 and a

coderivation if ` D 1.
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Now we consider a series of graded R-module homomorphisms

pk;`;g WEkC �! E`C; k � 1; ` � 1; g � 0

of degree

jpk;`;g j D �2d.k C g � 1/ � 1

for some fixed integer d . Define the operator

Op´
1X

k;`D1

1X

gD0

Opk;`;g„
kCg�1�kC`C2g�2WEC ¹„; �º �! EC ¹„; �º;

where „ and � are formal variables of degree

j„j ´ 2d; j� j D 0;

and EC ¹„; �º denotes formal power series in these variables with coefficients

in EC .

Definition 2.3. We say that .C; ¹pk;`;gºk;`�1;g�0/ is an IBL1-algebra of degree
d if

Op ı Op D 0: (2.2)

Remark 2.4. The algebra over the Frobenius properad appearing in [14] is closely

related to the IBL1-algebra. The Koszul–ness of the former in the sense of [79]

is proved in [14]. It provides a purely algebraic reasoning for this structure being

a ‘correct’ infinity version of an involutive Lie bialgebra. We however do not use

this fact in this paper.

Let us explain this definition from various angles.

(1) One can write equation (2.2) more explicitly as the sequence of equations

gC1X

tD2�min.k;`/

X

k1Ck2DkCt

`1C`2D`Ct
g1Cg2DgC1�t

.Opk2;`2;g2
ı Opk1;`1;g1

/jEkC D 0 (2.3)

for each triple .k; `; g/with k; ` � 1 and g � 1�min.k; `/. Indeed, equation (2.3)

is the part of the coefficient of „kCg�1�kC`C2g�2 in (2.2) mapping EkC to E`C .

Note that negative g may well appear here (see the discussion in (2) below on

the interpretation of g), while g1 and g2 are nonnegative and the ki and `i are at

least 1.
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More appropriately, one should view equation (2.3) as the definition of an

IBL1-structure, and the formal variables „; � are mere bookkeeping devices that

allow us to write this equation in the more concise form (2.2). Alternatively, we

could also consider equation (2.2) on the space
Q
k�1 EkC ¹„º.

(2) It is instructive to think of pk;`;g as an operation associated to a compact

connected oriented surface Sk;`;g of signature .k; `; g/, i.e. with k incoming and `

outgoing boundary components and of genus g. Then the coefficient kC`C2g�2

of the formal variable � is the negative Euler characteristic of Sk;`;g .

Figure 1. On the left is a pictorial representation of p5;4;3 by a surface with signa-

ture .5; 4; 3/, with incoming boundaries drawn at the top and outgoing boundaries at

the bottom. The whole picture would be our graphical representation of the extension

Op5;4;3WE5C2C ! E4C2C .

It is also useful to think of the identity C ! C as the operation associated

to a trivial cylinder. Then the extension Opk;`;g WEkCrC ! E`CrC corresponds

to the disjoint union of Sk;`;g with r trivial cylinders. Define the genus g 2 Z

of a possibly disconnected surface with k incoming and ` outgoing boundary

components such that its Euler characteristic equals 2� 2g� k� `, so e.g. adding

a cylinder lowers the genus by one. Then the terms of the form Opk2;`2;g2
ı Opk1;`1;g1

on the left hand side of (2.3) correspond to all possible gluings of (a connected

surface of signature .k1; `1; g1/ union trivial cylinders) with (a connected surface

of signature .k2; `2; g2/ union trivial cylinders) to a possibly disconnected surface

of signature .k; `; g/.

(3) The variable „ is analogous to the „ appearing in the SFT formalism. In the

SFT context, its grading depends on the dimension of the contact manifold .V; �/

under consideration (more precisely when dimV D 2n�1 then j„j D 2.n�3/, i.e.

d D n� 3), and is related to the dimensions of the moduli spaces of holomorphic

curves used to define the operations. Its inclusion makes Op homogeneous of

degree �1.

The following definition will be repeatedly used in inductive arguments.
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Definition 2.5. We define a linear order on signatures by saying .k0; `0; g0/ �

.k; `; g/ if one of the following conditions holds:

i. k0 C `0 C 2g0 < k C `C 2g,

ii. k0 C `0 C 2g0 D k C `C 2g and g0 > g, or

iii. k0 C `0 C 2g0 D k C `C 2g and g0 D g and k0 < k.

This choice of ordering is explained in Remark 2.7 below. The sequence of

ordered signatures starts with

.1; 1; 0/ � .1; 2; 0/ � .2; 1; 0/ � .1; 1; 1/ � .1; 3; 0/ � .2; 2; 0/ � .3; 1; 0/ � � � � :

(3) The preceding discussion suggests that (2.3) can be reformulated in terms

of gluing to connected surfaces. For this, let us denote by Opk2;`2;g2
ıs Opk1;`1;g1

the

part of the composition where exactly s of the inputs of pk2;`2;g2
are outputs of

pk1;`1;g1
.

Lemma 2.6. Equation (2.2) is equivalent to the sequence of equations

gC1X

sD1

X

k1Ck2DkCs

`1C`2D`Cs
g1Cg2DgC1�s

.Opk2;`2;g2
ıs Opk1;`1;g1

/jEkC D 0; k; ` � 1; g � 0: (2.4)

Moreover, for .k; `; g/ � .1; 1; 0/ equation (2.4) has the form

Op1;1;0 ı pk;`;g C pk;`;g ı Op1;1;0 C Pk;`;g D 0 (2.5)

with

Pk;`;g D

gC1X

sD1

X

k1Ck2DkCs

`1C`2D`Cs
g1Cg2DgC1�s

.ki ;`i ;gi /¤.1;1;0/

.Opk2;`2;g2
ıs Opk1;`1;g1

/jEkC ;

where Pk;`;g WEkC ! E`C involves only compositions of terms pk0;`0;g0 whose
signatures satisfy .1; 1; 0/ � .k0; `0; g0/ � .k; `; g/.

Remark 2.7. The order� on signatures was chosen so that (2.3) for all signatures

.k; l; g/ � .K; L;G/ is equivalent to (2.4) for the same range of signatures. Other

choices are possible.
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Figure 2. A typical term in Op5;4;3 ı3 Op5;2;2WE7C ! E3C , appearing on the left hand side

of equation (2.4) for .k; `; g/ D .7; 3; 7/.

Proof. Abbreviate the left-hand side of (2.4) by

qk;`;g ´

gC1X

sD1

X

k1Ck2DkCs

`1C`2D`Cs
g1Cg2DgC1�s

.Opk2;`2;g2
ıs Opk1;`1;g1

/jEkC WEkC �! E`C:

Note that the terms of the form Opk2;`2;g2
ıs Opk1;`1;g1

on the right hand side of

this definition correspond to all possible gluings of two surfaces of signatures

.k1; `1; g1/ and .k2; `2; g2/ along s boundary loops (outgoing for the first one and

incoming for the second one) to a connected surface of signature .k; `; g/. Denote

by Oqk;`;g the usual extension. Then

min.k;`/�1X

rD0

Oqk�r;`�r;gCr D

min.k;`/�1X

rD0

gC1CrX

sD1

X

k1Ck2DkCs�r

`1C`2D`Cs�r
g1Cg2DgC1�sCr

.Opk2;`2;g2
ıs Opk1;`1;g1

/jEkC

D

gC1X

tD2�min.k;`/

X

k1Ck2DkCt

`1C`2D`Ct
g1Cg2DgC1�t

.Opk2;`2;g2
ı Opk1;`1;g1

/jEkC :

Here the last equality follows by setting t D s � r and observing that

Opk2;`2;g2
ı0 Opk1;`1;g1

D �Opk1;`1;g1
ı0 Opk2;`2;g2

:
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So the additional terms corresponding to s D 0 (which were not present in the

line above) appear in cancelling pairs. Since the last expression agrees with the

one in (2.3), this shows that (2.2) is equivalent to the sequence of equations

min.k;`/�1X

rD0

Oqk�r;`�r;gCr D 0; k; ` � 1; g � 1 �min.k; `/; (2.6)

where summands with gC r < 0 are interpreted as 0. Clearly (2.4) implies (2.6).

The converse implication follows by induction over the order � because (2.6) is

of the form

qk;`;g CQk;`;g D 0;

where Qk;`;g is a sum of terms Oqk0;`0;g0 with .k0; `0; g0/ � .k; `; g/.

For the last statement, consider a term Opk2;`2;g2
ıs Opk1;`1;g1

appearing in equa-

tion (2.4). Denote by �
k;`;g

´ 2�2g�k�` the Euler characteristic of a surface of

signature .k; `; g/. Since the Euler characteristic is additive and only nonpositive

Euler characteristics occur for the admissible triples, we get

�
k1;`1;g1

C �
k2;`2;g2

D �
k;`;g

with all terms being nonpositive. If �
k1;`1;g1

< 0 and �
k2;`2;g2

< 0, then

.k1; `1; g1/; .k2; `2; g2/ � .k; `; g/ by definition of the ordering. If �
k1;`1;g1

D 0,

then .k1; `1; g1/ D .1; 1; 0/ and it follows that .k2; `2; g2/ D .k; `; g/, so we find

the first term in equation (2.5). Similarly, in the case �
k2;`2;g2

D 0 we find the

second term in equation (2.5). �

Remark 2.8. Note that the proof of Lemma 2.6 only uses property (i) in Defini-

tion 2.5. Moreover, the proof still works if in Definition 2.3 we allow all triples

.k; `; g/ with k � 0, ` � 0, g � 0 except the following ones:

.0; 0; 0/; .1; 0; 0/; .0; 1; 0/; .0; 0; 1/; .2; 0; 0/; .0; 2; 0/: (2.7)

We call such a structure a generalized IBL1-structure. This structure generalizes

an IBL1-structure by including many—but not all—operations without inputs

and/or without outputs; let us point out that symplectic field theory [31] does not

always define a generalized IBL1-structure due to the possible presence of holo-

morphic planes with a positive puncture. The notion below of an IBL1-morphism

can be generalized in the same way, and all the theory in §2–§6 works for these

generalized structures with the exception of the following discussion in (4).
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(4) IBL1-algebra stands for involutive bi-Lie algebra up to infinite homotopy.
To justify this terminology, recall from [17, 21] that a (graded) involutive bi-Lie
algebra consists of a graded Lie bracket � and a graded Lie cobracket ı satisfying

the compatibility relation ı� D ˙.1˝�/.ı˝1/.1C�/˙.�˝1/.1˝ı/.1C�/ (with

suitable signs and �.a˝b/ D ˙b˝a) and the involutivity relation ı� D 0. To see

how such a structure arises from an IBL1-structure, let us spell out equation (2.4)

for the first few triples .k; `; g/. For .k; `; g/ D .1; 1; 0/ we find that

p1;1;0WC �! C

has square zero. For .k; `; g/ D .2; 1; 0/ we find that Op2;1;0 is a chain map (with

respect to Op1;1;0) whose square is chain homotopic to zero by the relation for

.k; `; g/ D .3; 1; 0/. It follows that

�.a; b/´ .�1/jajp2;1;0.a; b/

defines a graded Lie bracket up to homotopy on C . Similarly, the relations for

.k; `; g/ D .1; 2; 0/ and .1; 3; 0/ show that

ı.a/´ .�˝ 1/p1;2;0.a/

is a chain map which defines a graded Lie cobracket up to homotopy on C . Here

� multiplies a homogeneous element c 2 C by .�1/jcj.

Now the relation with .k; `; g/ D .1; 1; 1/ reads

p1;1;0 ı1 p1;1;1 C p1;1;1 ı1 p1;1;0 C p2;1;0 ı2 p1;2;0 D 0

and yields involutivity of .�; ı/ up to homotopy. Finally, the relation with

.k; `; g/ D .2; 2; 0/ has the form

Op1;1;0 ı1 p2;2;0 C p2;2;0 ı1 Op1;1;0 C p1;2;0 ı1 p2;1;0 C Op2;1;0 ı1 Op1;2;0 D 0;

yielding compatibility of � and ı up to homotopy. In summary, .�; ı/ induces the

structure of an involutive bi-Lie algebra on the homology H.C; @/.

(5) Let us consider some special cases of an IBL1-structure. If pk;`;g D 0

whenever ` � 2 or g > 0, then (2.4) is equivalent to the sequence of equations

X

k1Ck2DkC1

.pk2;1;0 ı1 Opk1;1;0/jEkC D 0; k D 1; 2; : : : :

So we recover one of the standard definitions of an L1-algebra (cf. [56]). Simi-

larly, if pk;`;g D 0 whenever k � 2 or g > 0 we recover the definition of a co-L1

structure.
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(6) Suppose the following finiteness condition is satisfied:

given k � 1, g � 0 and a 2 EkC , the term pk;`;g .a/ is nonzero for only
finitely many ` � 1.

Then we can set � D 1 above and consider Op as a map of EC ¹„º. This condition

holds in our main examples (exact symplectic field theory and string topology,

see §7 and §13 below) and we do not know any natural examples where it is not

satisfied. However, for the general theory of IBL1-structures it would seem un-

natural to impose such a finiteness condition (e.g., it would destroy the symmetry

between inputs and outputs).

Morphisms. Next we turn to the definition of morphisms. So let .CC; ¹pC
k;`;g
º/

and .C�; ¹p�
k;`;g
º/ be two IBL1-algebras of the same degree d . To a collection

of linear maps fi WEki
CC ! E`i

C�, 1 � i � r , we associate a linear map

f1 ˇ � � � ˇ fr WEk1C���Ckr
CC ! E`1C���C`r

C� by

f1 ˇ � � � ˇ fr.c1 � � � ck/

´
X

�2Sk

�.1/<���<�.k1/

:::
�.k1C���Ckr�1C1/<���<�.k/

".�/f1.c�.1/ � � � c�.k1// � � �fr .c�.k1C���Ckr�1C1/ � � � c�.k//

D
X

�2Sk

".�/

k1Š � � �kr Š
f1.c�.1/ � � � c�.k1// � � �fr.c�.k1C���Ckr�1C1/ � � � c�.k//:

(2.8)

Note that f1ˇ f2 D .�1/
jf1jjf2jf2ˇ f1 if the fi are homogeneous of degree jfi j.

Now we consider a series of graded module homomorphisms

fk;`;g WEkC
C �! E`C

�; k; ` � 1; g � 0

of degree

jfk;`;g j D �2d.k C g � 1/:

Define the operator

f´
1X

k;`D1

1X

gD0

fk;`;g„
kCg�1�kC`C2g�2WECC¹„; �º �! EC�¹„; �º;
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where each fk;`;g is viewed as a map ECC ! E`C
� � EC� by setting it zero

on EmC
C for m ¤ k. Furthermore, we introduce the exponential series ef with

respect to the symmetric product, i.e.

ef´
1X

rD1

X

ki ;`i ;gi

1�i�r

1

rŠ
fk1;`1;g1

ˇ � � � ˇ fkr ;`r ;gr
„

P
ki C

P
gi �r�

P
ki C

P
`i C2

P
gi �2r :

(2.9)

Definition 2.9. We say that ¹fk;`;gºk;`�1;g�0 is an IBL1-morphism if

ef OpC � Op�ef D 0: (2.10)

Again, let us explain this definition from various angles.

(1) Equation (2.10) is equivalent to requiring that for each triple .k; `; g/ with

k; ` � 1 and g � 1 �min.k; `/ the equation

X̀

rD1

X

`1C���C`r D`

k1C���Ckr CkCDkC`C

g1C���Cgr CgCDgCr�`C

1

rŠ
.fk1;`1;g1

ˇ � � � ˇ fkr ;`r ;gr
/ ı OpC

kC;`C;gC

�
kX

rD1

X

k1C���Ckr Dk

`1C���C`r C`�D`Ck�

g1C���Cgr Cg�DgCr�k�

1

rŠ
Op�
k�;`�;g� ı .fk1;`1;g1

ˇ � � � ˇ fkr ;`r ;gr
/ D 0:

(2.11)

holds as equality between maps EkC
C ! E`C

�. Indeed, the left hand side of

equation (2.11) is the corresponding part of the coefficient of „kCg�1�kC`C2g�2

in ef OpC � Op�ef.

(2) As before, one thinks of fk;`;g as a map associated to a compact connected

oriented surface of signature .k; `; g/. Then the terms

.fk1;`1;g1
ˇ � � � ˇ fkr ;`r ;gr

/ ı OpC
kC;`C;gC

on the left hand side of (2.11) correspond to complete gluings of r connected

surfaces of signatures .ki ; `i ; gi / at their incoming loops to the outgoing loops

of a surface of signature .kC; `C; gC/, plus an appropriate number of trivial

cylinders, to a possibly disconnected surface of signature .k; `; g/ (see Figure 3

for an example).
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T T T TpC
3;2;1

f1;1;2 f2;1;1 f3;1;0

Figure 3. A pictorial description of a term appearing in .f1;1;2 ˇ f2;1;1 ˇ f3;1;0/ ı Op
C
3;2;1

on the left hand side of (2.11). In the notation introduced in remark (3) we would write this

particular term as .f1;1;2 ˇ f2;1;1 ˇ f3;1;0/ ı0;1;1 Op
C
3;2;1

.

(3) Again, it is useful to reformulate (2.10) in terms of gluing to connected
surfaces. For this, let us denote by

.fk1;`1;g1
ˇ � � � ˇ fkr ;`r ;gr

/ ıs1;:::;sr Op
C
kC;`C;gC

the part of the composition where precisely si of the inputs of fki ;`i ;gi
are outputs

of pkC;`C;gC , and similarly for composition with Opk�;`�;g� .

Lemma 2.10. Equation (2.10) is equivalent to the sequence of equations

X̀

rD1

X

`1C���C`r D`

k1C���Ckr CkCDkC`C

g1C���Cgr CgCDgCr�`C

s1C���Csr D`C

si �1

1

rŠ
.fk1;`1;g1

ˇ � � � ˇ fkr ;`r ;gr
/ ıs1;:::;sr Op

C
kC;`C;gC

�
kX

rD1

X

k1C���Ckr Dk

`1C���C`r C`�D`Ck�

g1C���Cgr Cg�DgCr�k�

s1C���Csr Dk�

si �1

1

rŠ
Op�
k�;`�;g� ıs1;:::;sr .fk1;`1;g1

ˇ � � � ˇ fkr ;`r ;gr
/ D 0;

(2.12)
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for k; ` � 1 and g � 0, where the left hand side is viewed as a map from EkC
C

to E`C�. Equation (2.12) for a fixed triple .k; `; g/ has the form

fk;`;g ı Op
C
1;1;0 � Op

�
1;1;0 ı fk;`;g CRk;`;g.f; p

C; p�/ D 0

with

Rk;`;g .f; p
C; p�/

D
X̀

rD1

X

`1C���C`r D`

k1C���Ckr CkCDkC`C

g1C���Cgr CgCDgCr�`C

s1C���Csr D`C

si �1

.kC;`C;gC/¤.1;1;0/

1

rŠ
.fk1;`1;g1

ˇ � � � ˇ fkr ;`r ;gr
/ ıs1;:::;sr Op

C
kC;`C;gC

�
kX

rD1

X

k1C���Ckr Dk

`1C���C`r C`�D`Ck�

g1C���Cgr Cg�DgCr�k�

s1C���Csr Dk�

si �1

.k�;`�;g�/¤.1;1;0/

1

rŠ
Op�
k�;`�;g� ıs1;:::;sr .fk1;`1;g1

ˇ � � � ˇ fkr ;`r ;gr
/;

where the expression Rk;`;g.f; p
C; p�/ contains only components fk0;`0;g0 of f

with .k0; `0; g0/ � .k; `; g/ and only components Op˙
k0;`0;g0 of Op˙ with .1; 1; 0/ �

.k0; `0; g0/ � .k; `; g/. Moreover, we have

Rk;`;g .f; p
C; p�/ D

1

`Š
fˇ`1;1;0 ı Op

C
k;`;g
�
1

kŠ
Op�
k;`;g ı f

ˇk
1;1;0C

zRk;`;g.f; p
C; p�/; (2.13)

where the expression zRk;`;g.f; pC; p�/ contains only components Op˙
k0;`0;g0 with

.k0; `0; g0/ � .k; `; g/.

Before giving the proof, let us introduce the following notation. For a map

F WECC¹�; „º ! EC�¹�; „º, we will denote by hF ik;`;g the part of the coefficient

of „kCg�1�kC`C2g�2 which corresponds to a map fromEkC
C toE`C

�. Then we

have for example

hefik;`;g D

min.k:`/X

rD1

X

k1C���Ckr Dk

`1C���C`r D`
g1C���Cgr DgCr�1

1

rŠ
fk1;`1;g1

ˇ � � � ˇ fkr ;`r ;gr
: (2.14)
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Note that this can be nonzero for g � 1 �min.k; `/, so in general negative g are

allowed here (recall that the genus of disconnected surfaces defined in §2 can be

negative).

Proof. We rewrite the term of the first sum in (2.11) for fixed r � 1 as

1

rŠ

X

`1C���C`r D`

k1C���Ckr CkCDkC`C

g1C���Cgr CgCDgCr�`C

s1C���Csr D`C

si �0

.fk1;`1;g1
ˇ � � � ˇ fkr ;`r ;gr

/ ıs1;:::;sr Op
C
kC;`C;gC

D
rX

r 0D1

1

r 0Š.r � r 0/Š

X

`1C���C`r0 D`0

k1C���Ckr0 CkCDk0C`C

g1C���Cgr0 CgCDg0Cr 0�`C

s1C���Csr0 D`C

si �1

.fk1;`1;g1
ˇ � � � ˇ fkr0 ;`r0 ;gr0 / ıs1;:::;sr0 Op

C
kC;`C;gC

ˇ
X

`r0C1C���C`r D`�`0

kr0C1C���Ckr Dk�k0

gr0C1C���Cgr Dg�g0Cr�r 0

fkr0C1;`r0C1;gr0C1
ˇ � � � ˇ fkr ;`r ;gr

:

Here we have used the commutation properties of the product ˇ as well as the

identity

.fk1;`1;g1
ˇ � � � ˇ fkr ;`r ;gr

/ ıs1;:::;sr�1;0
OpC
kC;`C;gC

D Œ.fk1;`1;g1
ˇ � � � ˇ fkr�1;`r�1;gr�1

/ ıs1;:::;sr�1
OpC
kC;`C;gC �ˇ fkr ;`r ;gr

:

Note that the left-hand side of this equation corresponds to all gluings to possibly

disconnected surfaces of signature .k; `; g/, while the terms .fk1;`1;g1
ˇ � � � ˇ

fkr0 ;`r0 ;gr0 / ıs1;:::;sr0 Op
C
kC;`C;gC on the right-hand side (where si � 1 for all 1 �

i � r 0) correspond to connected surfaces. A similar discussion applies to the

second sum in (2.11).

Abbreviate the left-hand side of (2.11) byGk;`;g and the left-hand side of (2.12)

by Hk;`;g . Then we have the relation

Gk;`;g D Hk;`;g C
X

k0Ck00Dk
`0C`00D`
g0Cg00DgC1

Hk0;`0;g0 ˇ hefik00;`00;g00 :
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So clearly the sequence of equations (2.12) implies Gk;`;g D 0. The converse

implication follows by induction over the order � because all terms in the sum on

the right hand side of the above equation involve .k0; `0; g0/ � .k; `; g/. The last

statement of the lemma follows as in the proof of Lemma 2.6. �

(4) Let us spell out equation (2.11) for the first few triples .k; `; g/. For

.k; `; g/ D .1; 1; 0/ we find that

f1;1;0W .C
C; pC

1;1;0/ �! .C�; p�
1;1;0/

is a chain map. The relations for .k; `; g/ D .2; 1; 0/ resp. .1; 2; 0/ show that f1;1;0

intertwines the products�˙ resp. the coproducts ı˙ up to homotopy. In particular,

f1;1;0 induces a morphism of involutive Lie bialgebras on homology.

(5) In the special cases that pk;`;g D 0 and fk;`;g D 0 whenever ` � 2 (resp.

k � 2) or g > 0 we recover the definitions of L1 (resp. co-L1) morphisms.

(6) As before with Op, by setting � D 1 the operators f and ef define maps

ECC¹„º ! EC�¹„º if the following finiteness condition is satisfied:

given k � 1, g � 0 and a 2 EkCC, the term fk;`;g.a/ is nonzero for
only finitely many ` � 1.

Again, this condition holds in our main examples (exact symplectic field theory

and string topology).

(7) We say that an IBL1-morphism ¹fk;`;gº is linear if fk;`;g D 0 unless

.k; `; g/ D .1; 1; 0/. In this case its exponential is given by

ef D
1X

rD0

1

rŠ
fˇr1;1;0W c1 � � � cr 7�! f1;1;0.c1/ � � � f1;1;0.cr /

and equation (2.12) simplifies to

1

`Š
fˇ`1;1;0 ı p

C
k;`;g

D p�
k;`;g ı

1

kŠ
fˇk1;1;0:

Composition of morphisms. Consider now two IBL1-morphisms

fC D ¹fC
k;`;g
ºW .CC; ¹pC

k;`;g
º/ �! .C; ¹pk;`;gº/;

f� D ¹f�k;`;gºW .C; ¹pk;`;gº/ �! .C�; ¹p�
k;`;gº/:

Definition 2.11. The composition f D f� ˘ fC of fC and f� is the unique

IBL1-morphism f D ¹fk;`;gºW .C
C; ¹pC

k;`;g
º/! .C�; ¹p�

k;`;g
º/ satisfying

ef D ef
�
ef

C
: (2.15)
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To see existence and uniqueness of f, consider the signature .k; `; g/ part of

ef
�
ef

C
,

hef
�
ef

C
ik;`;g

D
kX

rCD1

X̀

r�D1

rCCr�Cg�1X

sDmax.rC;r�/

X

k
C
1

C���CkC

rC Dk

`�
1

C���C`�
r� D`

`
C
1

C���C`C

rC Dk�
1

C���Ck�
r� Ds

g
C
1

C���CgC

rC Cg�
1

C���Cg�
r� DrCCr�Cg�1�s

1

rCŠr�Š
.f�k�

1
;`�

1
;g�

1
ˇ � � � ˇ f�k�

r� ;`�
r� ;g�

r�
/

ı .fC
k

C
1
;`

C
1
;g

C
1

ˇ � � � ˇ fC
k

C

rC ;`
C

rC ;g
C

rC

/:

Note also that equation (2.14) has the form

hefik;`;g D fk;`;g C

min¹k;`ºX

rD2

X

k1C���Ckr Dk

`1C���C`r D`
g1C���Cgr DgCr�1

1

rŠ
.fk1;`1;g1

ˇ � � � ˇ fkr ;`r ;gr
/;

where the conditions in the last summand add up to

rX

iD1

.ki C `i C 2gi � 2/ D k C `C 2g � 2:

As r � 2, this easily implies .ki ; `i ; gi / � .k; `; g/ for all i , so we can inductively

solve the equation hefik;`;g D he
f�
ef

C
ik;`;g for fk;`;g to find

fk;`;g D he
f�
ef

C
ik;`;g �

min¹k;`ºX

rD2

X

k1C���Ckr Dk

`1C���C`r D`
g1C���Cgr DgCr�1

1

rŠ
.fk1;`1;g1

ˇ � � � ˇ fkr ;`r ;gr
/: (2.16)

Here are some explanations to this definition.

1. Recall that we think of fk;`;g as associated to connected Riemann surfaces

with signature .k; `; g/. The first term on the right hand side of equa-

tion (2.16) describes all possible ways to obtain a (possibly disconnected)

Riemann surface of Euler characteristic 2� 2g � k � ` as a complete gluing

of pieces corresponding to the .k˙
i ; `

˙
i ; g

˙
i /. The second term then subtracts

all disconnected configurations.

2. For .k; `; g/ D .1; 1; 0/ equation (2.16) shows that f1;1;0 and the f˙1;1;0 are

related by

f1;1;0 D f�1;1;0 ı f
C
1;1;0:
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3. In the special cases that pk;`;g D 0 and fk;`;g D 0 whenever ` � 2 (resp.

k � 2) or g > 0 we recover the definitions of composition of L1 (resp.

co-L1) morphisms.

4. If fC is linear, then (2.16) simplifies to

fk;`;g D
1

kŠ
f�k;`;g ı .f

C
1;1;0/

ˇk :

Indeed, if we define fk;`;g by this equation we find

1

kŠ
.f�k1;`1;g1

ˇ � � � ˇ f�kr ;`r ;gr
/ ı .fC1;1;0/

ˇk D fk1;`1;g1
ˇ � � � ˇ fkr ;`r ;gr

and hence

hef
�
ef

C
ik;`;g D

X̀

rD1

X

k1C���Ckr Dk

`1C���C`r D`
g1C���Cgr DrCg�1

1

rŠkŠ
.f�k1;`1;g1

ˇ � � � ˇ f�kr ;`r ;gr
/ ı .fC1;1;0/

ˇk

D hefik;`;g :

A similar discussion applies if f� is linear. In particular, if both f˙ are linear

then so is their composition.

Finally, we again record a useful observation for later use.

Lemma 2.12. For .1; 1; 0/ � .k; `; g/, the component fk;`;g of the composition f

of two IBL1-morphisms fC and f� has the form

fk;`;g D f�k;`;g ı
1

kŠ
.fC1;1;0/

ˇk C
1

`Š
.f�1;1;0/

ˇ` ı fC
k;`;g
C Ck;`;g .f

�; fC/

with

Ck;`;g.f
�; fC/

D
D X

.k�
i
;`�

i
;g�

i
/¤.1;1;0/ for some i

.k
C
j
;`

C
j
;g

C
j
/¤.1;1;0/ for some j

1

r�ŠrCŠ
.f�k�

1
;`�

1
;g�

1
ˇ � � � ˇ f�k�

r� ;`�
r� ;g�

r�
/

ıconn .f
C

k
C
1
;`

C
1
;g

C
1

ˇ � � � ˇ fC
k

C

rC ;`
C

rC ;g
C

rC

/
E
k;`;g

;

where ıconn signifies that we only keep those compositions which in the geometric
picture glue to a connected surface,1 and Ck;`;g .f�; fC/ contains only components
f˙
k0;`0;g0 with .k0; `0; g0/ � .k; `; g/. Moreover, if either f� or fC is linear, then
Ck;`;g .f

�; fC/ D 0.

1 This process is parallel to the relation between a prop and a properad as in [79, Proposi-

tion 2.1].
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Proof. The conditions in the first sum in (2.16) add up to

rCX

iD1

.kC
i C `

C
i C 2g

C
i � 2/C

r�X

iD1

.k�
i C `

�
i C 2g

�
i � 2/ D k C `C 2g � 2;

from which the first statement easily follows. The last statement follows from (4)

above. �

Remark 2.13. We leave it to the reader to check that composition of morphisms

is associative.

3. Obstructions

In this section we prove the main technical proposition underlying the homotopy

theory of IBL1-algebras (Proposition 3.1). All the results in the following three

sections will be formal consequences of this proposition.

Given free chain complexes .C; dC / and .D; dD/ over R, define a boundary

operator ı on Hom.EkC;E`D/ by

ı' D OdD' C .�1/j'jC1' OdC ;

where OdC and OdD are the usual extensions of dC and dD . This operation is

a derivation of composition, in the sense that for ' 2 Hom.EnB;EkC/ and

 2 Hom.EkC;E`D/ we have

ı. ı '/ D .ı / ı ' C .�1/j j ı .ı'/:

Below, we always consider the case that B , C , andD are (partial) IBL1-algebras

and the boundary operators used in the definition of ı are the corresponding

structure maps p1;1;0. The following proposition identifies the obstructions to

inductive extensions of partially defined IBL1-structures and their morphisms.

Proposition 3.1. The following fact hold.

1. Let ¹pk;`;g WEkC ! E`C º.k;`;g/�.K;L;G/º be a collection of maps that satisfy
the defining relation (2.4) for IBL1-structures for all .k; `; g/ � .K; L;G/.
Then the expression PK;L;G 2 Hom.EKC;ELC/ defined in Lemma 2.6

satisfies

ıPK;L;G D 0:
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2. Let .C; ¹pC
k;`;g
º/ and .D; ¹pD

k;`;g
º/ be IBL1-algebras, and suppose the col-

lection of maps ¹fk;`;g WEkC ! E`Dº.k;`;g/�.K;L;G/º satisfies the defining
relation (2.11) for IBL1-morphisms for all .k; `; g/ � .K; L;G/. Then the
expression RK;L;G.f; pC ; pD/ 2 Hom.EKC;ELD/ defined in Lemma 2.10

satisfies
ıRK;L;G.f; p

C ; pD/ D 0:

3. Assume further that .B; ¹pB
k;`;g
º/ is another IBL1-algebra and the collection

g D ¹gk;`;g WEkB ! E`C º.k;`;g/�.K;L;G/ also satisfies the defining rela-
tion (2.11) for morphisms for all .k; `; g/ � .K; L;G/. Then

RK;L;G.f ı g; p
B ; pD/ D

1

LŠ
fˇL1;1;0 ı RK;L;G.g; p

B ; pC /

CRK;L;G.f; p
C ; pD/ ı

1

LŠ
gˇK
1;1;0

C ıCK;L;G.f; g/;

where
CK;L;G.f; g/ 2 Hom.EKB;ELD/

is the expression defined in Lemma 2.12.

For the proof we will need some more notation. For three linear maps

pi WEki
C ! E`i

C and integers s12; s13; s23 � 0 we denote by

Op3 ıs23;s13
. Op2 ıs12

Op1/ D . Op3 ıs23
Op2/ ıs13;s12

Op1

the part of the composition Op3 ı Op2 ı Op1 where exactly sij of the inputs of pj are

outputs of pi . In particular, for s13 this means that this number of inputs of p3

come directly from outputs of p1, so in our graphical notation there would be s13

trivial cylinders on the middle level connecting them. The following properties

follow immediately from the definition:

Op3 ıs . Op2 ıs12
Op1/ D

X

s13Cs23Ds

Op3 ıs23;s13
. Op2 ıs12

Op1/;

. Op3 ıs23
Op2/ ıs Op1 D

X

s12Cs13Ds

. Op3 ıs23
Op2/ ıs13;s12

Op1:

Note in particular that, since pi ı0 pj D .�1/
jpi jjpj jpj ı0 pi , we have

Op3 ı0;s13
. Op2 ıs12

Op1/ D . Op3 ı0 Op2/ ıs13;s12
Op1/

D .�1/jp2jjp3j. Op2 ı0 Op3/ ıs12;s13
Op1/

D .�1/jp2jjp3j Op2 ı0;s12
. Op3 ıs13

Op1/;
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and similarly

. Op3 ıs23
Op2/ ıs13;0 Op1 D .�1/

jp1jjp2j. Op3 ıs13
Op1/ ıs23;0 Op2:

Applying these properties in the case where one of the pi is the boundary operator

p1;1;0, we obtain

ı. Op2 ıs Op1/ D p1;1;0 ı1;0 . Op2 ıs Op1/C p1;1;0 ı0;1 . Op2 ıs Op1/

C .�1/jp1jCjp2jŒ. Op2 ıs Op1/ ı1;0 p1;1;0 C . Op2 ıs Op1/ ı0;1 p1;1;0�

D .ı Op2/ ıs Op1 C .�1/
jp2j Op2 ıs .ı Op1/;

where in the last expression the genuine triple compositions (with p1;1;0 in the

middle) from both terms cancel each other.

Proof of Proposition 3.1. For the proof of (1), recall that

Pk;`;g D

gC1X

sD1

X

k1Ck2DkCs

`1C`2D`Cs
g1Cg2DgC1�s

.ki ;`i ;gi /¤.1;1;0/

.Opk2;`2;g2
ıs Opk1;`1;g1

/jEkC :

Moreover, in our current notation equation (2.4) can be written as

ıpk;`;g D �Pk;`;g :

Since all terms in the definition of PK;L;G satisfy .ki ; `i ; gi / � .K; L;G/, using

the hypothesis we find

ıPK;L;G D
GC1X

sD1

X

k1Ck2DKCs

`1C`2DLCs
g1Cg2DGC1�s

.ki ;`i ;gi /¤.1;1;0/

.ı Opk2;`2;g2
ıs Opk1;`1;g1

� Opk2;`2;g2
ıs ı Opk1;`1;g1

/jEkC

D �
GC1X

sD1

X

k1Ck2DKCs

`1C`2DLCs
g1Cg2DGC1�s

.ki ;`i ;gi /¤.1;1;0/

. OPk2;`2;g2
ıs Opk1;`1;g1

/jEkC

C
GC1X

sD1

X

k1Ck2DKCs

`1C`2DLCs
g1Cg2DGC1�s

.ki ;`i ;gi /¤.1;1;0/

.Opk2;`2;g2
ıs OPk1;`1;g1

/jEkC

µ �AC B
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Geometrically, the terms A and B both correspond to breaking up a connected

Riemann surface of signature .k; `; g/ in all possible ways into three non-trivial

pieces. To show algebraically that indeed A D B , in the sum B we rename

.k2; `2; g2/ to .k3; `3; g3/, .k1; `1; g1/ to .k; `; g/, and we insert the definition of

Pk;`;g to rewrite it as

B D
GC1X

sD1

X

kCk3DKCs

`C`3DLCs
gCg3DGC1�s

.k3;`3;g3/;.k;`;g/¤.1;1;0/

gC1X

tD1

X

k1Ck2DkCt

`1C`2D`Ct
g1Cg2DgC1�t

.ki ;`i ;gi /¤.1;1;0/

Opk3;`3;g3
ıs .Opk2;`2;g2

ıt Opk1;`1;g1
/jEkC

D
X

s;t�1
sCt�GC2

X

k1Ck2Ck3DKCsCt

`1C`2C`2DLCsCt
g1Cg2Cg3DGC2�s�t

.ki ;`i ;gi /¤.1;1;0/

Opk3;`3;g3
ıs .Opk2;`2;g2

ıt Opk1;`1;g1
/jEkC :

We rewrite the term in B for fixed s; t as

X

s13Cs23Ds

X

k1Ck2Ck3DKCsCt

`1C`2C`2DLCsCt
g1Cg2Cg3DGC2�s�t

.ki ;`i ;gi /¤.1;1;0/

Opk3;`3;g3
ıs23;s13

.Opk2;`2;g2
ıt Opk1;`1;g1

/:

By the above properties of triple compositions the terms with s23 D 0 cancel in

pairs, and renaming t D s12 we obtain

B D
X

s12;s23�1;s13�0
u´s12Cs13Cs23�GC2

X

k1Ck2Ck3DKCu

`1C`2C`2DLCu
g1Cg2Cg3DGC2�u

.ki ;`i ;gi /¤.1;1;0/

Opk3;`3;g3
ıs23;s13

.Opk2;`2;g2
ıs12
Opk1;`1;g1

/:

By similar discussion and the above associativity of triple decompositions we see

that this expression agrees with A, which proves ıPK;L;G D 0.

To prove (2), recall that RK;L;G D RK;L;G.f; p
C ; pD/ has the general form

RK;L;G D
X 1

rŠ
.fk1;`1;g1

ˇ � � � ˇ fkr ;`r ;gr
/ ıs1;:::;sr Op

C
kC;`C;gC

�
X 1

rŠ
OpDk�;`�;g� ıs1;:::;sr .fk1;`1;g1

ˇ � � � ˇ fkr ;`r ;gr
/;

where all the terms satisfy

si � 1; .k˙; `˙; g˙/ ¤ .1; 1; 0/; .ki ; `i ; gi/ � .K; L;G/:
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Hence, using the properties of triple compositions, the hypothesis ıpk;`;g C

Pk;`;g D 0 for all .k; `; g/, and the induction hypothesis Rk;`;g D ıfk;`;g for

.k; `; g/ � .K; L;G/, we find that

ıRK;L;G

D
X 1

.r � 1/Š
.ıfk1;`1;g1

ˇ fk2;`2;g2
ˇ � � � ˇ fkr ;`r ;gr

/ ıs1;:::;sr Op
C
kC;`C;gC

C
X 1

rŠ
.fk1;`1;g1

ˇ � � � ˇ fkr ;`r ;gr
/ ıs1;:::;sr ı Op

C
kC;`C;gC

�
X 1

rŠ
ı OpDk�;`�;g� ıs1;:::;sr .fk1;`1;g1

ˇ � � � ˇ fkr ;`r ;gr
/

C
X 1

.r � 1/Š
OpDk�;`�;g� ıs1;:::;sr .ıfk1;`1;g1

ˇ fk2;`2;g2
ˇ � � � ˇ fkr ;`r ;gr

/

D
X 1

.r � 1/Š
.Rk1;`1;g1

ˇ fk2;`2;g2
ˇ � � � ˇ fkr ;`r ;gr

/ ıs1;:::;sr Op
C
kC;`C;gC

�
X 1

rŠ
.fk1;`1;g1

ˇ � � � ˇ fkr ;`r ;gr
/ ıs1;:::;sr P

C
kC;`C;gC

C
X 1

rŠ
PDk�;`�;g� ıs1;:::;sr .fk1;`1;g1

ˇ � � � ˇ fkr ;`r ;gr
/

C
X 1

.r � 1/Š
OpDk�;`�;g� ıs1;:::;sr .Rk1;`1;g1

ˇ fk2;`2;g2
ˇ � � � ˇ fkr ;`r ;gr

/:

Now observe that the first summand contains three kinds of terms:

i. terms of the type

.fk1;`1;g1
ˇ � � � ˇ fkr ;`r ;gr

/ ıs1;:::;sr .Op
C
k0;`0;g0 ıs Op

C
k00;`00;g00/

with s > 0 cancelling with the second sum;

ii. terms of the type

.fk1;`1;g1
ˇ � � � ˇ fkr ;`r ;gr

/ ıs1;:::;sr .Op
C
k0;`0;g0 ı0 Op

C
k00;`00;g00/

which appear in cancelling pairs;

iii. terms of the type

�OpDk�;`�;g� ı .fk1;`1;g1
ˇ � � � ˇ fkr ;`r ;gr

/ ı OpC
kC;`C;gC

which appear with opposite sign in the forth sum.

A similar discussion applies to the forth sum, and so in total we find that

ıRK;L;G D 0 as claimed.
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To prove (3), recall that

CK;L;G.f; g/ D .f ı g/K;L;G �
� 1
LŠ

fˇL1;1;0

�
ı gK;L;G � fK;L;G ı

� 1

KŠ
gˇK
1;1;0

�

D
D X

.ki ;`i ;gi /�.K;L;G/

.k0
j
;`0

j
;g0

j
/�.K;L;G/

1

rŠr 0Š
.fk1;`1;g1

ˇ � � � ˇ fkr ;`r ;gr
/

ıconn .gk0
1
;`0

1
;g0

1
ˇ � � � ˇ gk0

r0 ;`
0
r0 ;g

0
r0
/
E
K;L;G

;

where ıconn signifies that we only keep those compositions which in the geometric

picture correspond to a connected end result of gluing surfaces. Note also that in

each factor fk1;`1;g1
ˇ � � � ˇ fkr ;`r ;gr

(respectively gk0
1
;`0

1
;g0

1
ˇ � � � ˇ gk0

r0 ;`
0
r0 ;g

0
r0

) at

least one of the signatures is different from .1; 1; 0/.

Now since ı is a derivation of composition, and using the hypothesis that

ıfk;`;g D Rk;`;g.f/ and ıgk;`;g D Rk;`;g.g/ for all .k; `; g/ � .K; L;G/, we find

that

ıCK;L;G

D
D X

.ki ;`i ;gi /�.K;L;G/

.k0
j
;`0

j
;g0

j
/�.K;L;G/

1

.r � 1/Šr 0Š
.Rk1;`1;g1

.f/ˇ � � � ˇ fkr ;`r ;gr
/

ıconn .gk0
1
;`0

1
;g0

1
ˇ � � � ˇ gk0

r0 ;`
0
r0 ;g

0
r0
/

C
X

.ki ;`i ;gi /�.K;L;G/

.k0
j
;`0

j
;g0

j
/�.K;L;G/

1

rŠ.r 0 � 1/Š
.fk1;`1;g1

ˇ � � � ˇ fkr ;`r ;gr
/

ıconn .Rk0
1
;`0

1
;g0

1
.g/ˇ � � � ˇ gk0

r0 ;`
0
r0 ;g

0
r0
/
E
K;L;G

D AC B:

Next substitute the corresponding expressions for theRk;`;g and observe that most

of the components inA involving OpC have a corresponding term with opposite sign

in B . The only ones remaining are of the form

� 1
LŠ

fˇL1;1;0

�
ı OpCr 0;`0;g0 ıs1;:::;sr0 .gk0

1
;`0

1
;g0

1
ˇ � � � ˇ gkr0 ;`r0 ;gr0 /

with all si > 0. They appear in the summands of the form

1

.r � 1/Šr 0Š
.Rk1;`1;g1

.f/ˇ .f1;1;0/
ˇr�1/ ıconn .gk0

1
;`0

1
;g0

1
ˇ � � � ˇ gk0

r0 ;`
0
r0 ;g

0
r0
/

where .k1; `1; g1/ is the only signature different from .1; 1; 0/ in the first factor. In

the claimed expression for RK;L;G.f ı g/, these terms precisely cancel the terms

in 1
LŠ
fˇL1;1;0 ıRK;L;G.f/ involving OpC .
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Similarly, the only terms from B involving OpC that remain after cancellation

with corresponding terms in A are those of the form

.fk1;`1;g1
ˇ � � � ˇ gkr ;`r ;gr

/ ıs1;:::;sr Op
C
k0;r;g0 ı

� 1

KŠ
gˇK
1;1;0

�

with all si > 0, and they precisely cancel the contributions from

RK;L;G.f/ ı
1

KŠ
gˇK
1;1;0

involving OpC .

Finally note that all the terms inA involving OpD and all the terms inB involving

OpB also appear in RK;L;G.f ı g/. Moreover, the missing pieces are again precisly

those which are supplied by the corresponding terms in RK;L;G.f/ ı
1
KŠ

gˇK
1;1;0

involving OpD and the terms in 1
LŠ
fˇL1;1;0 ıRK;L;G.f/ involving OpB . �

Besides these assertions, we will repeatedly make use of the following well-

known observations.

Lemma 3.2. Let eW .B; @B/ ! .C; @C / be a homotopy equivalence of chain
complexes which has a chain homotopy inverse i W .C; @C / ! .B; @B/ such that
ei D idC .

1. If f W .A; @A/! .B; @B/ is a map of degreeD satisfying @Bf �.�1/Df @AD0
and ef D 0, then there exists a map H W .A; @A/! .B; @B/ of degree D C 1
such that f C @BH C .�1/DH@A D 0, and eH D 0.

2. If gW .B; @B/! .A; @A/ is a map of degreeD satisfying @Ag�.�1/Dg@B D 0
and gi D 0, then there exists a map H W .B; @B/! .A; @A/ of degree D C 1
such that g C @AH C .�1/DH@B D 0 and Hi D 0.

Remark 3.3. Assertion (1) says that if the (post)composition of a chain map f

with the homotopy equivalence e vanishes, then there is a chain homotopyH from

f to 0 whose composition with e also vanishes.

Assertion (2) says that if the (pre)composition of a chain map g with the

homotopy equivalence i vanishes, then there is a chain homotopy H from g to

0 whose composition with i also vanishes.

Proof. Choose any homotopy h satisfying

@BhC h@B D ie � idB
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and set h0 D .idB �ie/h.idB �ie/. Then, since ei D idC , one straightforwardly

checks that h0 is also a homotopy between ie and idB , satisfying in addition that

eh0 D h0i D 0. Now for assertion (1), defineH ´ h0f and compute that

@BH C .�1/
DH@A C f D .@Bh

0 C h0@B/f C f D .ief � f /C f D 0

and eH D eh0f D 0.

Similarly, for assertion (2), define H ´ gh0 and compute that

@AH C .�1/
DH@B C g D g.@Bh

0 C h0@B/C g D gie � g C g D 0

and Hi D gh0i D 0 as required. �

4. Homotopy of morphisms

In this section we define homotopies between IBL1-morphisms and prove some

elementary properties of this relation. We follow the approaches of [74] and [37].

Definition 4.1. Let .C; ¹pk;`;gº/ and .C; ¹qk;`;gº/ be IBL1-algebras. We say that

.C; ¹qk;`;gº/ together with IBL1-morphisms �WC ! C and "0; "1WC! C is a path
object for C if the following hold:

a. �, "0 and "1 are linear morphisms (and we denote their .1; 1; 0/ parts by the

same letters);

b. "0 ı � D "1 ı � D idC ;

c. �WC Œ1� ! CŒ1� and "0; "1WCŒ1� ! C Œ1� are chain homotopy equivalences

(with respect to p1;1;0 and q1;1;0);

d. the map "0 ˚ "1WCŒ1�! C Œ1�˚ C Œ1� admits a linear right inverse.

Proposition 4.2. For any IBL1-algebra .C; ¹pk;`;gº/ there exists a path object C.

Proof. Define

C´ C ˚ C ˚ C Œ1�;

with boundary operator q1;1;0WC! C given by

q1;1;0.x0; x1; y/ D .p1;1;0.x0/; p1;1;0.x1/; x1 � x0 � p1;1;0.y//:

We define �WC ! C by �.x/ D .x; x; 0/, and we define "i WC! C and "i WC! C

by "i .x0; x1; y// D xi .
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With these definitions it is obvious that �, "0 and "1 are chain maps, that

"0 ı � D "1 ı � D idC , and that "0 ˚ "1 admits a right inverse.

To prove that � ı "0 is homotopic to the identity of C, we define H WC! C by

H.x0; x1; y/ D .0;�y; 0/. Then one checks that

.q1;1;0H CHq1;1;0/.x0; x1; y/

D .0;�p1;1;0.y/;�y/C .0; x0 � x1 C p1;1;0.y/; 0/

D .� ı "0 � idC/.x0; x1; y/:

A similar argument works for � ı "1.

To complete the proof, it remains to show that we can construct the higher op-

erations qk;`;g WEkC! E`C in such a way that �, "0 and "1 are IBL1-morphisms.

We proceed by induction on our linear order of the signatures .k; `; g/. So

assume that qk;`;g has been constructed for all .k; `; g/ � .K; L;G/, in such a

way that

1. 1
`Š
�ˇ`pk;`;g D qk;`;g

1
kŠ
�ˇk WEkC ! E`C for all .k; `; g/ � .K; L;G/,

2. 1
`Š
"ˇ`
i qk;`;g D pk;`;g

1
kŠ
"ˇk
i WEkC ! E`C for all .k; `; g/ � .K; L;G/ and

i D 0; 1, and

3. the operations q satisfy equation (2.4) for all .k; `; g/ � .K; L;G/.

Define q00
K;L;G ´

1
LŠ
�ˇLpK;L;G

1
KŠ
"ˇK
0 , and consider

� ´ QK;L;G C Oq1;1;0q
00
K;L;G C q00

K;L;G Oq1;1;0WEKC �! ELC;

where QK;L;G denotes the expression PK;L;G from Lemma 2.6 with p replaced

by q. Note that � is homogeneous of even degree �2d.KCG� 1/� 2. Using the

inductive assumption (3) and part (1) of Proposition 3.1, one finds that

Oq1;1;0� � � Oq1;1;0 D Oq1;1;0QK;L;G �QK;L;G Oq1;1;0 D 0;

i.e. � is a chain map. Moreover, it follows from assumption (1) above that

QK;L;G
1

KŠ
�ˇK D

1

LŠ
�ˇLPK;L;G;

where PK;L;G is the expression from Lemma 2.6 in the p’s. We conclude that

�
1

KŠ
�ˇK D .QK;L;G C Oq1;1;0q

00
K;L;G C q00

K;L;G Oq1;1;0/
1

KŠ
�ˇK

D
1

LŠ
�ˇLPK;L;G C Oq1;1;0q

00
K;L;G

1

KŠ
�ˇK C q00

K;L;G

1

KŠ
�ˇK Op1;1;0

D
1

LŠ
�ˇL.PK;L;G C Op1;1;0pK;L;G C pK;L;G Op1;1;0/

D 0:
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Applying part (2) of Lemma 3.2 with e D 1
KŠ
"ˇK
0 , i D 1

KŠ
�ˇK and g D �, we

get the existence of a map H WEKC! ELC such that

� C Oq1;1;0H CH Oq1;1;0 D 0 and H
1

KŠ
�ˇK D 0:

We set

q0
K;L;G ´ q00

K;L;G CH:

Then the collection ¹q0
K;L;G; ¹qk;`;g W .k; `; g/ � .K; L;G/ºº satisfies the inductive

assertions (3) and (1) above for the triple .K; L;G/.

We now want to modify q0
K;L;G in such a way that it will also satisfy the

inductive assertion (2). To proceed, we define

�i ´
1

LŠ
"ˇL
i q0

K;L;G � pK;L;G
1

KŠ
"ˇK
i WEKC �! ELC; i D 0; 1;

which are homogeneous of degree �2d.KCg� 1/� 1. These are the error terms

in (2). Now

Op1;1;0�i C �i Oq1;1;0 DOp1;1;0�i C
� 1
LŠ
"ˇL
i q0

K;L;G � pK;L;G
1

KŠ
"ˇK
i

�
Oq1;1;0

DOp1;1;0�i C
1

LŠ
"ˇL
i .�Oq1;1;0q

0
K;L;G �QK;L;G/

C .PK;L;G C Op1;1;0pK;L;G/
1

KŠ
"ˇK
i

D�
1

LŠ
"ˇL
i QK;L;G C PK;L;G

1

KŠ
"ˇK
i

D0

by inductive assumption (2). Moreover, by (1) we have

�i
1

KŠ
�ˇK D

1

LŠ
"ˇL
i q0

K;L;G

1

KŠ
�ˇKi � pK;L;G D 0:

So again by part (2) of Lemma 3.2 above, there exist even maps �i WEKC! ELC ,

i D 0; 1 of degree �2d.K C g � 1/ such that

�i C Op1;1;0�i � �i Oq1;1;0 D 0 and �i
1

KŠ
�ˇK D 0:

Choosing a right inverse �WELC ˚ ELC ! ELC to 1
LŠ
"ˇL
0 ˚ 1

LŠ
"ˇL
1 , we find

a linear lift � D � ı .�0 ˚ �1/WEKC ! ELC such that �i D
1
LŠ
"ˇL
i ı � and

� 1
KŠ
�ˇK D 0. Now we define

qK;L;G ´ q0
K;L;G C Oq1;1;0� � �Oq1;1;0;

which is easily seen to satisfy all three inductive assumptions. �
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Remark 4.3. Note that in the inductive construction of the IBL1-structure in

the above proof we did not make use of the specific form of the chain complex

.C; q1;1;0/ satisfying (a)–(d), so one could have started equally well with any other

chain model for C.

Proposition 4.4. LetC andD be IBL1-algebras, and let C and D be path objects
for C and D, respectively. Let fWC ! D be a morphism. Then there exists a
morphism FWC! D such that the diagram

C C C

D D D

 !�
C

 !f

 !
"C

i

 !F  !f

 !
�D

 !
"D

i

commutes for both i D 0 and i D 1.

Proof. The proof is inductive and similar in structure to the proof of Proposi-

tion 4.2.

Step 1. We construct a chain map F1;1;0W .C; q
C
1;1;0/ ! .D; qD1;1;0/ satisfying the

required relations.

Set F 0 ´ �Df1;1;0"
C
0 WC ! D, and note that F 0�C � �Df1;1;0 D 0 as required.

Similarly, �0 D "
D
0 F

0� f1;1;0"
C
0 D 0, but �1´ "D1 F

0� f1;1;0"
C
1 ¤ 0. One checks

that

pD1;1;0�1 � �1q
C
1;1;0 D 0; and �1�

C D 0:

Hence by part (2) of Lemma 3.2, there exists a chain homotopy E1WC! D such

that

�1 C pD1;1;0E1 CE1q
C
1;1;0 D 0 and E1�

C D 0:

Choosing a right inverse to "0 ˚ "1WD ! D ˚D, we construct a lift EWC ! D

of 0˚E1 such that "D0 ıE D 0, "
D
1 ı E D E1 and E ı �C D 0. Then

F1;1;0´ F 0 C qD1;1;0E C EqC1;1;0WC �! D

is the required chain map.

Step 2. We now proceed by induction on our linear order of signatures .k; `; g/. So

suppose we have already constructed maps Fk;`;g WEkC! E`D for all .k; `; g/ �

.K; L;G/ such that

1. 1
`Š
.�D/ˇ`fk;`;g D Fk;`;g

1
kŠ
.�C /ˇk for all .k; `; g/ � .K; L;G/,
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2. 1
`Š
."Di /

ˇ`Fk;`;g D fk;`;g
1
kŠ
."Ci /

ˇk for i D 0; 1 and for all .k; `; g/ �

.K; L;G/, and

3. the defining equation (2.11) for morphisms holds for F, qC and qD for all

.k; `; g/ � .K; L;G/.

Consider the expression RK;L;G.F; q
C ; qD/WEKC ! ELD as defined in the

statement of Lemma 2.10. Using the inductive assumptions and part (2) of

Proposition 3.1, one proves that

OqD1;1;0RK;L;G.F; q
C ; qD/CRK;L;G.F; q

C ; qD/OqC1;1;0 D 0;

1

LŠ
.�D/ˇLRK;L;G.f; p

C ; pD/ D RK;L;G.F; q
C ; qD/

1

KŠ
.�C /ˇk ;

and

1

LŠ
."Di /

ˇLRK;L;G.F; q
C ; qD/ D RK;L;G.f; p

C ; pD/
1

KŠ
."Ci /

ˇk for i D 0; 1:

Now, as in the proof of Proposition 4.2, define

F00
K;L;G ´

1

LŠ
.�D/ˇLfK;L;G

1

KŠ
."C0 /

ˇK WEKC �! ELD;

and observe that

F ´ RK;L;G.F; q
C ; qD/C OqD1;1;0F

00
K;L;G � F00

K;L;G Oq
C
1;1;0WEkC �! ELD

is of odd degree and satisfies OqD1;1;0F CF Oq
C
1;1;0 D 0 and F 1

KŠ
.�C /ˇK D 0. Hence,

by part (1) of Lemma 3.2, we find H WEKC! ELD of even degree such that

F C qD1;1;0H �HqC1;1;0 D 0; and H
1

KŠ
.�C /ˇK D 0:

Then the map F0
K;L;G ´ F00

K;L;G CH WEKC ! ELD satisfies the conditions (1)

and (3) in the inductive assumption.

To achieve (2), consider the maps of even degree

�i ´
1

LŠ
."Di /

ˇLF0
K;L;G � fK;L;G

1

KŠ
."Ci /

ˇK WEKC �! ELD; i D 0; 1

and compute that

pD1;1;0�i � �iq
C
1;1;0 D 0; and �i

1

KŠ
.�C /ˇK D 0:

Hence, by part (2) of Lemma 3.2, there exist mapsEi WEKC! ELD of odd degree

such that

�i C pD1;1;0Ei CEiq
C
1;1;0 D 0 and Ei

1

KŠ
.�C /ˇK D 0:
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With a right inverse �LWELD ˚ELD ! ELD to ."D0 /
ˇL˚ ."D1 /

ˇL, we define a

linear extensionE D �L ı .E0˚E1/WEKC! ELD such that 1
LŠ
."Di /

ˇLıE D Ei
and E ı 1

KŠ
.�C /ˇK D 0. Then

FK;L;G ´ F0
K;L;G C qD1;1;0E C EqC1;1;0WEKC �! ELD

has the required properties. This completes the inductive step and hence the proof

of the proposition. �

We now come to the main definition of this section.

Definition 4.5. We say that two IBL1-morphisms f0WC ! D and f1WC ! D

are homotopic if for some path object D forD there exists a morphism FWC ! D

such that "0 ˘ F D f0 and "1 ˘ F D f1. We call such an F a homotopy between f0

and f1.

Proposition 4.6. The notion of homotopy has the following properties:

a. a homotopy between f0 and f1 exists for some path object for D if and only
if it exists for all path objects for D;

b. homotopy of morphisms is an equivalence relation;

c. if f0WB ! C and f1WB ! C are homotopic and g0WC ! D and g1WC ! D

are homotopic, then g0 ˘ f0 and g1 ˘ f1 are homotopic.

Proof. To prove (a), suppose FWC ! D is a homotopy between f0WC ! D and

f1WC ! D, and let D0 be any other path object forD. Applying Proposition 4.4 to

the identity ofD and the two path objectsD andD0, we obtain an IBL1-morphism

IWD! D0. Setting F0 ´ I ˘ F, one verifies that

"0
i ˘ F

0 D "0
i ˘ I ˘ F D "i ˘ F D fi

as required.

We next prove (b). To see that fWC ! D is homotopic to itself, consider any

path object D for D and set F´ � ı f.

To see that the relation is symmetric, note that if .D; �; "0; "1/ is a path object

for D, then .D; �; "0
0; "

0
1/ is also a path object, where "0

0 D "1 and "0
1 D "0.

To prove transitivity of the relation, suppose f0 and f1 are homotopic via a

homotopy F1WC ! D1 and f1 and f2 are homotopic via a homotopy F2WC ! D2.

We define a new path object D for D as follows. As a vector space, set

D´ ¹.d1; d2/ 2 D1 ˚D2W "11.d1/ D "
2
0.d2/º:
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We define the map �WD ! D by �.x/ D .�1.x/; �2.x// and the maps "i WD! D by

"0.d1; d2/ ´ "0.d1/ and "1.d1; d2/ D "1.d2/. To construct the structure maps

qk;`;g , first note that the two projections � i WD ! Di determine a projection

�k WEkD ! EkD
1 ˚ EkD

2 which surjects onto Pk ´ ¹.g1; g2/ 2 EkD
1 ˚

EkD
2W 1
kŠ
."11/

ˇk.g1/ D 1
kŠ
."20/

ˇk.g2/º. In particular, �k admits a right inverse

�k WPk ! EkD.

Now we define qk;`;g WEkD! E`D by

qk;`;g ´ �` ı .q
1
k;`;g ˚ q2k;`;g / ı �k:

Observe that, by construction, the defining relations (2.3) for qk;`;g follow from

the defining relations of qi
k;`;g

, and similarly the properties (a)–(d) of a path object

can be easily checked using the corresponding properties of the Di . So we have

proven that D is a path object for D.

We now define a homotopy between f0 and f2 to be the morphism FWC ! D

whose component Fk;`;g WEkC ! E`D is defined as �` ı .F
1
k;`;g

˚ F2
k;`;g

/.

One straightforwardly checks that this is indeed a morphism with the required

properties, and this completes the proof of part (b).

We now prove part (c). First let GWC ! D be a homotopy between g0 and g1.

Then G ˘ f0WB ! D is a homotopy between g0 ˘ f0 and g1 ˘ f0. So by part (b),

it suffices to prove the claim for g0 D g1µ g.

Applying Proposition 4.4 to gWC ! D, we obtain a map GWC ! D with

"Di ˘ G D g ˘ "Ci . Now let FWB ! C be a homotopy between f0 and f1 and set

H´ G ˘ FWB ! D. Then from the definitions one checks that

"Di ˘ H D "
D
i ˘G ˘ F D g ˘ "Ci ˘ F D g ˘ fi ;

so that H is the required homotopy between g ˘ f0 and g ˘ f1. �

We say that an IBL1-morphism fWC ! D is a homotopy equivalence if there

exists an IBL1-morphism gWD ! C such that f˘ g and g˘ f are each homotopic

to the respective identity map. From the above discussion, we get the following

immediate consequence.

Corollary 4.7. A composition of homotopy equivalences is a homotopy equiva-
lence. In particular, homotopy equivalence is an equivalence relation.

5. Homotopy inverse

In this section we prove Theorem 1.2, following the scheme of the corresponding

argument in [37, §4.5] in the A1-case.
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Lemma 5.1. Consider IBL1-algebras .C; ¹pC
k;`;g
º/ and .D; ¹pD

k;`;g
º/, and let

.D; ¹qD
k;`;g
º/ be a path object for D. Suppose

h D ¹hk;`;g WEkC �! E`Dº.k;`;g/�.K;L;G/

satisfies (2.11) for all .k; `; g/ � .K; L;G/. Then,

ŒRK;L;G."0˘h; p
C ; pD/� D ŒRK;L;G."1˘h; p

C ; pD/� 2 H�.Hom.EKC;ELD/; ı/:

Proof. Observe that, since the "i are linear IBL1-morphisms, by part (3) of

Proposition 3.1 we have

RK;L;G."i ˘ h; p
C ; pD/ D

1

LŠ
"ˇL
i ı RK;L;G.h; p

C ; qD/; i D 0; 1:

Now the two maps

Ei W .Hom.EKC;ELD/; ı/ �! .Hom.EKC;ELD/; ı/

given by

Ei .'/ D
1

LŠ
"ˇL
i ı '

are both homotopy inverses to the same map

I W .Hom.EKC;ELD/; ı/ �! .Hom.EKC;ELD/; ı/

given by

I. / D
1

LŠ
�ˇL ı  ;

so they induce the same map in homology. This proves the claim. �

The proof of Theorem 1.2 will be an easy consequence of the following

observation.

Proposition 5.2. Let fWD! C be an IBL1-morphism such that

f1;1;0W .D; p
D
1;1;0/ �! .C; pC1;1;0/

is a quasi-isomorphism of chain complexes. Then there exists an IBL1-morphism
gWC ! D such that g ˘ f is homotopic to the identity of D.

Proof. We proceed in two steps.

Step 1. One first constructs a chain map g1;1;0W .C; p
C
1;1;0/ ! .D; pD1;1;0/ which

is a chain homotopy inverse to f1;1;0, together with a homotopy h1;1;0WD ! D

between g1;1;0 ı f1;1;0 and the identity of D. This is completely standard.
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Step 2. Now we proceed by induction on our linear order of signatures .k; `; g/.

Suppose we have constructed maps gk;`;g WEkC ! E`D and hk;`;g WEkD ! E`D

for all .k; `; g/ � .K; L;G/ such that

i. 1
`Š
"ˇ`
0 ı hk;`;g D 0 for all .1; 1; 0/ � .k; `; g/ � .K; L;G/ and "0 ı h1;1;0 D

idD ,

ii. 1
`Š
"ˇ`
1 ı hk;`;g D .g ˘ f/k;`;g for all .k; `; g/ � .K; L;G/,

iii. h satisfies (2.11) for all .k; `; g/ � .K; L;G/ and

iv. g satisfies (2.11) for all .k; `; g/ � .K; L;G/.

By inductive assumption (i), "0 ˘ h is the identity of D, which is clearly an

IBL1-morphism. So by part (3) of Proposition 3.1

1

LŠ
."ˇL
0 /�ŒRK;L;G.h; p

D; qD/� D ŒRK;L;G."0 ˘ h; p
D; pD/� D 0

in H�.Hom.EkD;ELD/; ı/. Applying part (1) of Lemma 3.2 with

i D
1

LŠ
�ˇLWELD �! ELD; e D

1

LŠ
"ˇL
0 WELD �! ELD

and

f D RK;L;G.h; p
D; qD/;

we obtain S WEKD ! ELD such that

RK;L;G.h; p
D; qD/ D ıS

and 1
LŠ
"ˇL
0 ı S D 0. Note that

ı
� 1
LŠ
"ˇL
1 ı S

�
D

1

LŠ
"ˇL
1 RK;L;G.h; p

D; qD/

DRK;L;G."1 ˘ h; p
D; pD/

DRK;L;G.g ˘ f; p
D; pD/

D
1

LŠ
gˇL
1;1;0RK;L;G.f; p

D; pC /

C RK;L;G.g; p
C ; pD/ ı

1

KŠ
fˇK1;1;0 C ıCK;L;G.g; f/;

where we used part (3) of Proposition 3.1 in the last step. Since f is an IBL1-mor-

phism, we conclude that

h
RK;L;G.g; p

C ; pD/ ı
1

KŠ
fˇK1;1;0

i
D 0 2 H�.Hom.EKD;ELD/; ı/:
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Since 1
KŠ

fˇK1;1;0 is a homotopy equivalence, this implies that

RK;L;G.g; p
C ; pD/ D ıT

for some T WEKC ! ELD. Now consider

F D T ı
1

KŠ
fˇK1;1;0C

1

LŠ
gˇL
1;1;0ıfK;L;GCCK;L;G.g; f/�

1

LŠ
"ˇL
1 ıS WEKD �! ELD;

and note that by construction we have ıF D 0.

Observe also that precomposition with 1
KŠ

fˇK1;1;0 induces a homotopy equiva-

lence from .Hom.EKC;ELD/; ı/ to .Hom.EKD;ELD/; ı/. In particular, there

exists GWEKC ! ELD with ıG D 0 and

h
F CG ı

1

KŠ
fˇK1;1;0

i
D 0 2 H�.Hom.EKD;ELD/; ı//:

This in turn means that we can find H1WEKD ! ELD such that

ıH1 D F CG ı
1

KŠ
fˇK1;1;0:

Since "0˚"1WD! D˚D admits a right inverse, we find a liftH WEKD ! ELD

such that 1
LŠ
"ˇL
1 ıH D H1 and 1

LŠ
"ˇL
0 ıH D 0. Now set

gK;L;G ´ T CG and hK;L;G ´ S C ıH:

Let us check that they satisfy properties (i)–(iv) for .K; L;G/. For (i), observe

that by construction

1

LŠ
"ˇL
0 ı .S C ıH/ D

1

LŠ
"ˇL
0 ı S C ı

� 1
LŠ
"ˇL
0 ıH

�
D 0

as required. For (ii), we check that

1

LŠ
"ˇL
1 ı .S C ıH/ D

1

LŠ
"ˇL
1 ı S C ıH1

D.T CG/ ı
1

KŠ
fˇK1;1;0 C

1

LŠ
gˇL
1;1;0 ı fK;L;G C CK;L;G.g; f/

D.g ˘ f/K;L;G;

where in the last step we used Lemma 2.12. For (iii), we check that

ıhK;L;G D ıS D RK;L;G.h; p
D; qD/

as required. Similarly, for (iv) we observe that

ıgK;L;G D ıT D RK;L;G.g; p
C ; pD/:

This completes the induction step and hence the proof of Proposition 5.2. �
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We now conclude this section by proving Theorem 1.2. Indeed, let fWD ! C

be an IBL1-morphism such that f1;1;0 induces an isomorphism in homology. Then

by Proposition 5.2 there exists an IBL1-morphism gWC ! D such that g ˘ f is

homotopic to the identity of D. As g1;1;0 induces the inverse isomorphism in ho-

mology, we can apply Proposition 5.2 again to construct another IBL1-morphism

f0WD! C such that f0 ˘ g is homotopic to the identity of C . Now it follows that

f � f0 ˘ g ˘ f � f0;

so that by Proposition 4.6(c) we conclude that f˘g is also homotopic to the identity

of C . In other words, f and g are homotopy inverses of each other. This completes

the proof of Theorem 1.2.

6. Canonical model

In this section we prove the following statement, which is Theorem 1.3 from the

introduction. We assume that the ground ring R is a field containing Q.

Theorem 6.1. Suppose .C; ¹pk;`;gº/ is an IBL1-algebra. Then there exist oper-
ations ¹qk;`;gº on its homology H ´ H�.C; p1;1;0/ giving it the structure of an
IBL1-algebra such that there exists a homotopy equivalence fW .H; ¹qk;`;gº/ !

.C; ¹pk;`;gº/.

Proof. Fix a cycle-choosing embedding f1;1;0WH ! C and a splitting C D

H ˚ B ˚ A, where we identify H with its image under f1;1;0 and where B D

Im p1;1;0. Denote by � WC ! H the projection along B ˚ A, and by hWC ! C

the map which vanishes onH ˚A and is equal to the inverse of p1;1;0WA
Š
! B on

B . Then we have �f1;1;0 D idH and

p1;1;0hC hp1;1;0 D idC �f1;1;0�;

so that f1;1;0W .H; q1;1;0 D 0/! .C; p1;1;0/ is a chain homotopy equivalence. Now

as usual we argue by induction on our linear order of signatures .k; `; g/. So

assume that we have defined qk;`;g and fk;`;g for all .k; `; g/ � .K; L;G/ such

that

i. the q’s satisfy (2.4) for all .k; `; g/ � .K; L;G/,

ii. the q’s and the f’s satisfy (2.12) for all .k; `; g/ � .K; L;G/.
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Consider the expression zRK;L;G.f; q; p/WEKH ! ELC appearing in (2.13) of

Lemma 2.10, which contains all the terms of ef Oq � Opef for which all appearing

indices satisfy .1; 1; 0/ � .k; `; g/ � .K; L;G/, and define

qK;L;G ´
1

LŠ
�ˇL

�
pK;L;G

1

KŠ
fˇK1;1;0 �

zRK;L;G.f; q; p/
�
:

We claim that with this (or any other) definition the ¹qk;`;gº.k;`;g/�.K;L;G/ satisfy

equation (2.4) for .k; `; g/ D .K; L;G/. Since q1;1;0 D 0, this is equivalent to the

vanishing of the quadratic expressionQK;L;G in the Oqk;`;g defined as PK;L;G from

Lemma 2.6 with p replaced by q, which does not involve qK;L;G .

As in the proof of Proposition 3.1, we use the notation hAik;`;g to denote the

part of the coefficient of „kCg�1�kC`C2g�2 in some map

AWEH ˝R¹�; „º �! EH ˝R¹�; „º

which corresponds to the part mapping EkH to E`H . Define

Oq0 ´
X

.k;`;g/�.K;L;G/

Oqk;`;g„
kCg�1�kC`C2g�2WEH �! EH;

and note that hypothesis (i) implies that hOq0 Oq0ik;`;g D 0 for all .k; `; g/ �

.K; L;G/, so that the claim QK;L;G D 0 is equivalent to hOq0 Oq0iK;L;G D 0.

We also define

Op0 ´
X

.k;`;g/�.K;L;G/

Opk;`;g„
kCg�1�kC`C2g�2WEC �! EC

and

f0 ´
X

.k;`;g/�.K;L;G/

fk;`;g„
kCg�1�kC`C2g�2WEH �! EC:

Induction hypothesis (ii) implies that

hef
0
Oq0 � Op0efik;`;g D 0

for all .k; `; g/ � .K; L;G/. But this, together with hOq0 Oq0ik;`;g D 0 for all
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.k; `; g/ � .K; L;G/, implies

hOq0 Oq0iK;L;G D
1

LŠ
�ˇL 1

LŠ
fˇL1;1;0hOq

0 Oq0iK;L;G

D
1

LŠ
�ˇLhef

0
Oq0 Oq0iK;L;G

D
1

LŠ
�ˇLhOp0ef

0
Oq0iK;L;G

D
1

LŠ
�ˇLhOp0 Op0ef

0
iK;L;G

D �
1

LŠ
�ˇL.Op1;1;0pK;L;G C pK;L;G Op1;1;0/

1

LŠ
fˇL1;1;0

D 0

since �p1;1;0 D p1;1;0f1;1;0 D 0. This proves that the q’s satisfy relation (2.4) for

.k; `; g/ D .K; L;G/.

Now we apply part (2) of Proposition 3.1 to find that

Op1;1;0
� 1

KŠ
pK;L;Gf

ˇK
1;1;0 �

zRK;L;G.f; q; p/
�
D ıRK;L;G.f; q; p/ D 0:

Since 1
LŠ
fˇL1;1;0WELH ! ELC is a chain homotopy inverse to �L, we can choose a

chain homotopy between 1
LŠ
fˇL1;1;0qK;L;G and 1

KŠ
pK;L;Gf

ˇK
1;1;0 � zRK;L;G.f; p; q/ and

denote it by fK;L;G. Then by construction we have

�Op1;1;0fK;L;G C
1

LŠ
fˇL1;1;0qK;L;G �

1

KŠ
pK;L;Gf

ˇK
1;1;0 C

zRK;L;G.f; p; q/ D 0;

which according to Lemma 2.10 proves property (ii) for the induction. �

Suppose .H; ¹qk;`;gº/ is an IBL1-algebra, where H D H�.C; @/ is the ho-

mology of some chain complex .C; @/, and so inparticular q1;1;0 D 0. Let

f D f1;1;0WH ! C and � WC ! H be maps as in the above proof. Then we

get the structure of an IBL1-algebra on C by setting p1;1;0´ @ and

pk;`;g ´
1

`Š
fˇ`qk;`;g

1

kŠ
�ˇk

for .1; 1; 0/ � .k; `; g/. Since �f D idH and �p1;1;0 D p1;1;0f D 0, the identities

for .C; pk;`;g/ easily follow from those for H , and f and � are linear homotopy

equivalences inverse to each other.
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Now suppose f W .C; @C / ! .D; @D/ is a chain homotopy equivalence and

suppose C has the structure of an IBL1-algebra .C; ¹pC
k;`;g
º/ with pC1;1;0 D @C .

By Theorem 6.1, this structure can be projected to an IBL1-structure .H; ¹qk;`;gº/

on the homology H D H.C; @C /
f
Š H.D; @D/ and then lifted according to the

above discussion. So we have

Corollary 6.2. Let .C; ¹pk;`;gº/ be an IBL1-algebra, .D; @D/ a chain complex,
and f W .C; @C / ! .D; @D/ a chain homotopy equivalence. Then there exists an
IBL1-structure ¹qk;`;gº onD with q1;1;0 D @

D and a chain homotopy equivalence
of IBL1-algebras fk;`;g W .C; ¹pk;`;gº/! .D; ¹qk;`;gº/ with f1;1;0 D f .

7. Relation to differential Weyl algebras

In this section we will explain the relation between the IBL1-formalism and the

formalism of differential Weyl algebras used to describe symplectic field theory

(SFT) for contact manifolds in [31].

Objects. Fix a ground ring R containing Q, and fix some index set P (which

corresponds to the set of periodic orbits in SFT). Consider the Weyl algebra W of

power series in variables ¹pº2P and „ with coefficients polynomial over R in

variables ¹qº2P. Each variable comes with an integer grading, and we assume

that

jp j C jq j D j„j D 2d

for some integer d and all  2 P. (In SFT, d D n � 3 for a contact manifold of

dimension 2n� 1.) W comes equipped with an associative product ? in which all

variables commute according to their grading except for p and q corresponding

to the same index  , for which we have

p ? q � .�1/
jp jjq jq ? p D �„

for some integers � � 1 (which correspond to multiplicities or periodic orbits in

SFT).

A homogeneous element H 2 1
„
W of degree�1 satisfying the master equation

H ?H D 0 (7.1)

is called a Hamiltonian, and the pair .W;H/ is called a differential Weyl algebra
of degree d . Indeed, the commutator with H is then a derivation of .W; ?/ of

square 0.
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We will impose two further restrictions on our Hamiltonians H, namely

HjpD0 D 0 and HjqD0 D 0: (7.2)

Remark 7.1. In SFT, the first condition in (7.2) is always satisfied, and the

second one can be arranged using an augmentation. Such an augmentation can

for example be obtained from any symplectic filling of the underlying contact

manifold.

Note that, under our restrictions, H can be expanded as

H D
X

k;`�1;g�0

Hk;`;g„
g�1; (7.3)

where Hk;`;g is the part of the coefficient of „g�1 which has degree k in the p’s

and degree ` in the q’s.

Consider now the free R-module C generated by the elements q for  2 P,

and graded by the degrees deg.q /´ jq jC 1. Then EC D
L
k�1EkC , defined

as in §2, is the non-unital commutative algebra of polynomials in the variables

¹qº2P without constant terms. We can represent W as differential operators

acting on the left on EC ¹„º by the replacements

p �! „�

��!
@

@q
:

Then the Hamiltonian H determines operations

pk;`;g ´
1

„k
����!
Hk;`;g WEkC �! E`C: (7.4)

The fact that the coefficients of H are polynomial in the q’s translates into

Given k � 1, g � 0 and a 2 EkC , the term pk;`;g.a/

is nonzero for only finitely many ` � 1.
(7.5)

Conversely, H can be recovered from the operations pk;`;g by

Hk;`;g D
X

1;:::;k2P

1

�1
� � � �k

pk;`;g .q1
� � �qk

/p1
� � �pk

: (7.6)

Proposition 7.2. Equations (7.4) and (7.6) define a one-to-one correspondence
between differential Weyl algebras satisfying (7.2) and IBL1-algebras satisfy-
ing (7.5) (both of degree d ).
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Proof. In the present context, the operator Op appearing in Definition 2.3 can be

written as

Op D
X

k;`;g

����!
Hk;`;g„

g�1WEC ¹„º �! EC ¹„º:

(The condition (7.5) allows us to set � D 1 in Op.) It is easily checked thatH?H D 0

is equivalent to Op ı Op D 0. �

Morphisms. Next suppose .WC;HC/ and .W�;H�/ are differential Weyl alge-

bras of the same degree d with indexing sets PC and P
�. Let D denote the graded

commutative associative algebra of power series in the pC and „ with coefficients

polynomial in the q�. By definition, a morphism between the differential Weyl
algebras is an element F 2 1

„
D satisfying

e�F.
�!
H�eF � eF

 �
HC/ D 0: (7.7)

Here HC acts on eF from the right by replacing each qC
 by „�

 ��
@

@p
C


, and the

expression is to be viewed as an equality of elements of 1
„
D. Again, we impose

the additional condition that

FjpCD0 D 0 and Fjq�D0 D 0: (7.8)

Remark 7.3. In SFT, the first condition in (7.8) is satisfied for potentials coming

from exact cobordisms, and the second one can be arranged in the augmented case.

Moreover, the potential of a general (augmented) symplectic cobordism can also

be viewed as a morphism in the above sense by splitting off the part A D FjpCD0,

which gives rise to a Maurer–Cartan element in the differential Weyl algebra

associated to the negative end. The remaining part F � A then gives a morphism

from .WC;HC/ to the twisted version .W�;H�
A /, where H�

A D e�A ? H� ? eA

(compare Theorem 8.3 and the discussion surrounding it in [21]).

As with H above, we expand F as

F D
X

k;`;g

Fk;`;g„
g�1; (7.9)

and define operators
���!
Fk;`;g WEkC

C ! E`C
� by substituting pC

 by „�
��!
@

@q
C


. In

this way, we get maps

fk;`;g ´
1

„k
���!
Fk;`;g WEkC

C �! E`C
�: (7.10)
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satisfying the condition

given k � 1, g � 0 and a 2 EkC
C,

fk;`;g.a/ is nonzero for only finitely many ` � 1.
(7.11)

Again, F can be recovered from the operations fk;`;g by

Fk;`;g D
X

1;:::;k2PC

1

�1
� � � �k

fk;`;g.q
C
1
� � �qC

k
/pC
1
� � �pC

k
: (7.12)

Proposition 7.4. Equations (7.10) and (7.12) define a one-to-one correspondence
between morphisms of differential Weyl algebras satisfying (7.8) and morphisms
of IBL1-algebras satisfying (7.11).

Proof. Again one checks easily that equation (7.7) translates into equation (2.10)

relating the exponential of

f D
X

k;`;g

fk;`;g„
kCg�1:

and the operators Op˙ (where again we have set � D 1). For the computation, it is

useful to observe that for any monomial Q in the qC we have

ef.Q/ D .
�!
eFQ/jqCD0:

Moreover,

����!

eF
 �
HC D

�!
eFı
�!
HC, and similarly

���!�!
H�eF D

�!
H�ı

�!
eF, which follows easily

from the definitions. �

The composition F� ˘ FC of morphisms FC from .WC;HC/ to .W;H/ and

F� from .W;H/ to .W�;H�/ is the morphism F from .WC;HC/ to .W�;H�/

defined as the unique solution of

eF D .eF
�
/ ? .eF

C
/jqDpD0:

Here the star product is with respect to the middle variables p and q, and one

checks that indeed F 2 1
„
D as required. We leave it to the reader to check that this

agrees with composition of IBL1-morphisms.

Homotopies. For the discussion of homotopies it is convenient to extend the

definitions of Weyl algebras and morphisms between them from ordinary ground

rings R to differential graded ground rings . yR;d/.
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In general, a Weyl algebra �W over a differential graded ring . yR;d/ consists of

power series in variables ¹pº2P and „ with coefficients polynomial over yR in

variables ¹qº2P, with the same grading and commutation relations as before. A

Hamiltonian in this context is now a homogeneous element yH 2 1
„

�W of degree

�1 satisfying the generalized master equation

dyHC yH ? yH D 0; (7.13)

where d is the differential in the ring, as well as our standing assumption

yHjpD0 D 0; yHjqD0 D 0:

We let yC be the free graded yR-module generated by the elements q and E yC DL
k�1Ek

yC , where the tensor products are taken over the differential graded ring

yR. Representing elements of �W as differential operators as before, the generalized

master equation (7.13) ensures that the operations

pk;`;g ´
1

„k

����!
yHk;`;g WEk yC �! E` yC ;

together with the differential d on the coefficients, determine a differential dC Op

on E yC ¹„º which squares to zero.

Given differential graded Weyl algebras .�WC; yHC/ over the differential graded

ring yRC and .�W�; yH�/ over the differential graded ring yR�, we let yD denote

the power series in the pC with coefficients polynomial over yR� in the q�.

A morphism between the differential graded Weyl algebras now consists of a

morphism of differential graded rings �W yRC ! yR� and an element G 2 1
„
yD

satisfying

e�G.deG C
�!
yH�eG � eG

 ����
�.yHC// D 0; (7.14)

as well as

GjpCD0 D 0; Gjq�D0 D 0:

As above, this induces a morphism g from .E yCC; OpC/ to .E yC�; Op�/ satisfying

.dC Op�/eg � eg.dC OpC/ D 0:

We will apply these generalizations as follows. Associated to a given ground

ring (without differential) R, we now introduce the differential graded commuta-

tive ring .RŒs; ds�;d/ where

jsj D 0; jdsj D �1; and d.s/ D ds; d.ds/ D 0:
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Thinking of elements in RŒs; ds� as polynomial functions f .s; ds/ with values in

R, we have morphisms

R
j
�! .RŒs; ds�;d/

ei
�! R; i D 0; 1

defined by

j.r/ D r; ei .f .s; ds// D f .i; 0/:

They satisfy ei ı j D idR and j ı ei � idRŒs;ds�, where a chain homotopy

H WRŒs; ds� ! RŒs; ds� with dH C Hd D id�jei is given by the integration

map g.s/C h.s/ds 7!
R s
i h.s/ds.

Now given any differential Weyl algebra .W;H/ over the ring (without dif-

ferential) R generated by ¹pº2P and ¹qº2P, we consider the new differential

Weyl algebra .�W; yH/ over RŒs; ds�, where �W D RŒs; ds� ˝W � WŒs; ds�, and

we view yH D H as an element independent of s and ds. The generalized mas-

ter equation (7.13) for yH follows directly from the corresponding equation (7.1)

for H.

Note that .WŒs; ds�; yH/ corresponds to an IBL1-algebra whose underlying

RŒs; ds�-module is C Œs; ds� D RŒs; ds� ˝ C . Since we take tensor products over

RŒs; ds�, we have

E.C Œs; ds�/ D .EC/Œs; ds�;

so notations are not too ambiguous. Graded commutativity inserts the usual

signs when ds is moved past some q or p . As already mentioned before,

the differential takes the form d C OpWECŒs; ds�¹„º ! ECŒs; ds�¹„º, where Op is

induced from yH D H as above.

Associated to the above ring morphisms

j WR �! .RŒs; ds�;d/ and ei W .RŒs; ds�;d/ �! R

there are morphisms

JW .W;H/ �! .WŒs; ds�; yH/ and Ei W .WŒs; ds�; yH/ �! .W;H/

which act as the identity on C . Explicitly, the associated power series in all three

cases is
1

„

X

2P

qp ;

and the nontrivial part comes from the action on the coefficients. Note that they are

linear morphisms of Weyl algebras, in the sense that they equal their .1; 1; 0/-terms

and satisfy

e�J.
�!
yHeJ � eJ

 �
H/ D 0; e�Ei .

�!
HeEi � eEi

 �
yH/ D 0:

Moreover, Ei ˘ J D idW for i D 0; 1.
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Definition 7.5. We define a homotopy between two morphisms F0 and F1 from

.WC;HC/ to .W�;H�/ as a morphism G from .WC;HC/ to .W�Œs; ds�; yH�/

which on coefficients corresponds to the inclusion j WR! .RŒs; ds�;d/, and such

that

E�
i ˘G D Fi ; i D 0; 1:

According to our definitions, such a G is a power series in the pC with

coefficients polynomial in the q�, s and ds. Therefore it can be written in the

form

G D F.q�; s; pC/C dsK.q�; s; pC/: (7.15)

It satisfies the equation

0 D e�G.deG C
�!
yH�eG � eG

 �
HC/

D e�F.s/.1 � dsK.s//
�
ds
@

@s
eF.s/ C

�!
yH�.eF.s/.1C dsK.s///

� .eF.s/.1C dsK.s///
 �
HC/

�
;

which splits into the two equations

0 D e�F.s/.
�!
yH�eF.s/ � eF.s/

 �
HC/

and

0 D e�F.s/.
@

@s
eF.s/ �

�!
yH�.K.s/eF.s// � .eF.s/K.s//

 �
HC/

� e�F.s/K.s/.
�!
yH�eF.s/ � eF.s/

 �
HC/

D e�F.s/
� @
@s
eF.s/ �

�������!
ŒyH�;K.s/�eF.s/ � eF.s/

 ��������
ŒK.s/;HC�

�
:

Note that the second equation and the fact that the H˙ are Hamiltonians imply

that
@

@s
.e�F.s/.

�!
yH�eF.s/ � eF.s/

 �
HC// D 0:

So together with the inital condition that F.0/ is a morphism it implies the first

equation.

Summarizing the above discussion (and recalling yH� D H�), we see:

Lemma 7.6. Two Weyl algebra morphisms F0;F1W .W
C;HC/ ! .W�;H�/ are

homotopic in the sense of Definition 7.5 if and only if there exists

G D F.q�; s; pC/C dsK.q�; s; pC/
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such that

F.q�; 0; pC/ D F0.q
�; pC/; F.q�; 1; pC/ D F1.q

�; pC/

and

0 D
@

@s
eF.s/ �

�������!
ŒH�;K.s/�eF.s/ � eF.s/

 ��������
ŒK.s/;HC�: (7.16)

Remark 7.7. In SFT, one works in the slightly more general context of not

necessarily augmented morphisms, and equation (7.16) is taken as the definition

of homotopy between morphisms of Weyl algebras, cf. [31, p. 629].

Now we have the following:

Proposition 7.8. Consider two differential Weyl algebras .WC;HC/ and
.W�;H�/, and denote by .CC; ¹pC

k;`;g
º/ and .C�; ¹p�

k;`;g
º/ the corresponding

IBL1-algebras, respectively. Let F0;F1W .WC;HC/ ! .W�;H�/ be Weyl alge-
bra morphisms and denote by f.0/ D ¹f.0/

k;`;g
º and f.1/ D ¹f.1/

k;`;g
º the corresponding

morphisms .CC; ¹pC
k;`;g
º/! .C�; ¹p�

k;`;g
º/ of IBL1-algebras, respectively.

Then F0 is homotopic to F1 in the sense of Definition 7.5 if and only if f.0/ is
homotopic to f.1/ in the sense of Definition 4.5.

The proof uses the following lemma.

Lemma 7.9. Let .C; ¹pk;`;gº/ be an IBL1-algebra over R, and let .C Œs; ds�;
¹pk;`;gº/ be the corresponding IBL1-algebra over .RŒs; ds�;d/. Let .C; ¹qk;`;gº;
�; "i / be a path object for .C; ¹pk;`;gº/. Then there exists a morphism

a D ¹ak;`;gºW .C; ¹qk;`;gº/ �! .C Œs; ds�; ¹pk;`;gº/;

corresponding to j WR ! RŒs; ds� on coefficients, which makes the following
diagram commute:

C C C

C C Œs; ds� C

 !�

 !id

 !
"i

 !a  !id

 !
j

 !
ei
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Similarly, there is a morphism

b D ¹bk;`;gºW .C Œs; ds�; ¹pk;`;gº/ �! .C; ¹qk;`;gº/;

corresponding to e0WRŒs; ds� ! R on coefficients, which makes the following
diagram commute:

C C Œs; ds� C

C C C

 !
j

 !id

 !
ei

 !b  !id

 !
�

 !
"i

Proof. C Œs; ds� is not a path object for C in the sense of Definition 4.1 (they are

even defined over different rings), but still it is true that

a. j , e0 and e1 are linear morphisms (and we denote their .1; 1; 0/ parts by the

same letters);

b. ei ı j D idC and j ı ei � idCŒs;ds�;

c. j WC ! C Œs; ds� and ei WC Œs; ds�! C are homotopy equivalences (of chain

complexes over R with differentials p1;1;0 and dC p1;1;0, respectively);

d. the map e0˚e1WC Œs; ds�! C ˚C admits the linear right inverse .c0; c1/ 7!

c0 C .c1 � c0/s.

So while the lemma is not a particular case of Proposition 4.4, the proof there can

be adapted to the present situation. �

Proof of Proposition 7.8. If G D F.q�; s; pC/ C dsK.q�; s; pC/ is a homotopy

between F0 and F1 in the sense of Definition 7.5, and G is the corresponding

IBL1-morphism from CC to C�Œs; ds�, then the composition H´ b ˘ G is the

required morphism from CC to C� with "i ˘ H D f.i/.

Similarly, ifH is a homotopy in the sense of Definition 4.5, thenG´ a˘H is an

IBL1-morphism from CC to C�Œs; ds� whose Weyl algebra translation satisfies

Definition 7.5. �

8. Filtered IBL1-structures

For many applications the notion of an IBL1-structure needs to be generalized to

that of a filtered IBL1-structure. In this section we define this generalization and

extend our previous results to this case. This refinement is also necessary for the

discussion of Maurer–Cartan elements in §9.
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Filtrations. A filtration on a commutative ring R is a family of additive sub-

groups ¹R�º�2R such that

R � R� � R� whenever � � �;
[

�2R

R� D R; and R� �R� � R�C�:

Such a filtration is equivalent to a valuation2 k � kWR ! R [ ¹1º satisfying

k0k D 1 and

kr C r 0k � min¹krk; kr 0kº; krr 0k � krk C kr 0k

for r; r 0 2 R. The two notions are related by

krk D sup¹�W r 2 R�º; R� D ¹r W krk � �º:

The trivial filtration on a ring R is defined by the trivial valuation krk D 0 for all

r ¤ 0. Another example of a filtered ring is the universal Novikov ring considered

later in this section.

Given a ring R with filtration ¹R�º�2R, a filtration on an R-module C is a

family ¹C�º�2R of R-linear subspaces satisfying

C � F
�C � F

�C whenever � � �;
[

�2R

F
� D C and R� � F

�C � F
�C�C:

Again, this is equivalent to a valuation3 k � kWC ! R [ ¹1º satisfying

kc C c0k � min¹kck; kc0kº; krck � krk C kck

for c; c0 2 C and r 2 R, where the two notions are related by

kck D sup¹�W c 2 F
�C º; F

�C D ¹cW kck � �º:

If C is an R-algebra, we require in addition that F
�C � F�C � F

�C�C , or

equivalently, kc � c0k � kck C kc0k.

The completion of C with respect to F is the completion with respect to the

metric d.c; c0/´ e�kc�c0k, i.e., the R-module

yC ´
° 1X

iD1

ci W ci 2 C; lim
i!1
kcik D 1

±

D
° 1X

iD1

ci W ci 2 C; #¹i W ci … F
�C º <1 for all � 2 R

±
:

Note that yC inherits a filtration from C .

2 Commonly, a valuation is required to satisfy krk � 0 and krr 0k D krk C kr 0k, but we will

not need these stronger conditions.

3 The filtration degree k � k should not be confused with the grading j � j on C , which plays

no role in this section.
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For example, the completion of a direct sumC D
L
k�0 C

k with respect to the

filtration F
�C ´

L
k�� C

k is the direct product yC D
Q
k�0 C

k with the induced

filtration

F
� yC D ¹.ck/ 2 yC W ck D 0 for all k < �º:

A linear map f WC ! C 0 between filtered R-modules is called filtered if it

satisfies

f .F�C/ � F
�CKC 0

for some constant K 2 R. In this case we call the largest such constant the

( filtration) degree of f and denote it by kf k.

Filtrations on C and C 0 induce filtrations on the direct sum and tensor product

by

F
�.C ˚ C 0/´ F

�C ˚ F
�C 0;

F
�.C ˝ C 0/´

M

�1C�2D�

F
�1C ˝ F

�2C 0:

Given several filtrations F�j C on C , we denote by yC the completion with respect

to the filtration F
�C ´

S
j F

�
j C .

A filtration on C induces filtrations on the symmetric products

F
�.C Œ1�˝R � � � ˝R C Œ1�/= �´

M

�1C���C�kD�

.F�1C Œ1�˝R � � � ˝R F
�kC Œ1�/= �

We denote by yEkC the completion of the k-fold symmetric product .C Œ1� ˝R
� � � ˝R C Œ1�/= � with respect to this filtration. We now also include the case
yE0C ´ R (where R is assumed complete).

Note that the symmetric algebra
L
k�0
yEkC has two filtrations: the one in-

duced by F, and the filtration by the sets
L
k��
yEkC . We denote by yEC the

completion of
L
k�0
yEkC with respect to these two filtrations. Thus elements in

yEC are infinite sums
P1
iD1 ci such that ci 2 F

�iEki
C with

lim
i!1

max¹ki ; �iº D 1:

Given a map pW yEkC ! yE`C of finite filtration degree kpk, formula (2.1) extends

to the completion to define a map ypW yEC ! yEC .

For the remainder of this section, R will denote a complete filtered commuta-

tive ring, and C a filtered R-module.
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Filtered IBL1-algebras. Consider now a collection of maps

pk;`;g W yEkC �! yE`C; k; `; g � 0

of finite filtration degrees satisfying

kpk;`;gk � �
k;`;g

for all k; `; g: (8.1)

Here  � 0 is a fixed constant and

�
k;`;g

´ 2 � 2g � k � `

is the Euler characteristic of a Riemann surface of genus g with k positive and `

negative boundary components. Note that, in contrast to the unfiltered case, we

allow k D 0 and ` D 0. In §12 we will use  D 2.

Define

Op´
1X

k;`;gD0

Opk;`;g„
kCg�1W yEC ¹„º �!

1

„
yEC ¹„º;

where yEC ¹„º denotes the space of power series in „ with coefficients in yEC .

To see that Op is well defined, note that elements of yEC ¹„º are given by c DP
`0;g0�0 c`0;g0„g

0
with c`0;g0 2 yE`0C . Then

Op.c/ D
X

`00�0

g00��1

c`00;g00„g
00

with

c`00;g00 D
X

kCgCg0�1Dg00

`C`0�kD`00

Opk;`;g.c`0;g0/ 2 yE`00C:

We need to show that for `00, g00 and kc`00;g00k bounded from above only finitely

many terms can appear on the right hand side. Since k; g; g0 � 0, the relation

kCgCg0�1 D g00 bounds k; g; g0 in terms of g00. Then the relation `C`0�k D `00

bounds `; `0 � 0 in terms of g00; `00. In particular, �
k;`;g

is bounded. So

kOpk;`;g .c`0;g0/k � kpk;`;gk C kc`0;g0k � �
k;`;g
C kc`0;g0k

bounds kc`0;g0k from above in terms of `00, g00 and kc`00;g00k, so by convergence of

c only finitely many such terms appear.
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Definition 8.1. A filtered IBL1-structure of bidegree .d; / on a filtered graded

R-module C is a collection of maps

pk;`;g W yEkC �! yE`C; k; `; g � 0

of grading degrees �2d.k C g � 1/ � 1 and filtration degrees satisfying (8.1),

where the inequality is strict for the following triples .k; `; g/:

.0; 0; 0/; .1; 0; 0/; .0; 1; 0/; .0; 0; 1/; .2; 0; 0/; .0; 2; 0/; (8.2)

such that

Op ı Op D 0:

A filtered IBL1-structure is called strict if pk;`;g D 0 unless k; ` � 1.

We remark that the coefficient of „�2 of the yE0C ! yE0C component of Op ı Op

is p20;0;0. So p0;0;0 D 0 automatically. Inductively, it follows that p0;0;g D 0 for all

g � 0.

Remark 8.2. We do not have a conceptual interpretation of the constant  in

equation (8.1). In fact, we could absorb  by giving the variable „ filtration degree

k„knew ´ 2

and shifting the filtration on C by

kcknew ´ kck C :

Then we obtain

kpk;`;g.x1 � � �xk/„
kCg�1knew

D kpk;`;g.x1 � � �xk/k C .2k C 2g � 2C `/

� kx1 � � �xkk C .2 � 2g � k � `/C .2k C 2g � 2C `/

D kx1 � � �xkknew;

hence OpW yEC ¹„º ! 1
„
yEC ¹„º has filtration degree kOpknew � 0. In this paper we

will not use this filtration, but rather carry out inductional proofs explicitly by

considering connected surfaces as in the discussion preceding Definition 8.1.

Filtered IBL1-morphisms. Consider two filtered R-modules .C˙; p˙/ and a

collection of maps

fk;`;g W yEkC
C �! yE`C

�; k; `; g � 0
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of finite filtration degrees satisfying

kfk;`;gk � �
k;`;g

for all k; `; g; (8.3)

where the inequality is strict for the triples in (8.2). Here  � 0 is the fixed constant

from above, and again we allow k D 0 and ` D 0.

Lemma 8.3. Given .C˙; p˙/ and fk;`;g as above, there exist unique collections
of maps q˙

k;`;g
W yEkC

C ! yE`C
� satisfying (8.1) such that

ef OpC D OqC; Op�ef D Oq�W yECC¹„º �! yEC�¹„; „�1º:

where Oq˙ is defined by

Oq˙ ´
1X

rD1

X

ki ;`i ;gi

1�i�r

1

.r � 1/Š
fk1;`1;g1

ˇ � � � ˇ fkr�1;`r�1;gr�1

ˇ q˙
kr ;`r ;gr

„
P
ki C

P
gi �r :

Proof. Let us consider the composition Op�ef D Oq�, the other one being analogous.

Comparing with Lemma 2.10, we find that the map q�
k;`;g

is given by the sum

X

r�0

X

k1C���Ckr Dk

`1C���C`r C`��k�D`

g1C���Cgr Cg�Ck��rDg

s1C���Csr Dk�

si �1

1

rŠ
Op�
k�;`�;g� ıs1;:::;sr .fk1;`1;g1

ˇ � � � ˇ fkr ;`r ;gr
/ (8.4)

corresponding to complete gluings of r connected surfaces of signatures .ki; `i ; gi /

at their outgoing ends to the ingoing ends of a connected surface of signature

.k�; `�; g�/, plus an appropriate number of trivial cylinders, to obtain a connected
surface of signature .k; `; g/.

It remains to show that the expression in (8.4) satisfies condition (8.1). Note

that for each term in this sum the Euler characteristics satisfy

�
k;`;g

D �
k�;`�;g�

C
rX

iD1

�
ki ;`i ;gi

:

Let us write ¹1; : : : ; rº as the disjoint union I [ J [ K, where i 2 I if and only

if .ki ; `i ; gi / is one of the triples in (8.2), i 2 J if and only if �
ki ;`i ;gi

< 0,

and i 2 K if and only if .ki ; `i ; gi / D .1; 1; 0/. Let ı > 0 be such that
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kfki ;`i ;gi
k � �

ki ;`i ;gi

� ı for all i 2 I . Then the filtration conditions on p�

and f imply

kq�
k;`;gk � �k;`;g

� .kp�
k�;`�;g�k � �

k�;`�;g�
/C

rX

iD1

.kfki ;`i ;gi
k � �

ki ;`i ;gi

/

�
X

i2I

.kfki ;`i ;gi
k � �

ki ;`i ;gi

/ � ıjI j � 0:

(8.5)

This shows that jI j is uniformly bounded, where we say that a quantity is uniformly
bounded if it is bounded from above in terms of k; `; g and kq�

k;`;g
k. It follows that

X

j2J

��
kj ; j̀ ;gj

D ��
k;`;g
C �

k�;`�;g�
C

X

i2I

�
ki ;`i ;gi

is uniformly bounded. Since each term 2gj C kj C j̀ � 2 on the left-hand side is

� 1, this provides uniform bounds on jJ j as well as all the gj ; kj ; j̀ for j 2 J .

Finally, the fact that each i 2 K contributes 1 to the sum k1 C � � � C kr D k

yields a uniform bound on jKj. Hence the number of terms in the sum in (8.4)

is uniformly bounded, which proves convergence of q�
k;`;g

with respect to the

filtration. Inequality (8.5) shows that q�
k;`;g

satisfies (8.1). �

In view of the preceding lemma, the following definition makes sense.

Definition 8.4. A filtered IBL1-morphism between filtered IBL1-algebras .C˙;

¹p˙
k;`;g
º/ is a collection of maps

fk;`;g W yEkC
C �! yE`C

�; k; `; g � 0

of grading degrees�2d.kCg�1/ and filtration degrees satisfying (8.3) and (8.2)

such that

ef OpC � Op�ef D 0: (8.6)

A filtered IBL1-morphism f is called strict if fk;`;g D 0 unless k; ` � 1.

Note that for a strict filtered IBL1-morphism or structure, condition (8.2) is

vacuous.

Composition of filtered IBL1-morphisms. Consider two filtered IBL1-mor-

phisms

fC D ¹fC
k;`;g
ºW .CC; ¹pC

k;`;g
º/ �! .C; ¹pk;`;gº/;

f� D ¹f�k;`;gºW .C; ¹pk;`;gº/ �! .C�; ¹p�
k;`;gº/:
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Lemma 8.5. There exists a unique filtered IBL1-morphism

f D ¹fk;`;gºW .C
C; ¹pC

k;`;g
º/ �! .C�; ¹p�

k;`;gº/

satisfying
ef D ef

�
ef

C
:

We call f the composition of fC and f�.

Proof. According to the discussion following Definition 2.11, the map fk;`;g is

given by the sum

X

k
C
1

C���CkC

rC Dk

`�
1

C���C`�
r� D`

`
C
1

C���C`C

rC Dk�
1

C���Ck�
r�

P
g

C
i

C
P
g�

i
C

P
`

C
i

C�rC�r�C1Dg

1

rCŠr�Š
.f�k�

1
;`�

1
;g�

1
ˇ � � � ˇ f�k�

r� ;`�
r� ;g�

r�
/

ı .fC
k

C
1
;`

C
1
;g

C
1

ˇ � � � ˇ fC
k

C

rC ;`
C

rC ;g
C

rC

/:
(8.7)

corresponding to complete gluings of rC connected surfaces of signatures .kC
i ; `

C
i ;

gC
i / at their outgoing ends to the ingoing ends of r� connected surfaces of signa-

tures .k�
i ; `

�
i ; g

�
i / to obtain a connected surface of signature .k; `; g/. In particular,

for each term in this sum the Euler characteristics satisfy

�
k;`;g

D

rCX

iD1

�
k

C
i
;`

C
i
;g

C
i

C

r�X

iD1

�
k�

i
;`�

i
;g�

i

:

Let us write ¹1; : : : ; r˙º as the disjoint union I˙ [ J˙ [ K˙, where i 2 I˙

if and only if .k˙
i ; `

˙
i ; g

˙
i / is one of the triples in (8.2), i 2 J˙ if and only if

�
k˙

i
;`˙

i
;g˙

i

< 0, and i 2 K˙ if and only if .k˙
i ; `

˙
i ; g

˙
i / D .1; 1; 0/. Let ı > 0

be such that kf˙
k˙

i
;`˙

i
;g˙

i

k � �
k˙

i
;`˙

i
;g˙

i

� ı for all i 2 I˙. Then the filtration

conditions on f˙ imply

kfk;`;gk � �
k;`;g

�
rCX

iD1

.kfC
k

C
i
;`

C
i
;g

C
i

k � �
k

C
i
;`

C
i
;g

C
i

/C
r�X

iD1

.kf�k�
i
;`�

i
;g�

i
k � �

k�
i
;`�

i
;g�

i

/

�
X

i2IC

.kfC
k

C
i
;`

C
i
;g

C
i

k � �
k

C
i
;`

C
i
;g

C
i

/C
X

i2I�

.kf�k�
i
;`�

i
;g�

i
k � �

k�
i
;`�

i
;g�

i

/

� ı.jICj C jI�j/ � 0:

(8.8)
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This shows that jICj and jI�j are uniformly bounded, i.e. bounded from above in

terms of k; `; g and kfk;`;gk. It follows that

X

j2JC

��
k

C
j
;`

C
j
;g

C
j

C
X

j2J�

��
k�

j
;`�

j
;g�

j

D ��
k;`;g
C

X

i2IC

�
k

C
i
;`

C
i
;g

C
i

C
X

i2I�

�
k�

i
;`�

i
;g�

i

is uniformly bounded. Since each term 2g˙
j C k˙

j C `˙
j � 2 on the left-hand

side is � 1, this provides uniform bounds on jJCj and jJ�j as well as all the

g˙
j ; k

˙
j ; `

˙
j for j 2 J˙. Finally, the fact that each i 2 KC contributes 1 to the sum

kC
1 C � � �C k

C
rC D k and each i 2 K� contributes 1 to the sum `�

1 C � � �C `
�
r� D `

yields uniform bounds on jKCj and jK�j. Hence the number of terms in the sum

in (8.7) is uniformly bounded, which proves convergence of q�
k;`;g

with respect to

the filtration. Inequality (8.8) shows that fk;`;g satisfies (8.3), where the inequality

is strict if IC or I� is nonempty. If IC and I� are both empty, then either

�
k;`;g

< 0 (if JC or J� are nonempty), or (if JC and J� are both empty)

.k˙
i ; `

˙
i ; g

˙
i / D .1; 1; 0/ for all i and hence .k; `; g/ D .1; 1; 0/ (the corresponding

connected surface is a gluing of cylinders and hence a cylinder). This shows that

fk;`;g also satisfies (8.2). �

Gapped filtered IBL1-algebras. For the homotopy theory of filtered IBL1-al-

gebras we need an additional gap condition which we now introduce. Consider a

subset G of R�0 such that

1. g1; g2 2 G implies g1 C g2 2 G;

2. 0 2 G;

3. G is a discrete subset of R.

We call such G a discrete submonoid, and we will write it as

G D ¹�0; �1; : : : º; (8.9)

where �j < �jC1 and �0 D 0.

Definition 8.6. We say that filtered IBL1-algebra of bidegree .d; / is G-gapped
if the operations pk;`;g can be written as

pk;`;g D
1X

jD0

p
j

k;`;g
W yEkC �! yE`C;
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where the filtration degrees of p
j

k;`;g
satisfy

kpj
k;`;g
k � �

k;`;g
� �j 2 G;

and p0
k;`;g

D 0 for the triples .k; `; g/ in (8.2). We call an IBL1 algebra gapped
if it is G-gapped for some discrete submonoid G � R�0.

We define a linear ordering on extended signatures .j; k; `; g/ 2 N40 by saying

.j 0; k0; `0; g0/ � .j; k; `; g/ if either j 0 < j , or j 0 D j and .k0; `0; g0/ � .k; `; g/

in the sense of Definition 2.5.

Remark 8.7. As with the original ordering in Definition 2.5, this is only one of

several possible choices.

Now we have the following analogue of Lemma 2.6.

Lemma 8.8. For a gapped filtered IBL1-algebra .C; pk;`;g/ the condition
Op ı Op D 0 is equivalent to p01;1;0 ı p

0
1;1;0 D 0, together with the sequence of re-

lations
Op01;1;0 ı p

j

k;`;g
C p

j

k;`;g
ı Op01;1;0 C P

j

k;`;g
CRj

k;`;g
D 0

as maps from yEkC to yE`C for all extended signatures .j; k; `; g/ � .0; 1; 1; 0/,
whereP j

k;`;g
W yEkC ! yE`C involves only compositions of terms pj

0

k0;`0;g0 whose ex-

tended signatures satisfy .0; 1; 1; 0/ � .j 0; k0; `0; g0/ � .j; k; `; g/, and kRj
k;`;g
k >

�j C �
k;`;g

.

Proof. Recall that the left hand side of relation (2.4) is a sum of terms Opk2;`2;g2
ıs

Opk1;`1;g1
which correspond to gluings of two connected surfaces of signatures

�i D .ki ; `i ; gi / along s � 1 boundary components to a connected surface of

signature � D .k; `; g/. We fix j � 0 and combine all terms in this sum of

filtration degree> �j C �� into one summand, which we denote by R
j

k;`;g
. Next

consider a term with

kOpj2

k2;`2;g2
ıs Op

j1

k1;`1;g1
k � �j C �

�

Then

�j2
C �

�2

C �j1
C �

�1

� kOpj2
�2
k C kOpj1

�1
k � kOpj2

�2
ıs p

j1
�1
k � �j C �

�
:

Since �
�2

C �
�1

D �
�
, this implies

�j2
C �j1

� �j :
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If j D 0, then j1 D j2 D 0 and, by the last condition in Definition (8.6), �1 and �2

are none of the triples in (8.2). Thus Lemma 2.6 implies that either �1 D .1; 1; 0/

and �2 D � , or �2 D .1; 1; 0/ and �1 D � , or �1; �2 � � .

If j > 0, then either j1; j2 < j , or j1 D j and j2 D 0, or j2 D j and

j1 D 0. In the first case we are done, so consider the second case (the third case

is analogous). Then .j2; �2/ � .j; �/ and �2 is none of the triples in (8.2). In

particular, �
�2

� 0, and thus

��
�1

� ��
�1

� �
�2

D ��
�
:

If �
�2

< 0, this yields .j1; �1/ � .j; �/ and we are done. If �
�2

D 0, then

�2 D .1; 1; 0/ and it follows that .j1; �1/ D .j; �/. �

For a filtered IBL1-algebra .C; ¹pk;`;gº/, the composition p1;1;0 ı p1;1;0 may

be nonzero due to the presence of p0;1;0 or p1;0;0. If the IBL1-algebra is strict,
then these terms are not present and we get a chain complex .C; p1;1;0/.

Homotopies of morphisms between filtered IBL1-algebras. We define path

objects in the category of (gapped) filtered IBL1-structures in the same way as in

Definition 4.1, except that we require the morphisms �, "0 and "1 to have filtration

degree 0, and in condition (c) the maps p01;1;0 and q01;1;0 replace p1;1;0 and q1;1;0.

The proofs of the following two propositions are now completely analogous to

those of Proposition 4.2 and Proposion 4.4, using induction over the linear order

on extended signatures and Lemma 8.8. We remark that it seems difficult to carry

out these inductive constructions for non-gapped filtered IBL1-algebras; for this

reason we will define homotopies of morphisms between filtered IBL1-algebras

only in the gapped case.

Proposition 8.9. For any gapped filtered IBL1-algebra .C; ¹pk;`;gº/ there exists
a path object C that is gapped.

Proposition 8.10. Let C and D be gapped filtered IBL1-algebras, and let C and
D be gapped path objects for C and D, respectively. Let fWC ! D be a gapped
filtered IBL1-morphism. Then there exists a gapped filtered IBL1-morphism
FWC! D such that the diagram

C C C

D D D

 !�
C

 !f

 !
"C

i

 !F  !f

 !
�D

 !
"D

i

commutes for both i D 0 and i D 1.
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We define the notion of a homotopy of morphisms between gapped filtered

IBL1-algebras in the same way as in Definition 4.5. Then Proposition 4.6 and

Corollary 4.7 can be generalized to the gapped filtered case in the same way.

Now Proposition 5.2 and Theorem 6.1 have the following analogues in the

strict filtered case. (More generally, they hold for gapped filtered IBL1-algebras

with pk;`;g D 0 for the triples in (8.2).)

Proposition 8.11. Let fW .C; p/ ! .D; q/ be a strict gapped filtered IBL1-mor-
phism such that f1;1;0W .C; p1;1;0/ ! .D; q1;1;0/ is a chain homotopy equivalence.
Then f is a filtered IBL1-homotopy equivalence.

Theorem 8.12. Suppose .C; ¹pk;`;gº/ is a strict gapped filtered IBL1-algebra.
Then there exist operations ¹qk;`;gº on its homology H ´ H�.C; p1;1;0/ giving
it the structure of a strict gapped filtered IBL1-algebra such that there exists a
gapped homotopy equivalence fW .H; ¹qk;`;gº/! .C; ¹pk;`;gº/.

Remark 8.13. Proposition 8.11 continues to hold in the nonstrict gapped case

provided that f01;1;0 is a chain homotopy equivalence with respect to p01;1;0 and

q01;1;0, and similarly for Theorem 8.12.

Filtered IBL1-algebras over the universal Novikov ring. In applications to

symplectic geometry (both to SFT and Lagrangian Floer theory), the IBL1-alge-

bra that is expected to appear has coefficients in a Novikov ring and has a filtration

by energy (that is, the symplectic area of pseudo-holomorphic curves). Here we

explain the algebraic part of this story and show that various results in the previ-

ous sections have analogues in this setting. Let K be a field of characteristic 0 (for

example Q).

Definition 8.14. The universal Novikov ring ƒ0 consists of formal sums

a D
1X

iD0

aiT
�i ; (8.10)

where ai 2 K, �i 2 R�0 such that �iC1 > �i and limi!1 �i D C1. It is a

commutative ring with the obvious sum and product. The T -adic valuation

kakT ´ inf¹�i W ai ¤ 0º 2 R�0 [ ¹C1º

turns ƒ0 into a complete filtered ring. ƒ0 is a local ring whose unique maximal

ideal ƒC is the subset of elements (8.10) such that �i > 0 for all i with ai ¤ 0.

Note that ƒ0=ƒC D K.
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Let now xC be aK-vector space. Recall that the tensor product xC˝Kƒ0 consists

of finite sums
PN
iD1 xi ˝ ai , where xi 2 xC and ai 2 ƒ0. In particular, it contains

finite sums
NX

iD1

xiT
�i ;

where xi 2 xC and �i 2 R�0. We denote by

C ´ xC y̋Kƒ0

the space of possibly infinite sums

x D
1X

iD1

xiT
�i (8.11)

such that xi 2 xC , �i 2 R�0, and limi!1 �i D C1.

Hereafter in this section we shall only consider ƒ0-modules that are obtained

as C D xC y̋Kƒ0 for some xC . Then C has a valuation defined by

kxkT ´ inf¹�i W ai ¤ 0º;

which turns C into a complete filtered ƒ0-module. On such C , the notion of a

filtered IBL1-structure overƒ0 is now defined as above, with the ring R replaced

by ƒ0 and the constant  D 0. Note that the operations pk;`;g descend to the

quotient xC Š C=.ƒC � C/ to give . yC; Npk;`;g/ the structure of a generalized

IBL1-algebra over ƒ0=ƒC D K, which we call the reduction of .C; pk;`;g/.

As above, consider a discrete sub-monoidG D ¹�0; �1; : : : º, where �j < �jC1

and �0 D 0. Let xCi (i D 1; 2) be two K-vector spaces and Ci D xCi y̋ƒ0.

A ƒ0-linear map

F WC1 �! C2

is said G-gapped if there exist K-linear maps Fj W xC1 ! xC2 for each �j 2 G such

that

F D
X

T �jFj ;

where we extend Fj to C1 ! C2 by ƒ0-linearity. Note that the Fj are uniquely

determined by F , and a filtered IBL1-algebra over ƒ0 is G-gapped in the sense

of Definition 8.6 if all the operations Opk;`;g are G-gapped.

We define path objects in the category of filtered IBL1-structures over ƒ0 in

the same way as in Definition 4.1. Then Propositions 4.2 and 4.4 have analogues

in this category.
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Thus we obtain a notion of homotopy between gapped filtered IBL1-algebras

overƒ0 with the same properties as in §4. Now Proposition 5.2 and Theorem 6.1

have the following analogues, which improve Proposition 8.11 and Theorem 8.12

in this setting and are proved analogously.

Proposition 8.15. Let fW .C; p/! .D; q/ be a gapped filtered IBL1-morphism be-
tween gapped filtered IBL1-algebras over the universal Novikov ringƒ0. Suppose
that its reduction Nf1;1;0W . xC; Np1;1;0/! . xD; Nq1;1;0/ is a chain homotopy equivalence.
Then f is a filtered IBL1-homotopy equivalence.

Theorem 8.16. Suppose .C; ¹pk;`;gº/ is a gapped filtered IBL1-algebra over the
universal Novikov ring ƒ0. Set xH ´ H. xC; Np1;1;0/ and H ´ xH y̋ƒ0. Then
there exist operations ¹qk;`;gº on H giving it the structure of a gapped filtered
IBL1-algebra over ƒ0 such that there exists a gapped homotopy equivalence
fW .H; ¹qk;`;gº/! .C; ¹pk;`;gº/.

The main example in this paper is the dual cyclic bar complex of a cyclic DGA,

which is discussed in §10 and §12.

9. Maurer–Cartan elements

In this section we discuss Maurer–Cartan elements and the resulting twisted

IBL1-structures. With the applications in the following sections in mind, we for-

mulate the discussion for strict filtered IBL1-algebras. However, most statements

in this section remains true if we drop the word “strict” throughout.

Let .C; p D ¹pk;`;gº/ be a strict filtered IBL1-algebra of bidegree .d; /.

Consider a collection of elements

m`;g 2 yE`C; ` � 1; g � 0

of grading degrees

jm`;g jgrading D �2d.g � 1/

and filtration degrees km`;gk satisfying

km`;gk � �
0;`;g

for all `; g; (9.1)

where the inequality is strict for the pairs .`; g/ D .1; 0/ and .2; 0/. Define the

grading degree zero element

m´
X

`�1
g�0

m`;g„
g�1 2

1

„
yEC ¹„º:
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Definition 9.1. ¹m`;gº`�1;g�0 is a Maurer–Cartan element in .C; ¹pk;`;gº/ if

Op.em/ D 0: (9.2)

Here we view m as a filtered IBL1-morphism from the trivial IBL1-algebra

0 to .C; p/ whose .0; `; g/ term sends 1 2 R D yE00 to m`;g 2 yE`C . Then the

Maurer–Cartan equation (9.2) is just equation (8.6) for the corresponding filtered

IBL1-morphism. In view of this observation and Lemma 8.3, the left hand side

of (9.2) converges with respect to the metric induced by the filtration.

For later reference, we record the following observation.

Lemma 9.2. Suppose that .C; ¹pk;`;gº/ is a filtered dIBL-algebra, i.e. its only
nonvanishing terms are d D p1;1;0, p2;1;0 and p1;2;0, and the only nonvanishing
term in m is m1;0. Then the Maurer–Cartan equation (9.2) is equivalent to

dm1;0 C
1

2
p2;1;0.m1;0;m1;0/ D 0; p1;2;0.m1;0/ D 0: (9.3)

Proof. We compute

Op.em/ D .Op1;1;0 C Op2;1;0„ C Op1;2;0/.e
„�1m1;0/

D
�
p1;1;0.m1;0/C

1

2
p2;1;0.m1;0;m1;0/C p1;2;0.m1;0/

�
.„�1em/;

implying the equivalence. �

Twisted IBL1-structures. The next proposition shows that a Maurer–Cartan

element gives rise to a “twisted” IBL1-structure.

Proposition 9.3. Let ¹m`;gº`�1;g�0 be a Maurer–Cartan element in the strict
filtered IBL1-algebra .C; ¹pk;`;gº/. Then there exists a unique strict filtered
IBL1-structure ¹pm

k;`;g
ºk;`�1;g�0 on C satisfying

cpm D e�m Op.em�/W yEC ¹„º �! yEC ¹„º: (9.4)

Proof. The map pm
k;`;g
W yEkC ! yE`C is given by the sum

X

r�0

X

k��k;`��`

`1C���C`r C`��k�D`�k

g1C���Cgr Cg�Ck��k�rDg

1

rŠ
Opk�;`�;g�.m`1;g1

� � �m`r ;gr
�/conn (9.5)

corresponding to complete gluings of r connected surfaces of signatures .0; `i; gi/,

plus k trivial cylinders, at their outgoing ends to the ingoing ends of a connected
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surface of signature .k�; `�; g�/, plus an appropriate number of trivial cylinders,

to obtain a connected surface of signature .k; `; g/. In particular, for each term in

this sum the Euler characteristics satisfy

�
k;`;g

D �
k�;`�;g�

C
rX

iD1

�
ki ;`i ;gi

:

Let us write ¹1; : : : ; rº as the disjoint union I [ J , where i 2 I if and only if

.`i ; gi/ equals .1; 0/ or .2; 0/, and i 2 J if and only if �
0;`i ;gi

< 0. Let ı > 0 be

such that km`i ;gi
k� �

0;`i ;gi

� ı for all i 2 I . As in the proof of Lemma 8.3, the

filtration conditions on p and m imply

kpmk;`;gk � �k;`;g
� ıjI j � 0: (9.6)

This shows that jI j is uniformly bounded, i.e. bounded from above in terms of

k; `; g and kpm
k;`;g
k. Then the equation for the Euler characteristics provides

uniform bounds on jJ j as well as all the j̀ ; gj for j 2 J . Finally, the equation

`1 C � � � C `r C `� � k� D ` � k provides a uniform bound on k�, which

proves convergence of pm
k;`;g

with respect to the filtration. Inequality (9.6) shows

that pm
k;`;g

satisfies (8.1). The equation cpm ı cpm D 0 follows immediately from

cpm D e�m Op.em�/ and Op ı Op D 0. �

Remark 9.4. (1) Note that, although m contains negative powers of „, the map
cpm does not contain negative powers of „.

(2) In the case of filtered IBL1-algebras over the universal Novikov ring ƒ0,

condition (9.1) just says that m1;0;m2;0 � 0 mod ƒC.

Push-forward of Maurer–Cartan elements. Next consider a strict filtered

IBL1-morphism f D ¹fk;`;gºW .C; ¹pk;`;gº/! .D; ¹qk;`;gº/ between strict filtered

IBL1-algebras and a Maurer–Cartan element ¹m`;gº in .C; ¹pk;`;gº/. The inter-

pretation of Maurer–Cartan elements as filtered IBL1-morphisms from the trivial

IBL1-algebra and Lemma 8.5 immediately imply

Lemma 9.5. There exists a unique Maurer–Cartan element ¹f�m`;gº in .D;

¹qk;`;gº/ satisfying
ef.em/ D ef�m:

We call ¹f�m`;gº the push-forward of the Maurer–Cartan element ¹m`;gº under

the morphism ¹fk;`;gº.
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Proposition 9.6. In the situation of Lemma 9.5, there exists a unique strict filtered
IBL1-morphism ¹fm

k;`;g
º from .C; ¹pm

k;`;g
º/ to .D; ¹qf�m

k;`;g
º/ satisfying

ef
m

D e�f�mef.em�/WEC ¹„º �! ED¹„º;

Moreover, if ¹fk;`;gº is a strict gapped filtered IBL1-homotopy equivalence, then
so is ¹fm

k;`;g
º.

Proof. As usual, we translate the equation ef
m

D e�f�mef.em�/ for disconnected

surfaces into one for connected surfaces. This shows that the map

fmk;`;g WEkC �! E`D

is given by the sum

X

`�
1

C���C`�
r� D`

P
k�

i
�

P
`

C
i

Dk
P
g

C
i

C
P
g�

i
C

P
`

C
i

C�rC�r�C1Dg

1

rCŠr�Š
.fk�

1
;`�

1
;g�

1
ˇ � � � ˇ fk�

r� ;`�
r� ;g�

r� /

.m
`

C
1
;g

C
1

� � �m
`

C

rC ;g
C

rC
�/conn

(9.7)

corresponding to complete gluings of rC connected surfaces of signatures .0; `C
i ;

gC
i /, plus k trivial cylinders, at their outgoing ends to the ingoing ends of r�

connected surfaces of signatures .k�
i ; `

�
i ; g

�
i / to obtain a connected surface of

signature .k; `; g/. In particular, for each term in this sum the Euler characteristics

satisfy

�
k;`;g

D
rCX

iD1

�
0;`

C
i
;g

C
i

C
r�X

iD1

�
k�

i
;`�

i
;g�

i

:

Let us set kC
i ´ 0 and write ¹1; : : : ; r˙º as the disjoint union I˙ [ J˙ [ K˙,

where i 2 I˙ if and only if .k˙
i ; `

˙
i ; g

˙
i / is one of the triples in (8.2), i 2 J˙ if

and only if �
k˙

i
;`˙

i
;g˙

i

< 0, and i 2 K˙ if and only if .k˙
i ; `

˙
i ; g

˙
i / D .1; 1; 0/.

Note that KC D ;. Let ı > 0 be such that kfk�
i
;`�

i
;g�

i
k � �

k�
i
;`�

i
;g�

i

� ı for

all i 2 I� and km
`

C
i
;g

C
i

k � �
0;`

C
i
;g

C
i

� ı for all i 2 IC. As in the proof of

Lemma 8.5, the filtration conditions on f and m imply

kfmk;`;gk � �k;`;g
� ı.jICj C jI�j/ � 0: (9.8)

This shows that jICj and jI�j are uniformly bounded, i.e. bounded from above

in terms of k; `; g and kfm
k;`;g
k. Then the equation for the Euler characteristics
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provides uniform bounds on jJCj and jJ�j as well as all the k�
j ; `

˙
j ; g

˙
j for j 2J˙.

Finally, the fact that each i 2 K� contributes 1 to the sum `�
1 C � � � C `

�
r� D `

yields a uniform bound on jK�j. Hence the number of terms in the sum in (9.7)

is uniformly bounded, which proves convergence of fm
k;`;g

with respect to the

filtration. Inequality (9.8) shows that fm
k;`;g

satisfies (8.3), where the inequality

is strict if IC or I� is nonempty. If IC and I� are both empty then either

�
k;`;g

< 0 (if JC or J� are nonempty), or (if JC and J� are both empty)

.k�
i ; `

�
i ; g

�
i / D .1; 1; 0/ for all i and hence .k; `; g/ D .1; 1; 0/. This shows that

fm
k;`;g

also satisfies (8.2). That fm defines an IBL1-morphism now follows from

bqf�mef
m

D e�f�m Oqef�mef
m

D e�f�m Oqef.em�/

D e�f�mef Op.em�/ D e�f�mef.emcpm�/
D ef

mcpm:

Note that

fm1;1;0 D f1;1;0 C
1X

kD1

1

kŠ
fkC1;1;0.m1;0 � � �m1;0�/

„ ƒ‚ …
µFC

;

where the k-th term in the sum has filtration degree at least kı > 0.

Finally, suppose that ¹fk;`;gº is a strict gapped filtered IBL1-homotopy equiv-

alence. Then f1;1;0 is a chain homotopy equivalence. A standard spectral sequence

argument using the filtration (cf. [58, Chapter 3]) now shows that fm1;1;0 is also a

chain homotopy equivalence. By Proposition 8.11, this implies that ¹fm
k;`;g
º is a

filtered IBL1-homotopy equivalence. �

Gauge equivalence of Maurer–Cartan elements. We conclude this section

with a brief discussion of gauge equivalence, which will be important for geo-

metric applications in SFT and Lagrangian Floer theory.

Definition 9.7. Let m0, m1 be Maurer–Cartan elements of a strict G-gapped

filtered IBL1-algebra C , and let C be a path object for C . We say m0 is gauge
equivalent to m1 if there exists a Maurer–Cartan element M of C such that

."0/�M D m0; ."1/�M D m1:

Proposition 9.8. 1. The notion of gauge equivalence is independent of the
choice of the path object C.

2. Gauge equivalence is an equivalence relation.
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3. Let f, g be strict G-gapped filtered IBL1-morphisms from C to D, and m0,
m1 be Maurer–Cartan elements of C . If f is homotopic to g and m0 is gauge
equivalent to m1, then f�m0 is gauge equivalent to g�m1.

Using the fact that a Maurer–Cartan element is identified with a morphism

from 0, Proposition 9.8 immediately follows from the G-gapped filtered version

of Proposition 4.6.

Proposition 9.9. Let m0, m1 be gauge equivalent Maurer–Cartan elements of a
strict G-gapped filtered IBL1-algebra .C; ¹pk;`;gº/. Then .C; ¹pm0

k;`;g
º/ is homo-

topy equivalent to .C; ¹pm1

k;`;g
º/.

Proof. Let .C; ¹qk;`;gº/ be a path object and M be as in Definition 9.7. By

Proposition 9.6, the "i induce morphisms "
mi

i .C; ¹q
M
k;`;g
º/! .C; ¹p

mi

k;`;g
º/, which

are homotopy equivalences since the "i are. The proposition now follows from the

G-gapped filtered version of Corollary 4.7. �

10. The dual cyclic bar complex of a cyclic cochain complex

In this section we show that the dual cyclic bar complex of a cyclic cochain

complex carries a natural dIBL-structure, i.e., a IBL1-structure such that pk;`;g D

0 unless .k; `; g/ 2 ¹.1; 1; 0/; .2; 1; 0/; .1; 2; 0/º.

The dIBL structure on the dual cyclic bar complex. Let .A D
L
k A

k; d / be

a Z-graded cochain complex over R. We assume that dimA is finite. Let n be a

positive integer and

h�; �iW
M

k

Ak ˝ An�k �! R

a nondegenerate bilinear form, which we extend by zero to the rest of A˝ A.

Definition 10.1. .A; h; i; d / is called a cyclic cochain complex if

hdx; yi C .�1/degx�1hx; dyi D 0;

hx; yi C .�1/.degx�1/.degy�1/hy; xi D 0:

We define the cyclic bar complex

B
cyc

k
A´ AŒ1�˝ � � � ˝ AŒ1�„ ƒ‚ …

k times

= �
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as the quotient of the k-fold tensor product under the action of Zk by cyclic

permutations with signs. As explained in Remark 2.1, B
cyc

k
A is isomorphic to

the subspace of invariant tensors under the cyclic group action. We introduce the

dual cyclic bar complex

B
cyc�

k
A´ Hom.B

cyc

k
A;R/;

Bcyc�A´
1M

kD1

B
cyc�

k
A:

To avoid confusion, we will denote the degree in A by degx and the degree in

AŒ1� by

jxj D degx � 1:

An element ' 2 B
cyc�

k
A is homogeneous of degree D if '.x1 ˝ � � � ˝ xk/ D 0

whenever
P
jxi j ¤ D. The coboundary operator d induces a boundary operator

on Bcyc�A in the obvious way, which we denote by d:

.d'/.x1; : : : ; xk/´
kX

jD1

.�1/jx1jC���Cjxj �1j'.x1; : : : ; xj�1; dxj ; xjC1; : : : xk/:

Note that the coboundary operator on A has degreeC1, so the induced boundary

operator d on Bcyc�A has degree �1.

We will now construct two operations

�WBcyc�A˝ Bcyc�A �! Bcyc�A;

ıWBcyc�A �! Bcyc�A˝ Bcyc�A

of degree j�j D jıj D 2�n, which together with the differential d will give rise to

a dIBL-structure. It suffices to define these operations on homogeneous elements

in Bcyc�A D
L
k�1 B

cyc�

k
A, respectively

Bcyc�A˝ Bcyc�A D
M

k1;k2�1

B
cyc�

k1
A˝ B

cyc�

k2
A D

M

k1;k2�1

Hom.B
cyc

k1
A˝ B

cyc

k2
A;R/:

Let ei be a homogeneous basis of A and set

�i ´ jei j D deg ei � 1:

Let ei be the dual basis of A with respect to the pairing h�; �i, i.e.

hei ; e
j i D ıji :
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We set

gij ´ hei ; ej i; gij ´ hei ; ej i:

Note that

gij D .�1/
�i�j C1gj i :

In the following we use Einstein’s sum convention. Then gikg
jk D ı

j
i , i.e. .gij /

is the transpose of the inverse matrix of .gij /. Note that deg ei C deg ei D n, so

gij ¤ 0 implies that �i C �j D n � 2. If Qej D � ij ei is another basis, then its dual

basis is Qei D � ij e
j with .� ij / the inverse matrix of .� ij / and the pairing in the new

basis is given by

Qg˛ˇ D hQe˛; Qeˇ i D �
a
˛gab�

b
ˇ ; gab D �

˛
a Qg˛ˇ�

ˇ

b
; (10.1a)

Qg˛ˇ D hQe˛; Qeˇ i D �˛a g
ab�

ˇ

b
; gab D �a˛ Qg

˛ˇ �bˇ : (10.1b)

Finally, we introduce the notation

dei D
X

j

d
j
i ej ;

for the coboundary operator.

Lemma 10.2. The following identities hold:

dea D .�1/�adac e
c (10.2a)

.�1/�ada
0

a g
ab C ga

0b0
dbb0 D 0: (10.2b)

Proof. To prove the first equation, we compute the coefficient of ec in dea as

hec ; de
ai D .�1/�cC1hdec ; e

ai

D .�1/�cC1d c
0

c hec0 ; eai

D .�1/�cC1dac :

Since the degrees of ec and ea, and hence also the degrees of ec and ea differ by

one, the first claim follows.

To prove the second claim, we again use the cyclic relation

hdea
0
; ebi D .�1/je

a0
j�1hea

0
; debi D .�1/�a0Cn�3hea

0
; debi:

Using the first equation, we find

hdea
0
; ebi D .�1/�a0da

0

a g
ab

and

hea
0
; debi D .�1/�bdbb0g

a0b0
:

Putting things together and noting that �aC �b � n� 2, we obtain the result. �
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An element ' 2 B
cyc�

k
A is determined by its coefficients

'i1���ik ´ '.ei1 ; : : : ; eik/

which satisfy

'i1���ik D .�1/
�ik

�
Pk�1

j D1 �ij 'iki1���ik�1
:

The boundary operator on Bcyc�A acts on these coefficients by

.d'/i1;:::;ik D
kX

jD1

X

a

.�1/
�i1

C���C�ij �1daij 'i1;:::;ij �1;a;ij C1;:::;ik :

Now we are ready to define a bracket and a cobracket on Bcyc�A. For the bracket,

let '1 2 B
cyc�

k1C1
A, '2 2 B

cyc�

k2C1
A, k1; k2 � 0, k1 C k2 � 1. We define

�.'2; '2/ 2 B
cyc�

k1Ck2
A

by

�.'1; '2/i1���ik1Ck2
´

X

a;b

k1Ck2X

cD1

.�1/�C�agab'1aic ���icCk1�1
'2bicCk1

���ic�1
; (10.3)

where

� D �.i1; : : : ; ik1Ck2
I aI bI c/ D

c�1X

rD1

k1Ck2X

sDc

�ir�is C �b �

cCk1�1X

tDc

�it

is the sign needed to move .ea; eic ; : : : ; eicCk1�1
; eb; eicCk1

; : : : ; eic�1
/ to the order

.ea; eb; ei1; : : : ; eik1Ck2
/. Here and hereafter we put ik1Ck2Cm D im etc. Using

PcCk1�1
tDc �it D j'

1j � �a one verifies

�.i2; : : : ; ik1Ck2
; i1I aI bI c/� �.i1; : : : ; ik1Ck2

I aI bI cC 1/ D �i1 �

k1Ck2X

sD2

�is ;

so �.'1; '2/ picks up the correct signs under cyclic permutation to define an

element in B
cyc�

k1Ck2
A. Note that the operation �WBcyc�A˝ Bcyc�A! Bcyc�A has

degree 2 � n. The independence of the basis ei follows from the transformation

law (10.1), using the equivalent definition for xi 2 A

�.'1; '2/.x1; : : : ; xk1Ck2
/

D
X

a;b

k1Ck2X

cD1

.�1/�aC�gab'1.ea; xc; : : : ; xcCk1�1/'
2.eb; xcCk1

; : : : ; xc�1/:

(10.4)
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This formula provides a pictorial interpretation of the operation � (see Fig-

ure 4): �.'1; '2/.x1; : : : ; xk1Ck2
/ is obtained by inserting the canonical ele-

ment
P
a;b.�1/

�agabea ˝ eb 2 A ˝ A in all possible ways into the word

.x1; : : : ; xk1Ck2
/, and applying '1 and '2 to the subwords demarcated by ea

and eb.

ea eb

xc

xcCk1�1 xcCk1

xc�1

Figure 4. An illustration of formula (10.4) for�which also fits into a more general graphical

approach taken below. The vertex on the left is first, the one on the right is second.

For the cobracket, note that an element

 2 B
cyc�

k1
A˝ B

cyc�

k2
A Š Hom.B

cyc

k1
A˝ B

cyc

k2
A;R/

is determined by the coefficients

 i1���ik1
Ij1���jk2

D  ..ei1 � � � eik1
/˝ .ej1

� � � ejk2
//:

Now let ' 2 B
cyc�

k
A, k � 4. We define

ı.'/ 2
M

k1Ck2Dk�2

B
cyc�

k1
A˝ B

cyc�

k2
A

by

.ı'/i1���ik1
Ij1���jk2

´
X

a;b

k1X

cD1

k2X

c0D1

.�1/�C�agab'aic ���ic�1bjc0 ���jc0�1
; (10.5)

where

� D �.i1; : : : ; ik1
I j1; : : : ; jk2

I aI bI c; c0/

D
c�1X

rD1

k1X

sDc

�ir�is C
c0�1X

r 0D1

k2X

s0Dc0

�jr0�js0 C �b �

k1X

tD1

�it
(10.6)
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is the sign needed to move .ea; eicC1
; : : : ; eicCk1

; eb; ejc0C1
; : : : ; ejc0Ck2

/ to the

order .ea; eb; ei1; : : : ; eik1
; ej1

; : : : ; ejk2
/.

The operation ıWBcyc�A ! Bcyc�A ˝ Bcyc�A also has degree 2 � n, and

independence of the basis follows from the equivalent definition in terms of xi 2 A

.ı'/.x1 � � �xk1
˝ y1 � � �yk2

/

D
X

a;b

k1X

cD1

k2X

c0D1

.�1/�aC�gab'.ea; xc; : : : ; xc�1; eb; yc0 ; : : : ; yc0�1/:
(10.7)

This formula provides a pictorial interpretation of the operation ı (see Figure 5):

.ı'/.x1 � � �xk1
˝y1 � � �yk2

/ is obtained by inserting the two factors of the canonical

element
P
a;b.�1/

�agabea ˝ eb 2 A ˝ A in all possible ways into the words

x1 � � �xk1
and y1 � � �yk2

, and applying ' to the concatenated word.

ea eb

xc xc�1

yc0yc0�1

Figure 5. A graphical illustration of formula (10.7) for ı. The inner boundary component

is the first and is oriented clockwise, whereas the outer one is second and oriented coun-

terclockwise.

Denote by

� WBcyc�A˝ Bcyc�A �! Bcyc�A˝ Bcyc�A

the map permuting the factors with sign, i.e.

�.' ˝  / D .�1/j'jj j ˝ '

whenever ' and  are homogeneous elements of Bcyc�A.

Lemma 10.3. The operations ı and � introduced above satisfy

1. �� D .�1/n�3�,

2. �ı D .�1/n�3ı.
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Proof. The assertions can be proven by tedious but straightforward computations.

We will later see equivalent assertions within a larger “graphical calculus” (cf.

Remark 10.8), so we do not give details here. �

We will use these operations to define a dIBL-structure on Bcyc�A. To fit with

the conventions used in § 2, we consider the degree shifted version

C´ .Bcyc�A/Œ2� n�:

For the shifted degrees, � has degree 2.2 � n/ and ı has degree 0. We define the

boundary operator

p1;1;0´ dWE1C �! E1C

so that

.p1;1;0'/i1:::ik D
kX

jD1

X

a

.�1/
�i1

C���C�ij �1daij 'i1:::ij �1aij C1:::ik : (10.8)

Next, we define maps

Pk W .B
cyc�A/˝k �! .Bcyc�A/Œ3� n�˝k D CŒ1�˝k

by

Pk.c1 ˝ � � � ˝ ck/´ .�1/.n�3/
Pk

iD1.k�i/jci jc1 ˝ � � � ˝ ck : (10.9)

The sign can be interpreted in terms of formal variables s1 : : : ; sk of degree n� 3

as the sign for the change of order

s1c1 � � � skck �! s1 � � � skc1 � � � ck :

The maps Pk conjugate the .n� 3/-twisted action of the permutation group Sk on

.Bcyc�A/˝k, given for � 2 Sk by

� � .'1 ˝ � � � ˝ 'k/´ .�1/�C.n�3/ sgn.�/'�.1/ ˝ � � � ˝ '�.k/;

with the usual action by signed permutations on CŒ1�, i.e. the following diagram

commutes:

.Bcyc�A/˝k .Bcyc�A/˝k

CŒ1�˝k CŒ1�˝k

 

!
�

 !Pk  !Pk

 

!
�

where the action of � is .n � 3/-twisted on the first line (with respect to degrees

in Bcyc�A) and standard on the second line (with respect to degrees in CŒ1� D

Bcyc�AŒ3 � n�).
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According to Lemma 10.3,� and ı are symmetric operations onBC cyc�Awith

respect to the .n � 3/-twisted action of the permutation group, so defining4

p2;1;0´ P1 ı � ı P
�1
2 WCŒ1�˝CŒ1� �! CŒ1�;

p1;2;0´
1

2
P2 ı ı ı P

�1
1 WCŒ1� �! CŒ1�˝CŒ1�;

makes these operations symmetric with respect to the usual action of permutations

on CŒ1�˝k. Hence p2;1;0 descends to a map p2;1;0WE2C ! E1C of degree

�2.n � 3/ � 1 and p1;2;0 descends to a map p1;2;0WE1C ! E2C of degree �1.

Explicitly, the operations are given by

p2;1;0.�;  / D .�1/
.n�3/j�j�.�;  /; (10.10a)

p1;2;0.�/.x; y/ D
1

2
.�1/.n�3/jxjı.�/.x; y/: (10.10b)

The following result corresponds to Proposition 1.4 from the introduction.

Proposition 10.4. .C D .Bcyc�A/Œ2 � n�; p1;1;0; p1;2;0; p2;1;0/ is a dIBL-algebra
of degree d D n � 3.

Remark 10.5. Proposition 10.4 was known among researchers in string topology,

see e.g. [15, 43].

We will prove this proposition below, after introducing an alternative point

of view on the construction of the operations. This will allow us to largely

avoid messy computations and instead concentrate on describing the underlying

organizing principles. We hope that will make the proofs in this section more

transparent.

Defining maps using ribbon graphs. As promised, we now develop the graph-

ical calculus underlying the constructions in this section. It generalizes similar

constructions of A1 or L1 structures and homotopy equivalences among them,

which are used to construct canonical models and are based on summation over

ribbon trees (see [52] and [37, §5.4.2]).

By a ribbon graph we mean a finite connected graph � with a cyclic ordering

of the (half-)edges incident to each vertex. Here and below we use half-edge as a

name for the edges of the first barycentric subdivision of �. We denote by d.v/

4 The combinatorial factor 1
2

in the definition of p1;2;0, which seems rather unmotivated

here, will be explained in a more general context below.
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the degree of a vertex v, i.e. the number of (half-)edges incident to v. Let the set

of vertices be decomposed as

C0.�/ D C
int
0 .�/ [ C

ext
0 .�/

into interior and exterior vertices, where all exterior vertices have degree 1 (inte-

rior vertices can have degree 1 or higher). We assume that all our ribbon graphs

have at least one interior vertex.

Such a graph � can be thickened to a compact oriented surface †� with

boundary in a unique way (up to orientation preserving diffeomorphism) such

that � \ @†� D C
ext
0 .�/. See Figure 6, where interior vertices are drawn as � and

exterior vertices as ı. We denote by s.b/ the number of exterior vertices on the

boundary component b.

Figure 6. The surface†� associated to a very simple ribbon graph � with four interior and

four exterior vertices.

We assume that each graph has at least one interior vertex. Moreover, we

impose the following condition:

each boundary component of †� contains at least one exterior vertex
of �.

The set of edges is decomposed as

C1.�/ D C
int
1 .�/ [ C

ext
1 .�/

into interior and exterior edges, where an edge is called exterior if and only if it

contains an exterior vertex.

The signature of � is .k; `; g/, where k D jC int
0 .�/j is the number of interior

vertices, ` is the number of boundary components of †� , and g is its genus. For

example, the graph in Figure 6 has signature .4; 3; 0/.
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An automorphism of a ribbon graph � is an automorphism of the underlying

graph which is required to preserve the cyclic ordering around vertices, but can

permute vertices and edges (and hence also boundary components). For example,

the ribbon graph in Figure 6 has a unique nontrivial automorphism (in the picture

it is given by rotation around the center by the angle �). We denote the group of

automorphisms of a ribbon graph � by Aut.�/.

We denote by RGk;`;g the set of isomorphism classes of ribbon graphs of

signature .k; `; g/. Figure 7 gives some examples of such graphs, where we use

the same convention of labelling interior vertices by � and exterior vertices by ı.

Figure 7. Examples of ribbon graphs from RG1;1;0, RG1;2;0, RG2;1;0, RG1;1;1 and

RG2;2;0 .

Let us make two comments on this definition.

(1) Since all surfaces of the same signature are diffeomorphic, the set RGk;`;g
can alternatively be described as follows. Fix a connected compact oriented

surface † of genus g with ` boundary components. Then RGk;`;g is the set of

isomorphism classes of (connected) graphs � embedded in † that satisfy the

following conditions:

� � \ @† consists of degree 1 vertices. We call it the set of exterior vertices
and write C ext

0 .�/. All the other vertices are called interior and make up a

set C int
0 .�/.

� Each connected component Di of † n � is an open disk such that xDi \ @†

is a (nonempty) arc.

� � \ @b† is nonempty for each boundary component @b†.
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In this description, two graphs are isomorphic if there is an orientation preserving

diffeomorphism of † mapping one to the other.

(2) Given a ribbon graph� of signature .k; `; g/, let†�
� be the surface obtained

from †� by removing a small disk around each interior vertex. (In Figure 6,

these small disks are indicated by dotted circles). Viewing the ` original boundary

components as outgoing and the k new boundary components as incoming, †�
�

is a surface of signature .k; `; g/ as considered in §2. � \ †�
� is a collection of

disjoint arcs on†�
� starting and ending on the boundary such that every boundary

component meets some arc. Identifying†�
� with a model surface†�, each ribbon

graph of signature .k; `; g/ thus induces such a collection of arcs on †�.

To each interior edge of our ribbon graphs we will associate a decomposable 2-

tensor T D T abea˝eb (using Einstein’s sum convention) which has the symmetry

property

T ab D .�1/�a�bC.n�3/T ba: (10.11)

Remark 10.6. In this section we will only use the tensor T ab D .�1/�agab . In

the following section we will introduce another such tensor.

Given a ribbon graph � 2 Rk;`;g with such tensors associated to its interior

edges, we want to define a map

F� W .CŒ1�/
˝k �! .CŒ1�/˝`:

In order to do that, we will make additional choices.

Definition 10.7. A labelling of a ribbon graph � consists of

� a numbering of the interior vertices by 1; : : : ; k;

� a numbering of the boundary components of †� by 1; : : : ; `;

� a numbering of the (half )-edges incident to a given vertex v by 1; : : : ; d.v/,

which is compatible with the previously given cyclic ordering;

� a numbering of the exterior vertices on the b-th boundary component by

1; : : : ; s.b/, which is compatible with the cyclic order induced from the

orientation of the surface †� .

The first two of these choices induce a (suitable equivalence class of a) choice

of ordering and orientation of the interior edges. One procedure to make a

consistent such choice will be described in Definition 11.4 below. Here we

only state that for every labelled tree with two vertices and one interior edge the

resulting orientation of that edge points from the first to the second vertex, and
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for every labelled graph with one interior vertex and one interior edge (which is

necessarily a loop at that vertex) the resulting orientation of the edge is such that

the first boundary component is to the left of the edge. These conventions were

already illustrated in Figures 4 and 5, where examples of contributing graphs are

drawn on their ribbon surfaces.

Now imagine basis elements eˇ.b;1/; : : : ; eˇ.b;s.b// feed into the exterior edges

incident to each of the boundary components b. For an oriented interior edge

labelled by T abea ˝ eb, label the half-edge of the starting point with ea and the

half-edge of the endpoint with eb. Then around each interior vertex v, the j -th

incident half-edge comes labelled with a basis vector e˛.v;j /, and we can define

.F�.'
1 ˝ � � � ˝ 'k//ˇ.1;1/���ˇ.1;s.1//I:::Iˇ.`;1/���ˇ.`;s.`//

´
1

`ŠjAut.�/j
Q
v d.v/

X
.�1/�

� Y

l2C1
inn.�/

T albl

Y

v2C0
int.�/

'v˛.v;1/���˛.v;d.v//

�
; (10.12)

where the sum is over all possible ways of making the choices mentioned above,

and for each interior edge l 2 C int
1 .�/ we also sum over all al ; bl ranging in the

index set of the chosen basis of A. All other coefficients of F�.'
1˝ � � �˝ 'k/ are

zero. The sign exponent

� D �1 C �2

is determined as follows. With all the choices that we have made, we can write all

the involved basis elements ei in two different orders.

Edge order:
Y

t2C int
1
.�/

eat
ebt

Ỳ

bD1

eˇ.b;1/ � � � eˇ.b;s.b//:

Note that this depends on the ordering of the interior edges, the orientation of the

interior edges, the ordering of the boundary components, and the ordering of the

vertices on each boundary component.

Vertex order:
Y

v2C int
0
.�/

e˛.v;1/ � � � e˛.v;d.v//:

Note that this depends on the ordering of the interior vertices, and the ordering of

the half-edges incident to each interior vertex. Now .�1/�1 is defined as the sign

needed to move the edge order to the vertex order, according to the AŒ1�-degrees

�i D jei j D deg ei �1. The other part of the sign exponent is determined as above

by viewing the map as a composition

CŒ1�˝k
P�1

k
�! .Bcyc�A/˝k

zF�
�! .Bcyc�A/˝`

P`
�! CŒ1�˝`:
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Now �2 is the part of the sign exponent coming from the conjugation with Pk and

P` as in (10.9), i.e.

�2 D .n� 3/
� kX

vD1

.k � v/j'vj C
X̀

bD1

.` � b/jxb j
�
;

where xb D eˇ.b;1/ � � � eˇ.b;s.b// is the word associated to the b-th boundary

component.

Remark 10.8. We now discuss some consequences of this definition, where the

second one depends on additional properties of a specific choice for T .

1. Reversing the orientation of an interior edge yields a change in �1 of

�a�b C n � 3 from replacing T ab by T ba (cf. (10.11)), and another change

in �1 of �a�b from interchanging ea and eb. Since �2 is unchanged, reversing

the orientation of an interior edge yields the total sign .�1/n�3.

2g . With the specific choice of T ab D .�1/�agab , interchanging the order of

two adjacent interior edges leads to a sign .�1/n�2 due to the change of �1

from interchanging the corresponding pairs of basis vectors in the edge order,

because �a C �b D n � 2 whenever gab ¤ 0.

3. Changing the ordering of the half-edges at an interior vertex by a cyclic per-

mutation yields the same sign twice, once from the change of the coefficient

'v
˛.v;1/���˛.v;d.v//

in (10.12) (because 'v 2 B
cyc�

d.v/
A), and once from the cyclic

permutation of the corresponding basis vectors e˛.v;1/ � � � e˛.v;d.v//. So def-

inition (10.12) does not depend on the ordering (compatible with the cyclic

order) of the half-edges at an interior vertex.

4. Changing the ordering of the vertices on the b-th boundary component by a

cyclic permutation yields the sign obtained from the cyclic permutation of

the corresponding basis vectors eˇ.b;1/ � � � eˇ.b;s.b//. As the sum in (10.12)

extends over all orderings (compatible with the boundary orientations) of the

exterior vertices on each boundary component, it defines a map

B
cyc�

d.1/
A˝ � � � ˝ B

cyc�

d.k/
A �! B

cyc�

s.1/
A˝ � � � ˝ B

cyc�

s.`/
A:

5. Interchanging the order of two adjacent boundary components of total

Bcyc�A-degrees t1; t2 yields a change of t1t2 in �1 from permuting the cor-

responding basis vectors in the edge order. It also yields a change of

.n � 3/.t1 C t2/ in �2.
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6. Interchanging the order of two adjacent interior vertices v; w yields a change

of j'v jj'w j in �1 from swapping the corresponding basis vectors in the vertex

order. It also yields a change of .n � 3/.j'vj C j'w j/ in �2.

Now we define p2;1;0WCŒ1� ˝ CŒ1� ! CŒ1� by summation of the contributions

F� defined in (10.12) over all graphs � 2 RG2;1;0, that is graphs with two

interior vertices and exactly one interior edge connecting them. According to (1)

and (6) above, reversing the order of the interior vertices and the orientation of

the interior edge simultaneously has the effect of changing the sign exponent by

.j'1j C n� 3/.j'2j C n� 3/, which gives exactly the correct sign for the standard

action of S2 on CŒ1�˝CŒ1�. So p2;1;0 is symmetric in its inputs, and descends to

a map

p2;1;0WE2C �! E1C:

Similarly, we define p1;2;0WCŒ1�! CŒ1�˝CŒ1� by summation of the contributions

F� over all graphs� 2 RG1;2;0, i.e. graphs with one interior vertex and one interior

edge (which then necessarily is a loop at that vertex) Then according to (1) and (5)

above, the map takes values in the invariant part of CŒ1�˝CŒ1�, which we identify

with E2C to get a map

p1;2;0WE1C �! E2C:

Explicitly, the maps just defined are given by

p2;1;0.'
1; '2/.x/ D

X

ab

.�1/�bjx.1/jC.n�3/j�jC�agab'1.ea; x.1//'
2.eb; x.2//

C cyclic permutations;

p1;2;0.'/.x; y/ D
1

2

X

ab

.�1/�bjxjC.n�3/j'.1/jC�agab'.ea; x; eb; y/

C cyclic permutations;

where x and y are cyclic words of elements of A, and x D x.1/x.2/ is a splitting

compatible with the arity of the maps '1 and '2. The cyclic permutations are

applied to the words x or both x and y, respectively. One sees that these definitions

agree with the ones previously given in terms of ı and �, cf. the discussion

leading up to (10.10). In particular, our sign considerations have validated the

symmetry properties of p2;1;0 and p1;2;0, which are equivalent to the assertions

of Lemma 10.3.

We are now ready to prove Proposition 10.4.
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Proof of Proposition 10.4. The maps p1;1;0, p1;2;0 and p2;1;0 extend uniquely to

maps Op1;1;0 (both a derivation and a coderivation), Op1;2;0 (a derivation) and Op2;1;0
(a coderivation), all defined on EC, respectively. It remains to prove that the

following maps vanish (with ıs defined as in §2):

p1;1;0 ı1 p2;1;0 C p2;1;0 ı1 Op1;1;0W E2C �! E1C;

Op1;1;0 ı1 p1;2;0 C p1;2;0 ı1 p1;1;0W E1C �! E2C;

p2;1;0 ı1 Op2;1;0W E3C �! E1C (Jacobi),

Op1;2;0 ı1 p1;2;0W E1C �! E3C (co-Jacobi),

p1;2;0 ı1 p2;1;0 C Op2;1;0 ı1 Op1;2;0W E2C �! E2C (Drinfeld),

p2;1;0 ı2 p1;2;0W E1C �! E1C (involutivity):

To discuss the first equation, i.e. compatibility of the bracket with the boundary

map, we write out the equation more explicitly:

p1;1;0.p2;1;0.�;  //C p2;1;0.p1;1;0�;  /C .�1/
.j�jC.n�3//p2;1;0.�; p1;1;0 / D 0:

Let us first look at corresponding terms in the first and second summands. The

�1.p2;1;0/ for the second term differs from �1.p2;1;0/ for the first term by �b
because of the difference of degrees of the first argument of p2;1;0. For the same

reason, �2 of these two terms differs by n � 3. Finally, the sign exponent in the

application of p1;1;0 in these two terms differs by �a because in the second term

the differential has to be moved past the additional argument ea in the first slot.

This gives a total difference in sign exponents of

�a C �b C .n � 3/ D 1;

so that corresponding terms cancel.

One can similarly compare corresponding terms in the first and third sum-

mands. Here �2 is the same for both summands, but for the application of d there

is an additional contribution of j�j � �a in the first term (from moving d past the

part of the inputs which feeds into �) and an additional contribution of �b in the

third term from moving d past the eb in the first slot. Together with the external

exponent, we again get exactly the total difference of 1 as above, meaning that

corresponding terms again cancel.

Finally, there are two more terms, one each in the second and third summands,

coming from applying the differential d to ea and eb respectively. Lumping the

arguments that feed into � and  together into words x and y respectively, and

ignoring the identical part of the sign coming from cyclic permutation of the
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inputs, we see that the two terms are of the form

.�1/�bjxjC.n�3/.j�jC1/ Ngab�.dea; x/ .eb; y/

D .�1/�bjxjC.n�3/.j�jC1/ Ngabda
0

a �.ea0 ; x/ .eb; y/

and

.�1/�b0 jxjC.n�3/.j�jC1/Cj�j Nga
0b0
�.ea0 ; x/ .deb0 ; y/

D .�1/�b0 jxjC.n�3/.j�jC1/Cj�j Nga
0b0
dbb0�.ea0 ; x/ .eb; y/:

Using �b D �b0C 1, �a0 D �aC 1, and j�j D jxjC �aC 1, we see that these terms

cancel using equation (10.2) of Lemma 10.2.

A similar discussion proves the compatibility of p1;1;0 and p1;2;0.

The remaining four equations are the Jacobi, co-Jacobi, Drinfeld and invo-

lutivity relations, respectively. To prove them, we will argue by cut-and-paste

techniques on suitable ribbon graphs and their associated surfaces.

Jacobi and co-Jacobi. Writing out the Jacobi identity p2;1;0 ı1 Op2;1;0 D 0 yields

the equation

p2;1;0.p2;1;0.�;  /; �/C .�1/
.j�jCn�3/.j jCj� j/p2;1;0.p2;1;0. ; �/; �/

C .�1/.j� jCn�3/.j�jCj j/p2;1;0.p2;1;0.�; �/;  / D 0:

(10.13)

The possible configurations of interior edges for these compositions are depicted

in Figure 8, where we have left off the exterior edges for clarity.

�

 

� �

�

  

�

�

Figure 8. Possible interior parts of the graph in the compositions for the Jacobi identity.

The first term in the Jacobi identity contains contributions from the first and

third graphs, the second term from the first and second graphs, and the last term

from the second and third graphs. To compare the signs of the contributions to

the first and second summand in the Jacobi identity corresponding to the first

graph in Figure 8, we (use the symmetry properties of p2;1;0 to) rewrite the second

summand as

.�1/.j�jCn�3/p2;1;0.�; p2;1;0. ; �//:
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�  �

Figure 9. Two of the compositions in the Jacobi identity that yield the same overall operation

up to sign (which corresponds to the first graph in Figure 8). As before the input boundaries

correspond to interior vertices of the graph and the blue curves to interior edges. The red

circles are the “seams” of the two possible gluings which result in this configuration, each

cutting exactly one of the interior edges. For clarity, we have left out the exterior edges,

which would give disjointly embedded lines each connecting one of the input boundaries

to one of the output boundaries.

The two possible compositions are depicted schematically in Figure 9. Consider

first the composition corresponding to the cut separating � and  from � , which

contributes to the first summand in (10.13). Reading the figure from top to bottom,

one sees that successively applying the two operations the sum of the �1-parts of

the sign yield the correct sign to switch from the vertex order

3Y

vD1

e˛.v;1/ � � � e˛.v;d.v//

to the edge order

ea1
eb1
ea2
eb2
ei1 � � � eik1Ck2Ck3

;

where ea1
and eb1

are the labels of the left edge (connecting � and  ) and ea2
and

eb2
are attached to the ends of the right edge (connecting  and �).

On the other hand, consider the other possible cut. The �1-part of the sign for

the first operation now corresponds to moving from the above vertex order to

e˛.1;1/ � � � e˛.1;k1C1/ea2
eb2
e.1/ � � � e.k1Ck2C1/;

where e.i/ are the labels of the intermediate exterior vertices created in the cutting

process. Moving ea2
eb2

to the front yields an extra sign of j�j.n�2/, and then the

�1-part of the sign for applying the second operation yields the reordering into

ea2
eb2
ea1
eb1
ei1 � � � eik1Ck2Ck3

:

Comparing this with the previous outcome, we need an additional exponent of

n � 2 to exchange ea1
eb1

with ea2
eb2

. So the difference in the �1-component of
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the sign is j�j.n� 2/C .n� 2/. The sum of the �2-terms for the two operations in

the first case is

.n � 3/j�j C .n � 3/.j�j C j j C 2� n/ D .n � 3/j j;

and in the second case it is

.n� 3/.j�j C j j/:

In total, the difference in sign exponent of the two ways of producing this output

is (also taking into account the “external sign” of the second term)

j�j.n � 2/C n � 2„ ƒ‚ …
difference in �1

C .n � 3/j�j„ ƒ‚ …
difference in �2

Cj�j C n � 3 D 1;

so these terms cancel. Similar discussions apply to the other pairs of terms, and

also to the co-Jacobi identity.

Figure 10. Possible interior parts of the graph in the compositions for the Drinfeld identity.

The right hand graph comes in four flavours, depending on the orientation of the edges,

yielding the four terms in Op2;1;0 ı1 Op1;2;0, which also appear in p1;2;0 ı p2;1;0. The left

hand term represents the self-cancelling part of p1;2;0 ı p2;1;0.

Drinfeld. We next prove the Drinfeld compatibility between bracket and co-

bracket. Using the common short hand notation p1;2;0� D �.1/˝ �.2/ etc, it takes

the explicit form

0 Dp1;2;0 ı p2;1;0.�;  /

C .�1/j�.1/jCn�3�.1/ ˝ p2;1;0.�.2/;  /

C .�1/.j�.2/jCn�3/.j jCn�3/p2;1;0.�.1/;  /˝ �.2/

C .�1/.j�jCn�3/.j jCn�3/Cj .1/jCn�3 .1/ ˝ p2;1;0. .2/; �/

C .�1/j�jCn�3p2;1;0.�;  .1//˝  .2/:

This time, the possible interior parts of the underlying graphs are shown in

Figure 10. Let us consider the configuration in Figure 11, which contributes to
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Figure 11. A possible configuration of interior edges (again in blue) appearing in the

Drinfeld compatibility equation and the two gluings that give rise to it (seams in red).

both p1;2;0 ı p2;1;0.�;  / and �.1/ ˝ p2;1;0.�.2/;  /. The �1-part of the sign of the

composition p1;2;0 ı p2;1;0.�;  / (the horizontal cut) corresponds to moving from

the vertex order
2Y

vD1

e˛.v;1/ � � � e˛.v;d.v//

to the edge order

ea1
eb1
ea2
eb2

2Y

bD1

eˇ.b;1/ � � � eˇ.b;s.b//;

and the �2-part of the sign exponent is simply .n � 3/.j�j C t1/, where t1 is the

totalBcyc�A-degree of the first output (which turns out to be j�.1/j from the second

point of view).

Let us now consider the vertical cut, which corresponds to .�1/j�.1/jCn�3�.1/˝

p2;1;0.�.2/;  /. The �1 part of the sign for p1;2;0.�/ corresponds to moving from

the above vertex order to

ea2
eb2
eˇ.1;1/ � � � eˇ.1;s.1//e.1/ � � � e.r/e˛.2;1/ � � � e˛.2;d.2//;

and the �1 part of the sign of the p2;1;0-part of the operation allows one to move

this to

ea2
eb2
eˇ.1;1/ � � � eˇ.1;s.1//ea1

eb1
eˇ.2;1/ � � � eˇ.2;s.2//:

To get to the same order as in the first case, we need to move ea1
eb1

to the front,

yielding an extra contribution to the sign exponent of .n� 2/.j�.1/jCn� 2/. This

time, the �2-part of the sign exponent equals .n�3/.j�.1/jCj�.2/j/. Together with
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the “external sign,” the total difference in sign exponents is

n � 2C j�.1/j.n � 2/„ ƒ‚ …
difference in �1

C .n� 3/.j�j C j�.2/j/„ ƒ‚ …
difference in �2

Cj�.1/j C n � 3 D 1;

because j�j D j�.1/jC j�.2/jC 2�n. Hence the two contributions cancel. Similar

discussions apply to the other three terms involving the second graph in Figure 10.

To complete the proof of Drinfeld compatibility, it remains to discuss the

contributions of the first graph in Figure 10. In Figure 12, we show the two

possible gluings which yield this configuration, this time with the numbering

of vertices and the orientations of the edges included. The latter are chosen so

that the outer boundary component is the first output in both cases. Notice that

here the difference in sign comes solely from changing the order of the edges and

changing the orientation of one of them, which according to points (2g ) and (1) in

the discussion of signs above yield sign exponents of n�2 and n�3, respectively,

for a total difference of 1 as needed for cancellation.

1 2

1 2

Figure 12. The two ways of obtaining the same output from the first graph in Figure 11,

with orientations of edges given.

Involutivity. The involutivity relation follows from an analogous argument, but

this time applied to the underlying graph depicted in Figure 13, which gives rise to

a genus one surface. Here the orientation of the first edge determines the order of

the outputs of the first operation, which by our conventions forces the orientation

of the second edge. Again, switching the order of the edges forces the reversal of

one of the edge orientations for consistency.

This concludes our proof of Proposition 10.4. �
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Figure 13. The graph corresponding to the composition in the involutivity relation.

In the above proof we used only rather elementary graphs from our “graphical

calculus.” General ribbon graphs will make their appearance in the following

section.

11. The dIBL structure associated to a subcomplex

In this section we relate the dIBL structure associated to .A; h�; �i; d / to that of

suitable subcomplexesB � A having the same homology. Our main result of this

section states that the dIBL-structure on such a subcomplex is IBL1-homotopy

equivalent to the original one. We closely follow [52, §6.4].

Let .A; h�; �i; d / be as above, i.e.

hdx; yi C .�1/jxjhx; dyi D 0; hx; yi D �.�1/jxjjyjhy; xi: (11.1)

LetB � A be a subcomplex such that the restriction of h�; �i toB is nondegenerate.

This means that B is the image of a projection…WA! A satisfying…2 D … and

…d D d…; h…x; yi D hx;…yi: (11.2)

We assume in addition the existence of a chain homotopy GWA� ! A��1 such

that

dG CGd D … � id; hGx; yi D .�1/jxjhx;Gyi: (11.3)

Note that conditions (11.3) imply conditions (11.2). It follows that the inclusion

i WB ! A and the projection …WA ! B are chain homotopy inverses of each

other, in particular they induce isomorphisms on cohomology. We will be mostly

interested in the case that B is isomorphic to the cohomology of .A; d/, which is

possible due to the following

Lemma 11.1. There exists a subcomplex B � kerd � A satisfying condi-
tions (11.2) and (11.3) such that

kerd D Im d ˚ B:
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Proof. The proof is a straightforward exercise in linear algebra. Note first that the

orthogonal complements with respect to h ; i satisfy

.Im d/? D kerd; .kerd/? D Im d:

We will construct subspacesB � kerd and C � A with the following properties:

A D kerd ˚ C; kerd D Im d ˚ B; C ? B ˚ C: (11.4)

Given such subspaces, it follows from kerd ? Im d that B ? Im d ˚ C . Let

…WA! A be the orthogonal projection onto B and defineGWA! Awith respect

to the decomposition A D Im d ˚ B ˚ C by

G.dz; b; c/´ .0; 0;�z/; c; z 2 C; b 2 B:

Then it is easy to verify that … and G satisfy conditions (11.2) and (11.3).

Subspaces B;C satisfying (11.4) can be constructed directly. A more concep-

tual argument is based on the following

Claim 1. There exist linear operators

�WAk �! An�k; k 2 Z;

such that .�; �/´ h�; ��i is a positive definite inner product on A and

�2 D .�1/k.n�k/Cn idWAk �! Ak:

To construct �, suppose first k < n=2. Pick any metric .�; �/ on Ak . It induces

an isomorphism

I WAk �! .Ak/�; y 7�! .�; y/:

Similarly, h�; �i induces an isomorphism

J WAn�k �! .Ak/�; y 7�! h�; yi:

Denote by .�; �/ the induced metric on An�k via the isomorphism

I�1J WAn�k �! Ak ;

i.e.

.x; y/´ .I�1Jx; I�1Jy/; x; y 2 An�k :

Define � on Ak ˚ An�k by

� ´ J�1I WAk �! An�k; � ´ .�1/k.n�k/Cn�3I�1J WAn�k �! Ak :
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Then �2 D .�1/k.n�k/Cn id on Ak. For x; y 2 Ak we compute

hx; �yi D hx; J�1Iyi D .JJ�1Iy/.x/ D .Iy/.x/ D .x; y/;

h�x; � � yi D .�1/k.n�k/Cnh�x; yi D hy; �xi D .y; x/ D .x; y/ D .�x; �y/:

Thus .�; �/ D h�; ��i, so � has the desired properties.

For n even and k D n=2 we distinguish two cases. If k is even, then h�; �i is

symmetric on Ak and there exists a basis .ei / of Ak with hei ; ej i D ˙ıij ; then

�ei ´ ˙ei has the desired properties. If k is odd, then h�; �i is symplectic on Ak

and there exists a symplectic basis .ei ; fi/ of Ak with hei ; ej i D 0 D hfi ; fj i and

hei ; fj i D ˙ıij ; then �ei ´ fi , �fi ´ �ei has the desired properties. This

proves the claim. Note that so far we have not used the operator d .

From the claim the lemma follows by standard Hodge theory arguments. De-

fine the adjoint operator d�WAkC1 ! Ak of d by

.d�x; y/ D .x; dy/; x 2 AkC1; y 2 Ak:

It follows that

d� D ˙ � d�WAkC1 �! Ak

and

hd�x; yi D ˙hx; d�yi; x 2 AkC1; y 2 An�k:

Define the Laplace operator �´ dd� C d�d and

B ´ ker� D kerd \ kerd�; C ´ Im d�:

Then the decomposition A D Im d ˚ B ˚ C is orthogonal with respect to .�; �/

and satisfies (11.4). Note that the operator G is explicitly given by

G D �d���1 D ���1d�;

where ��1 is zero on B and the inverse of � on Im d ˚ C . This concludes the

proof of Lemma 11.1. �

Given a choice of basis ei of A and the dual basis ei , we set

Gab ´ hGea; ebi:

Then we have Gab ¤ 0 only if �a C �b D n � 3. Moreover, from (11.3) and

Definition 10.1 one deduces the symmetry properties

Gba D .�1/�a�bCn�3Gab : (11.5)
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Lemma 11.2. The equation dG CGd D …� id translates into the identity

daa0G
a0b C .�1/�adbb0G

ab0
D .�1/�ag Na Nb � .�1/�agab ; (11.6)

where in the first term on the right hand side the bar signifies that we take the
inner product of the images in the subcomplex, i.e.

g Na Nb ´ h…ea;…ebi:

Proof. We do a straightforward computation:

hdGea; ebi D .�1/je
ajhGea; debi D .�1/je

ajC�bdbb0hGe
a; eb

0
i D dbb0G

ab0

(since we need jeaj D jeb j for the term to be nonzero) and

hGdea; ebi D .�1/�adaa0hGea
0
; ebi D .�1/�adaa0G

a0b :

Now multiplying the equation

h.dG CGd/ea; ebi D h…ea; ebi � hea; ebi

by .�1/�a gives the claim. �

Now we return to .A; h�; �i; d / and a subcomplex B � A satisfying con-

ditions (11.2) and (11.3). We denote the induced structures on B by dB and

h�; �i. They again satisfy condition (11.1). Therefore, Proposition 10.4 equips

.Bcyc�B/Œ2� n� with a dIBL algebra structure.

The next theorem, which corresponds to Theorem 1.5 from the introduction,

is the main result of this section.

Theorem 11.3. There exists an IBL1-homotopy equivalence

fW .Bcyc�A/Œ2� n� �! .Bcyc�B/Œ2� n�

such that f1;1;0W .Bcyc�A/Œ2�n�! .Bcyc�B/Œ2�n� is the map induced by the dual
of the inclusion i WB ! A.

Proof. We provide two proofs of Theorem 11.3. We first give a short proof. Take

a chain map j WA! B which is orthogonal with respect to the inner product and

is a left inverse to i WB ! A. Set g1;1;0´ j �W .Bcyc�B/Œ2�n�! .Bcyc�A/Œ2�n�

and gk;`;g ´ 0 for .k; `; g/ ¤ .1; 1; 0/. It is easy to see from the definition that

this defines an IBL1-morphism .Bcyc�B/Œ2 � n� ! .Bcyc�A/Œ2 � n� such that

g1;1;0 induces an isomorphism on homology. Therefore, by Theorem 1.2, it has
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a homotopy inverse f. We can arrange f1;1;0 D i� by choosing f1;1;0 this way in

the first step of the proof of Proposition 5.2. Let us emphasize that the same proof

does not work in the opposite direction, with the inclusion i in place of j . This

explains the appearance of the nontrivial terms fk;`;g in the second proof.

We next discuss another proof of Theorem 11.3, which will occupy most

of the remainder of this section. This proof provides an explicit description

of the map f. We think this explicit description is interesting because of its

relation to perturbative Chern–Simons theory, as we explain in §13 during the

discussion of Conjecture 1.11. Also, it is likely to be useful for the generalization

of Theorem 11.3 to the case when A has infinite dimension.

We will construct f by summation over general ribbon graphs. Similar con-

structions using ribbon trees are well known, see e.g. [52] and [37, §5.4.2].

Since the Gab satisfy the symmetry relation (10.11), we can apply the proce-

dure described in the previous section to associate a map

f� W .B
cyc�AŒ2� n�/˝k �! .Bcyc�BŒ2� n�/˝`

to any ribbon graph � 2 RGk;`;g via the formula (10.12), i.e.

.f�.'
1 ˝ � � � ˝ 'k//��!

ˇ.1/I:::I
��!
ˇ.`/

´
1

`ŠjAut.�/j
Q
v d.v/

X
.�1/�

� Y

t2C int
1
.�/

Gatbt

Y

v2C int
0
.�/

'v˛.v;1/���˛.v;d.v//

�
;

(11.7)

with the conventions as before. Recall that in this definition we sum over all

labellings of � in the sense of Definition 10.7.

The signs also depend on choices of an ordering and orientations for the

interior edges. We will now specify these in such a way that expression (11.7)

becomes independent of these additional choices.

Given a ribbon graph � 2 RGk;`;g , we have its associated ribbon surface

†� , which is already determined by the subgraph �int � � of interior edges.

Collapsing the boundary components of †� to points results in a closed oriented

surface y†� of genus g, which comes with a cell decomposition whose vertices and

edges correspond to the vertices and edges of �int, and whose 2-cells correspond

bijectively to the boundary components of †� . Denote by ��
int the dual graph,

whose vertices correspond to the boundary components of †� and whose edges

are transverse to those of �int.

Choose a maximal tree T � �int, which will have k � 1 edges, and a maximal

tree T � � ��
int disjoint from T , which will have ` � 1 edges. Denote by � 0 � �int

the subgraph of edges from T and of edges dual to those of T �. The graph �int
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has exactly 2g further edges. When added to � 0, each one of them determines a

unique cycle in �int � †� , and these cycles form a basis for H1.y†�/.

Definition 11.4 (ordering and orientation of edges). In formula (11.7), we allow

any ordering and orientation of interior edges which arises from choices of T and

T � according to the following rules.

� The oriented edges e1; : : : ; ek�1 are the edges ofT , oriented away from vertex

1 and numbered such that ei ends at vertex k C 1 � i . In other words, they

are numbered in decreasing order of the vertex they point to.

� We orient the edges of T � away from the first boundary component and

label them in increasing order of the boundary component they point to,

so that e�
kCs�2

points to the boundary component s. The oriented edges

ek; : : : ; ekC`�2 are obtained as the dual edges to the e�
i , oriented so that the

pair ¹e�
i ; eiº defines the orientation of the surface †� .

� Finally we choose the order and orientation of the remaining edges ekC`�1;

: : : ; ekC`C2g�2 compatible with the symplectic structure on H1.y†�/ corre-

sponding to the intersection pairing.

1 2
1 2

3

e1

e2e3 e�
2

e�
3

Figure 14. For this particular graph � 2 RG2;3;0, the choices of trees T (in red) and T � (in

green) are unique (exterior edges were omitted for clarity). We also show the numbering

and orientation of the interior edges resulting from the given numbering of interior vertices

and boundary components.

Of course, the orientations and order of the edges obtained in this way depend

on the choices of the trees T and T �. Note that for g D 0 the tree T � is uniquely

determined by the choice of T , and that the conventions here agree with those

used for the graphs in RG2;1;0 and RG1;2;0 in the definition of p2;1;0 and p1;2;0.
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Lemma 11.5. Let �; z� 2 RGk;`;g correspond to the same graph, with the num-
berings of the interior vertices and boundary components differing by permuta-
tions � 2 Sk and � 2 S`, respectively. Consider pairs of maximal trees .T; T �/

and . zT; zT �/ as above corresponding to � and z�, respectively, and their induced
orderings and orientations of edges. Let r be the number of edges whose orienta-
tions differ in the two conventions, and let � 2 SkC`C2g�2 denote the permutation
realizing the relabelling of the edges. Then

sgn.�/ sgn.�/ sgn.�/ D .�1/r :

This lemma is proved in Appendix A, where our convention for the orientation

and ordering of the interior edges is reinterpreted in terms of orientations on the

singular chain complex of a surface.

The symmetry properties (1)–(6) described in Remark 10.8 also apply to f� ,

with the exception of (2g ), which is replaced by

2G . With the specific choice of T ab D Gab , interchanging the order of two

adjacent edges leads to a sign .�1/n�3 from interchanging the corresponding

pairs of basis vectors in the edge order, because �a C �b D n � 3 whenever

Gab ¤ 0.

It follows from Lemma 11.5 (with z� D � but different pairs of trees) and

the symmetry properties (1) and (2G) that the expression for f� is independent

of the choice of maximal trees .T; T �/ used to write down (11.7). We define

fk;`;g W .B
cyc�AŒ3� n�/˝k ! .Bcyc�BŒ3� n�/˝` as

fk;`;g ´ .�1/n�3
X

�2RGk;`;g

f� : (11.8)

The symmetry property (4) ensures that fk;`;g indeed lands in .Bcyc�BŒ3�n�/˝`,

i.e., each tensor factor in the output is cyclically symmetric. It follows from

Lemma 11.5 (with � D id and � a transposition) and the symmetry properties (5)

and (2G) that fk;`;g actually lands in the invariant subspace (under the action of the

symmetric group S`) of .Bcyc�BŒ3�n�/˝`. Similarly, it follows from Lemma 11.5

(with � a transposition and � D id) and the symmetry properties (6) and (2G) that

fk;`;g descends to the quotient EkB
cyc�A of .Bcyc�AŒ3 � n�/˝k under the action

of Sk. We now define

fk;`;g ´ � ı fk;`;g ı I WEkB
cyc�A �! E`B

cyc�B;

where as in Remark 2.1 the map I WEkB
cyc�A! .Bcyc�AŒ3�n�/˝k is the inverse

of the projection

� W .Bcyc�AŒ3� n�/˝k �! EkB
cyc�A;
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given by

I.c1 � � � ck/ D
1

kŠ

X

�2Sk

".�/c�.1/ ˝ � � � ˝ c�.k/;

and similarly � W .Bcyc�BŒ3�n�/˝` ! E`B
cyc�B is the projection to the quotient.

Note that, since fk;`;g is symmetric in the inputs, the symmetrization and the

factor 1=kŠ in I are actually unneccesary and will not appear in formulae below.

Note also that we try to distinguish in the notation between f and f.

Remark 11.6. The global sign .�1/n�3 in definition (11.8) will be needed for

the signs to work out at the end of the proof of Claim 5 below (and similarly for

Claim 6). We do not have a conceptual explanation for this sign.

We claim that f D ¹fk;`;gº is the required IBL1-homotopy equivalence. To

understand this, we first note that RG1;1;0 consists of trees Tr with only one interior

vertex and r � 1 exterior vertices, and that each such tree induces the map

fTr
WB

cyc�
r AŒ3� n� �! B

cyc�
r BŒ3 � n�

which is dual to the inclusion. It follows that the map

f1;1;0 D
X

r

fTr
WBcyc�AŒ3 � n� �! Bcyc�BŒ3� n�

is induced by the dual of the inclusion B ! A and hence a chain homotopy

equivalence. It remains to prove that f D ¹fk;`;gº is an IBL1 morphism, since

then it follows from Theorem 1.2 that f is a homotopy equivalence.

To prove that assertion, we start by considering the difference

f� ı p1;1;0 � q1;1;0 ı f�

for a fixed graph � 2 RGk;`;g , where for clarity we denote the restriction of the

boundary operator p1;1;0 to the subcomplex by q1;1;0.

Claim 2. All the terms of q1;1;0 ı f� appear in f� ı p1;1;0 with the same sign.

Here and below, we use the notation ˛.v/ D .˛.v; 1/; : : : ; ˛.v; d.v// and

ˇ.b/ D .ˇ.b; 1/; : : : ; ˇ.b; s.b// for the indices associated to an interior vertex v or

a boundary component b, respectively.

Proof of Claim 2. To prove the claim, consider an exterior edge in � 2 RGk;`;g
going from vertex i to boundary component j . In .f�ıOp1;1;0/.'

1; : : : ; 'k/ˇ.1/I:::Iˇ.`/
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this contributes

.�1/�
X

.�1/�
Y

Gat ;bt

Y

v<i

'v˛.v/d
a
˛.i;r/'

i
˛0.i/a˛00.i/

Y

v>i

'v˛.v/;

where ˛.i/ D .˛0.i/; ˛.i; r/˛00.i//, and the sign exponents are as follows:

� the external sign exponent, coming from the application of Op1;1;0, is " DP
v<i .j'

vj C .n � 3//C �˛0.i/.

� � D �1C�2, where �1 is the sign exponent corresponding to the permutation
Y

t

eat
ebt

Y

b

eˇ.b/ �!
Y

v

e˛.v/

and �2 is given by

.n� 3/
� X

v

.k � v/j'vj C .k � i/C
X

b

.`� b/jxb j
�
:

In the corresponding term in .Oq1;1;0 ı f�/.�
1; : : : ; �k/ˇ.1/I:::Iˇ.`/, we assume that

the considered edge corresponds to the point numbered s on the j th boundary

component and write ˇ.j / D .ˇ0.j /ˇ.j; s/ˇ00.j //. The the sign exponents are as

follows:

� the external sign exponent, coming from the application of Oq1;1;0, is

" D
X

b<j

.j'v j C .n� 3//C �ˇ 0.j /:

� � D �1C�2, where �1 is the sign exponent corresponding to the permutation
Y

t

eat
ebt

Y

b<j

eˇ.b/eˇ 0.j /eaeˇ 00.j /

Y

b>j

eˇ.b/

�!
Y

v<i

e˛.v/e˛0.i/eae˛00.i/

Y

v>i

e˛.v/

and �2 is given by

.n � 3/
� X

v

.k � v/j'vj C
X

b

.`� b/jxbj C .` � j /
�
:

To compare the �1-part to the previous one, imagine bringing ea to the front,

replacing it by e˛.i;r/ D eˇ.j;s/, and moving it back to its place. Doing this on

both sides relates the second permutation to the first permutation, so we have

�1.Oq1;1;0 ı f�/ � �1.f� ı Op1;1;0/

� .n� 3/.k C ` � 2/C
X

b<j

jxb j C �ˇ 0.j / C
X

v<i

j�vj C �˛0.i/;
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where the first summand reflects the fact that the number of edges of� is .kC`�2/

mod 2. Combining this with

�2.f� ı Op1;1;0/ � �2.Oq1;1;0 ı f�/ D .n� 3/..k � i/ � .`� j //

and

".f� ı Op1;1;0/ � ".Oq1;1;0 ı f�/

D .i � 1/.n� 3/C
X

v<i

j�vj C �˛0.i/ �
�
.j � 1/.n � 3/C

X

b<j

jxb j C �ˇ 0.j /

�
;

we conclude that the total sign exponents are congruent modulo 2, proving

Claim 2. 4

In the remaining terms in f� ı p1;1;0 the differential d is applied to one of the

labels at an interior vertex coming from an interior edge.

Claim 3. Given a graph � and an interior edge et0 of �, the contributions coming
from the differential acting on the two ends of the edge et0 have the correct relative
signs to combine to yield the left hand side of (11.6).

Proof of Claim 3. In the proof of this claim, one needs to consider two cases:

either the edge et0 connects two different vertices, or it is a loop. We will treat the

second case in detail, the first case is handled the same way.

So assume et0 2 C
int
1 .�/ is a loop at the i th vertex leaving the vertex as the

half-edge numbered r1 and coming back as the half-edge r2 > r1 (the other case

r2 < r1 could be handled similarly). Then the relevant terms come from

.�1/"f�.'
1; : : : ; p1;1;0'

i ; : : : ; 'k/ˇ.1/I:::Iˇ.`/

D .�1/"
X

.�1/�
Y

t

Gatbt

Y

v<i

'v˛.v/.p1;1;0'
i /˛.i/

Y

v>i

'v˛.v/;

where the sign exponents are as follows:

� the external exponent is � D
P
v<i .j'

v j C .n� 3//.

� � D �1 C �2, where �1 is the sign of the permutation moving

Y

t

eat
ebt

Y

b

eˇ.b/ �!
Y

v

e˛.v/; (11.9)

and �2 is given by

.n� 3/
� X

v

.k � v/j'vj C .k � i/C
X

b

.`� b/jxb j
�
:
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Freezing all other coefficients, the two relevant terms here are

X

at0

.�1/�
Y

t

Gatbt

Y

v<i

'v˛.v/.�1/
P

r<r1
�˛.i;r/da

0

at0
'i˛0.i/a0˛00.i/˛.i;r2/˛000.i/

Y

v>i

'v˛.v/

D
X

a0

.�1/�C
P

r<r1
�˛.i;r/daa0G

a0b
Y

t¤t0

Gatbt

Y

v<i

'v˛.v/'
i
˛0.i/a˛00.i/b˛000.i/

Y

v>i

'v˛.v/

and
X

bt0

.�1/�
Y

t

Gatbt

Y

v<i

'v˛.v/.�1/
P

r<r2
�˛.i;r/db

0

bt0
'i˛0.i/˛.i;r1/˛00.i/b0˛000.i/

Y

v>i

'v˛.v/

D
X

b0

.�1/�C
P

r<r2
�˛.i;r/dbb0G

ab0
Y

t¤t0

Gatbt

Y

v<i

'v˛.v/'
i
˛0.i/a˛00.i/b˛000.i/

Y

v>i

'v˛.v/;

where we renamed the variables for better comparison. For the purposes of

computing �1, the degrees �˛.i;r2/ differ by one in the two expressions, because in

the first setting ˛.i; r2/ D b but in the second setting ˛.i; r2/ D b
0. Imagine doing

the permutation (11.9) in stages,

Y

t

eat
ebt

Y

b

eˇ.b/ �!
Y

v<i

e˛.v/e˛0.i/eat0
ebt0

e˛00.i/e˛000.i/

Y

v>i

e˛.v/ �!
Y

v

e˛.v/:

The first stage will give the same sign in both cases, because �at0
C �bt0

D n� 3

for both. The difference in the second stage will be

X

r1<r<r2

�˛.i;r/:

In total, we get a difference in sign exponent of �a (because ˛.i; r1/ D a in the

second case), which is exactly what is needed to produce the right hand side

of (11.6). This finishes the proof of the Claim 3 when et0 is a loop, the other

case being similar. 4

Claim 3 motivates the following definition.

Definition 11.7. Given an edge e 2 C int
1 .�/, we define maps fid�;e and f…�;e by a

formula analogous to (11.7), with the following modifications:

� to the edge e we associate .�1/�agab (for f id
�;e) resp. .�1/�ag Na Nb (for f …�;e) in

place of Gab , with g Na Nb defined in Lemma 11.2;

� the sign � gets replaced by �C .n� 3/.t0 � k/, where e D et0 in the chosen

ordering of the edges.
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This choice of sign makes the definition independent of the ordering of the

edges. Interchanging ewith an adjacent edge does not change�1 (because the basis

vectors assigned to the edge e have total degree n�2, while those associated to the

other edges have total degree n�3), but it yields sign .�1/n�3 from replacing t0 by

t0˙1. So symmetry property (2G) still holds and Lemma 11.5 yields independence

of the pair of trees .T; T �/ defining the edge ordering.

Summing over all interior edges e 2 C 1int.�/, we get maps

f id
� ´

X

e2C int
1
.�/

f id
�;e and f …� ´

X

e2C int
1
.�/

f …�;e;

respectively. In analogy to (11.8), we sum over graphs � 2 RGk;`;g to define maps

fidk;`;g ´ .�1/n�3
X

�2RGk;`;g

f id
� and f…k;`;g ´ .�1/n�3

X

�2RGk;`;g

f …� ; (11.10)

respectively.

To prove Theorem 11.3, it remains to prove equations (2.12) for each triple

.k; `; g/. This is the content of the following sequence of claims.

Claim 4. With the definitions above, for each � 2 RGk;`;g we have

f…� � fid� D f� ı Op1;1;0 � Oq1;1;0 ı f� ;

and so in particular

f…k;`;g � fidk;`;g D fk;`;g ı Op1;1;0 � Oq1;1;0 ı fk;`;g (11.11)

for all .k; `; g/ � .1; 1; 0/.

Claim 5. We have

f…k;`;g D Oq1;2;0 ı fk;`�1;g C Oq2;1;0 ı2 fk;`C1;g�1

C
1

2

X

k1Ck2Dk

`1C`2D`C1
g1Cg2Dg

Oq2;1;0 ı1;1 .fk1;`1;g1
ˇ fk2;`2;g2

/: (11.12)

Claim 6. We have

fidk;`;g Dfk�1;`;g ı Op2;1;0 C fkC1;`;g�1 ı2 Op1;2;0

C
1

2

X

k1Ck2DkC1

`1C`2D`
g1Cg2Dg

.fk1;`1;g1
ˇ fk2;`2;g2

/ ı1;1 Op1;2;0: (11.13)
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Proof of Claim 4. Claim 4 essentially follows from Claims 2 and 3. By Claim 2,

the right hand side is the sum of terms where the differential d is applied to both

ends of each interior edge. In view of Claim 3 we can apply Lemma 11.2 to convert

it instead into the sum of terms where a particular interior edge is labelled with

either .�1/�ag Na Nb of .�1/�agab , which correspond to the terms on the left hand

side. It remains to check that the signs match.

So let � 2 RGk;`;g be given and suppose the edge e in � runs from vertex i to

vertex j (the case of a loop is treated similarly). For definiteness we assume i < j ,

and for simplicity we also assume that the corresponding half-edges come first in

the respective orders at these vertices. Since by Claim 3 the relative signs of the

two terms corresponding to these two half-edges are correct, we just consider the

term coming from the half-edge at vertex i . The relevant term in f� ı Op1;1;0 is then

of the form

.�1/"f�.'
1; : : : ; p1;1;0'

i ; : : : ; 'k/ˇ.1/I:::;ˇ.`/

D .�1/"
X

.�1/�1C�2

Y

t

Gatbt

�Y

v<i

'v˛.v/

�
.p1;1;0'

i /˛.i/
Y

v>i

'v˛.v/

with " D
P
v<i .j'

vj C .n � 3//, �1 the sign for permuting
Y

t

eat
ebt

Y

b

eˇ.b/ �!
Y

v

e˛.v/;

and

�2 D .n � 3/
� X

v

.k � v/j'vj C .k � i/C
X

b

.` � b/jxb j
�
:

In f id
� (and f …� ) we have to replace e˛.i;1/ by a basis element whose degree is

smaller by 1. One easily checks that this changes �1 by .t0�1/.n�3/C
P
v<i j'

vj.

At the same time, �2 changes by .k�i/.n�3/, since for f id
� we compute �2 with the

arguments '1; : : : ; 'k . Together with the external sign ", the total sign difference

is .t0 C k/.n� 3/, which exactly fits the extra sign added in the definition of f id
� .

This proves of Claim 4. 4

Proof of Claim 5. We start with an explanation of the combinatorial factors.

Throughout this discussion, we use the notation y� for the graphs with a marked

edge e appearing in fid
k;`;g

and f…
k;`;g

, and � or �1 and �2 for the graphs appearing

in the expressions on the right hand side of (11.12).

Remark 11.8 (automorphisms). A term associated to an edge e of a ribbon graph
y� 2 RGk;`;g appears in f…

k;`;g
with the combinatorial coefficient

1

`ŠjAut.y�/j
Q
v d.v/

:
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In order to avoid considerations of how automorphisms of graphs behave under

gluings, it is convenient to consider labelled ribbon graphs, i.e., ribbon graphs

together with a labelling in the sense of Definition 10.7. Since a labelled graph

has no automorphisms preserving the labelling, the automorphism group of an

unlabelled graph y� acts freely on its labellings. So in the sum over all labellings

of a graph y� each isomorphism class of labelled graphs appears jAut.y�/j times,

and we can replace the sum

X

y�2RGk;`;g

1

jAut.y�/j

X

labellings of y�

in the definition of fk;`;g by the sum over all isomorphism classes of labelled

ribbon graphs of signature .k; `; g/ without the factor 1=jAut.y�/j. This is what

we will do in the following discussion.

For a graph y� 2 RGk;`;g with distinguished edge e as above we now consider

the new ribbon graph � obtained by cutting e into two halfs and viewing their

endpoints as new exterior vertices v0; v00 2 �. We have three distinct cases.

i. The dual edge e� connects distinct boundary components (e itself could be a

loop, or it could connect distinct vertices). In this case, � is necessarily still

connected and � 2 RGk;`�1;g , and the contribution to f…
y�

will correspond to

a term in Oq1;2;0 ı fk;`�1;g . See Figure 15.

e

Figure 15. On the left we have an example of a graph y� 2 RG2;2;0 with a marked edge e

and its dual edge e� (dotted) as in case (i), both drawn on the ribbon surface †y�
. On the

right one sees the graph � 2 RG2;1;0 obtained from cutting open e, with its ribbon surface.

The dotted line connects the new exterior vertices which will be reconnected by an edge in

the corresponding term in q1;2;0 ı f2;1;0.

ii. The dual edge e� is a loop connecting some boundary component to itself,

and � is still connected. Then � 2 RGk;`C1;g�1 and the contribution to f…
y�

will correspond to a term in Oq2;1;0 ı fk;`C1;g�1. See Figure 16.
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e

Figure 16. On the left we have an example of a graph y� 2 RG3;1;1 with a marked edge e

and its dual edge e� (dotted) as in case (ii), both drawn on the ribbon surface †y�
. On the

right one sees the graph � 2 RG3;2;0 obtained from cutting open e, with its ribbon surface.

The dotted line connects the new exterior vertices which will be reconnected by an edge in

the corresponding term in q2;1;0 ı f3;2;0.

iii. The dual edge e� is a loop connecting some boundary component to itself,

and � D �1
`
�2 is disconnected. This time the contribution to f…

y�
will

correspond to a term in Oq2;1;0 ı .fk1;`1;g1
ˇ fk2;`2;g2

/ for suitable .ki ; `i ; gi/

corresponding to our two graphs �i . See Figure 17.

We now discuss the combinatorial factors 1
`Š

Q
v d.v/

. Consider first a composi-

tion f�0 ı f� corresponding to a complete gluing of the interior vertices of � 0 to

the boundary components of �. Recall that in the definition of f� we sum over

all labellings of �, and similarly for f�0 . Thus each term in the map fy�
corre-

sponding to a graph y� obtained by gluing � and � 0 appears `Š
Qk0

wD1 d
0.w/ times

in f�0 ı f� . Combining this with the combinatorial factors of f� and f�0 , we see

that each term in fy�
appears with the correct combinatorial factor

� 1

`Š
Qk
vD1 d.v/

�� 1

`0Š
Qk0

wD1 d
0.w/

��
`Š

k0Y

wD1

d 0.w/
�
D

1

`0Š
Qk
vD1 d.v/

:

The same discussion also applies to an incomplete gluing where one of the maps,

say f� , is replaced by an extended map Of� . To see this, let us again abbreviate

C´ Bcyc�AŒ2 � n� and consider a map f WCŒ1�˝k1 ! CŒ1�˝`1 . Its extension to

a map Of WCŒ1�˝k ! CŒ1�˝`, with k D k1 C r and ` D `1 C r for some r � 1, is

defined by

Of .c1; : : : ; ck/

´
`1Š

`Š

X

�2Sk1;r

X

�2S`1;r

X

�2Sr

�.f .c�.1/ ˝ � � � ˝ c�.k1//

˝ c�.k1C�.1// ˝ � � � � � � ˝ c�.k1C�.r///:

(11.14)
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e

Figure 17. On the top we have an example of a graph y� 2 RG4;3;0 with a marked edge e

and its dual edge e� (dotted) as in case (iii), both drawn on the ribbon surface †y� . On the

bottom one sees the graphs �1 2 RG1;2;0 and �2 2 RG3;2;0 obtained from cutting open

e, with their ribbon surfaces. The dotted line connects the new exterior vertices which will

be reconnected by an edge in the corresponding term in q2;1;0 ı .f1;2;0 ˇ f3;2;0/.

Here Sp;r denotes the set of .p; r/-shuffles, i.e., permutations � 2 SpCr with

�.1/ < � � � < �.p/ and �.p C 1/ < � � � < �.p C r/. Since the number of

.p; r/-shuffles is jSp;r j D
�
pCr
r

�
, the combinatorial factor can be written as

`1Š

`Š
D

1

rŠ
�
`
r

� D
1

jSr jjS`1;r j
:

When considered as a map into the quotient under permutationsE`C D CŒ1�˝`=�,

the averaging over � 2 S`1;r and � 2 Sr in the definition of Of can be dropped and

we recover our earlier definition (2.1). Now we apply the extension (11.14) to

the map f� associated to a ribbon graph � 2 RGk1;`1;g . Then the resulting map
Of� WCŒ1�

˝k ! CŒ1�˝` descends to the quotientEkC and lands in the invariant part

of CŒ1�˝`, a property it shares with the map f� itself. Moreover, the combinatorial
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factors in the definition of f� and in (11.14) combine to the combinatorial factor

for Of� : � 1

`1Š
Qk1

vD1 d.v/

��`1Š
`Š

�
D

1

`Š
Qk1

vD1 d.v/
:

Using this, we see that in the composition f�0 ı Of� corresponding to an incomplete

gluing each term in fy�
appears with the correct combinatorial factor

� 1

`Š
Qk1

vD1 d.v/

�� 1

`0Š
Qk0

wD1 d
0.w/

��
`Š

`1Y

bD1

s.b/
�
D

1

`0Š
Qk
vD1 d.v/

:

Here s.b/ is the number of vertices on the b-th boundary component of †� and

we have used the fact that ` � `1 D k � k1 factors in
Qk0

wD1 d
0.w/ combine withQk1

vD1 d.v/ to give
Qk
vD1 d.v/ in the denominator, while the remaining `1 terms

cancel
Q`1

bD1
s.b/. A similar (in fact, easier) argument applies in the case of an

incomplete gluing of the type Of�0 ı f� .

Consider now a gluing of two labelled graphs �; � 0. Suppose that each interior

vertex of � 0 is glued to a boundary component of �, but some boundary compo-

nents of � may remain free. Such a gluing is described uniquely in terms of the

following gluing data:

� an injective map �W ¹1; : : : ; k0º ! ¹1; : : : ; `º such that d 0.v/ D s.�.v// for all

v D 1; : : : ; k0, where d 0.v/ is the degree of the vertex v of � 0 and s.b/ is the

number of vertices on the b-th boundary component of �;

� for each v D 1; : : : ; k0 a bijection cvW ¹1; : : : ; d 0.v/º ! ¹1; : : : ; s.�.v//º

preserving the cyclic orders.

Note that the resulting ribbon graph �#� 0 naturally inherits a labelling from those

of � and � 0. Moreover, different gluing data give rise to different isomorphism

classes of labelled graphs �#� 0. This shows that the sums over isomorphism

classes of labelled graphs on both sides in Claim 5 agree without further com-

binatorial factors due to automorphisms.

The preceding considerations show that in all three cases the combinatorial

factors of the corresponding terms on both sides of (11.12) match. Here the

additional factor 1=2 in case (iii) is due to the fact that for each split graph

� D �1q�2 the two terms f�1
ˇf�2

and f�2
ˇf�1

of the right-hand side of (11.12)

correspond to the same term on the left-hand side. This finishes the discussion of

combinatorial factors.

Signs. We now discuss the signs involved in formula (11.12), starting with

case (i) above. So let y� 2 RGk;`;g be given and assume for simplicity that
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the special edge e D et0 separates the boundary components labelled 1 and 2

and is dual to the first edge of T �. According to our edge ordering conventions

e

e�

1 2

3 `

Figure 18. The relevant situation for the term of Oq1;2;0 ı f� in case (i) for which the signs

discussed. We have drawn the edge e D et0
in blue and the dual edge e� dotted in red. We

only show the endpoints of e (which could also coincide), since the remaining part of the

graph � is irrelevant to the discussion.

in Definition 11.4 we then have t0 D k. As a consequence, the sign of the

corresponding term in f…
k;`;g

according to Definition 11.7 is just the “usual” sign

.�1/�1.f
…/C�2.f

…/, where �1.f
…/ is the sign of the permutation

Y

t

eat
ebt

Y

b

eˇ.b/ �!
Y

v

e˛.v/

and

�2.f
…/ D .n� 3/

� kX

vD1

.k � v/j'vj C
X̀

bD1

.` � b/jxb j
�
:

To understand the signs in the corresponding term in Oq1;2;0ıfk;`�1;g , let� as before

be the graph obtained from y� by cutting et0 in half and adding exterior vertices at

the new end points. We can assume that the resulting new boundary component

is labelled 1, and all other boundary components have their labelling decreased
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by 1, and that the trees T .�/ and T �.�/ agree with T .y�/ and T �.y�/ n e�
t0

. Then

�1.f�/ is the sign of the permutation

� Y

t¤t0

eat
ebt

�
eˇ 0.1/

Y

b�3

eˇ.b/ �!
Y

v

e˛.v/;

where ˇ0.1/ is the vector of labels at the new first boundary component, and �1.q/

is the sign of the permutation

eat0
ebt0

eˇ.1/eˇ.2/ �! eˇ 0.1/:

Since permuting eat0
ebt0

past the other pairs of edge elements does not introduce

signs (because �at0
C �bt0

D n � 2 and the sum equals n� 3 for all other edges),

we see that the sum of these terms matches �1.f
…/.

Denoting by Nx 2 Bcyc�B the element associated to the new first boundary

component of �, we have

�2.f�/ D .n � 3/
� kX

vD1

.k � v/j'vj C .` � 2/j Nxj C
X

b�3

.` � b/jxb j
�

and

�2.q/ D .n � 3/jx
1j:

Since j Nxj D jx1j C jx2j C n� 2, we see that their sum also matches �2.f
…/, so the

two terms appear on both sides with the same sign.

e

k1 C 1

1 `1 � 1

`1

`1 C 1 ` D `1 C `2 � 1

Figure 19. The assumptions for the term of Oq2;1;0 ı .f�1
˝ F�1

/ in case (iii). Again we

have drawn the edge e D et0
, but not the remaining parts of the graphs �1 and �2.
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Finally we discuss case (iii), leaving the slightly easier case (ii) to the reader.

Here we start again with y� 2 RGk;`;g , and assume that cutting e D et0 results in

graphs �1 2 RGk1;`1;g1
and �2 2 RGk2;`2;g2

. For simplicity, we also assume that

the vertices of �1 are labelled 1; : : : ; k1 and the boundary components it inherits

from y� have labels 1; : : : ; `1 � 1, with the new one being the last component

(labelled `1), whereas the new boundary component of�2 is its first (again labelled

`1), followed by the inherited boundary components labelled `1 C 1; : : : ; ` D

`1C`2�1. Note that et0 will necessarily belong to T . For convenience we assume

that et0 ends at vertex k1 C 1 2 �2 � y�, so that according to our conventions in

Definition 11.4 we have t0 D k2. In particular, the sign of this term in f…
k;`;g

according to Definition 11.7 is �1 C �2 C .n � 3/.k C k2/, where �1 and �2 are

standard as before.

The corresponding term in Oq2;1;0 ı .f�1
˝ f�2

/ involves the following signs.

Denoting by ˇ0.`1/ and ˇ00.`1/ the vectors of labels occuring at the new boundary

components of �1 and �2, respectively, the �1-parts of the signs of q2;1;0, f�1
and

f�2
are respectively the signs of the permutations

eat0
ebt0

eˇ.`1/ �! eˇ 0.`1/eˇ 00.`1/;

Y

t2C int
1
.�1/

eat
ebt

� Y

b<`1

eˇ.b/

�
eˇ 0.`1/ �!

Y

v�k1

e˛.v/

and � Y

t2C int
1
.�2/

eat
ebt

�
eˇ 00.`1/

Y

b>`1

eˇ.b/ �!
Y

v�k1C1

e˛.v/:

To understand the difference in the �1-part of the sign on both sides, we write the

permutation corresponding to �1.f
…
y�
/ in stages, as

Y

t

eat
ebt

Y

b

eˇ.b/

.1/
�!

Y

t2C int
1
.�2/

eat
ebt

� Y

t2C int
1
.�1/

eat
ebt

�
eat0

ebt0

Y

b

eˇ.b/

.2/
�!

Y

t2C int
1
.�2/

eat
ebt

Y

t2C int
1
.�1/

eat
ebt

� Y

b<`1

eˇ.b/

�
eat0

ebt0

Y

b�`1

eˇ.b/

.3/
�!

Y

t2C int
1
.�2/

eat
ebt

Y

t2C int
1
.�1/

eat
ebt

� Y

b<`1

eˇ.b/

�
eˇ 0.`1/eˇ 00.`1/

Y

b>`1

eˇ.b/
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.4/
�!

Y

t2C int
1
.�2/

eat
ebt

� Y

v�k1

e˛.v/

�
eˇ 00.`1/

Y

b>`1

eˇ.b/

.5/
�!

Y

v�k1

e˛.v/

� Y

t2C int
1
.�2/

eat
ebt

�
eˇ 00.`1/

Y

b>`1

eˇ.b/

.6/
�!

Y

v

e˛.v/:

The sign exponents are as follows:

� in (1) it is .n�3/.`2�1/.k1C`1/ for moving the edges of T �.�2/ andH1.�2/

past the edges of �1;

� in (2) it is .n � 2/
P
b<`1
jxb j for moving the edge et0 past these boundary

components;

� in (3) it is simply �1.q/;

� in (4) it is simply �1.f�1
/;

� in (5) it is .n � 3/.k2 C `2/
P
v�k1
j'vj for moving the edges of �2 past the

inputs of f�1
, and

� in (6) it is simply �1.f�2
/.

Here the sign exponent in (1) may require some explanation. Recall that according

to Definition 11.4 the interior edges are ordered as follows: edges in T2 (in reverse

order), et0 D ek2
, edges in T1 (in reverse order), edges dual to T �

1 , edges dual to

T �
2 , and finally the remaining edges generating H1.†y�

/. Since the sign exponent

of the variables on et0 is n � 2 and the sign exponents on all other edges are

n�3, and the edges generatingH1.†y�
/ appear in pairs and thus do not contribute

to the sign, the sign exponent for moving the edges in �2 to the first position

(in the correct order) comes from moving T �
2 past T1 and T �

1 , hence equals

.n � 3/.`2 � 1/.k1 C `1/. Note that for i D 1; 2 the orientations and orderings of

the edges in �i induced by the trees Ti ; T
�
i according to Definition 11.4 (oriented

away from the first vertex resp. boundary component) agree with those induced by

the trees T; T � in � because et0 was assumed to end at the first vertex k1C1 of �2.

Had et0 ended at a different vertex k1C s, then the total change in sign comparing

T .�/ with T .�2/ would contribute a sign exponent .n � 3/.s � 1/, which would

cancel with the same change in the extra sign in Definition 11.7.

In total, the difference in sign exponents for �1 is

.n� 3/
�
.`2 � 1/.k1 C `1/C

X

b<`1

jxb j C .k2 C `2/
X

v�k1

j'vj
�
C

X

b<`1

jxb j:
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Let us denote by x
`1

1 and x
`1

2 the terms at the new boundary components of f�1

and f�2
(or equivalently, the inputs of q2;1;0). Replacing

P
v�k1
j'v j using the

relation
X

b<`1

jxb j C jx`1

1 j C .k1 C `1/.n � 3/ �
X

v�k1

j'vj mod 2;

the preceding sign exponent can be rewritten as

.n� 3/
�
k2

X

v�k1

j'v j C .`2 C 1/
X

b<`1

jxbj C `2jx
`1

1 j � .k1 C `1/
�
C

X

b<`1

jxb j:

(11.15)

Next we note that

�2.q/ D .n � 3/jx
`1

1 j;

�2.f�1
/ D .n � 3/

� X

v�k1

.k1 � v/j'
vj C

X

b<`1

.`1 � b/jx
b j

�
;

�2.f�2
/ D .n � 3/

� X

v>k1

.k � v/j'vj C .` � `1/jx
`1

2 j C
X

b>`1

.` � b/jxb j
�
:

It follows (using jx`1 j D jx`1

1 j C jx
`1

2 j C n� 2) that the total sign difference in �2

can be written as

.n � 3/
�
k2

X

v�k1

j'vj C .`2 � 1/
X

b<`1

jxb j C `2jx
`1

1 j
�
: (11.16)

Comparing with (11.15), we see that this cancels the first three terms there, so we

get a total sign difference in �1 C �2 of

.n � 3/.k1 C `1/C
X

b<`1

jxb j:

Finally, note that the external sign of Oq2;1;0 (from moving q2;1;0 past the outputs

x1; : : : ; x`1�1) contributes .n � 3/.`1 � 1/C
P
b<`1
jxbj and the extra sign of f…

contributes .n� 3/.kC k2/ to exponents. We conclude that the total difference in

sign exponents in the two terms is

.n � 3/.`1 � 1C k C k2 C k1 C `1/ D .n � 3/:

Now recall that the definition (11.8) of fk;`;g in terms of the f� involves a global

sign .�1/n�3, and similarly for the definition (11.10) of f …
k;`;g

. Since in (11.12)

the last term is quadratic in f and all other terms are linear, this cancels the sign

difference that we just computed. This concludes the proof of Claim 5. 4
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Proof of Claim 6. The proof of Claim 6 is analogous to that of Claim 5. This time,

given a graph y� 2 RGk;`;g with a marked edge e, the graph � (or more precisely

its ribbon surface †� ) is obtained by cutting out a neighborhood of the edge e

in †y�
and collapsing each resulting new “boundary” component to a new vertex.

Again there are three cases to consider.

i. If the edge e connects different vertices, then the resulting graph � 2

RGk�1;`;g is obtained simply by collapsing the edge e in y�. Here the contri-

bution to fid
y�

corresponds to a term in fk�1;`;g ı Op2;1;0. See Figure 20.

e

Figure 20. On the top we have the graph y� 2 RG4;3;0 from Figure 17 with the same marked

edge e, which now corresponds to case (i) in Claim 6, both drawn on the ribbon surface

†y�
. On the bottom one sees the graph � 2 RG3;3;0 obtained by contracting e, drawn on

its ribbon surface. The dotted circle marks the new vertex which receives the output from

p2;1;0 in the corresponding term in f3;3;0 ı Op2;1;0.

ii. If the edge e is a loop at a vertex v in y� such that y� n ¹v; eº is connected, then

the graph � 2 RGkC1;`;g�1 is obtained by deleting e and splitting the vertex

v into two new vertices v0; v00 2 � whose incident half-edges correspond to

the two (ordered) collections of half-edges of y� incident to v which form
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the complement of e. The contribution to fid
y�

will correspond to a term in

fkC1;`;g�1 ı Op1;2;0. See Figure 21.

e

Figure 21. On the left we have the graph y� 2 RG3;1;1 with a marked edge e as in Figure 16,

which now corresponds to case (ii) in Claim 6, drawn on its ribbon surface †y� . On the

right one sees the resulting graph � 2 RG4;1;0 obtained by removing e and splitting its

vertex, drawn on its ribbon surface. The dotted circles mark the new vertices which receive

the output from p1;2;0 in the corresponding term in f4;1;0 ı Op1;2;0.

iii. If the edge e is a loop at a vertex v in y� such that removing v from y� n e

disconnects the remaining graph, then � D �1 t�2 is disconnected, and the

contribution to fid
y�

will correspond to a term in .fk1;`1;g1
ˇ fk2;`2;g2

/ ı Op1;2;0.

See Figure 22.

As the discussion of combinatorial factors and signs follows the lines of argument

used in Claim 5, we leave the remaining details to the reader. 4

This concludes the proof of Claims 2–6, and thus of Theorem 11.3. �

The filtration on the dual cyclic bar complex. Consider a cyclic cochain

complex .A; h�; �i; d / as in §10. The space

Bcyc�A D
M

k�1

B
cyc�

k
A

carries a natural filtration by the subspaces

F
�Bcyc�A´

M

k��

B
cyc�

k
A:

Its completion with respect to this filtration,

2Bcyc�A D
Y

k�1

B
cyc�

k
A D Hom.BcycA;R/;
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e

Figure 22. On the top we have a graph y� 2 RG3;3;0 with a marked edge e corresponding

to case (iii) in Case 5, both drawn on the ribbon surface †y�
. On the bottom one sees the

resulting graphs �1 2 RG2;1;0 and �2 2 RG2;2;0 obtained by removing e and splitting

its vertex, drawn on their ribbon surfaces. The dotted circles mark the new vertices which

receive the output from p1;2;0 in the corresponding term in .f2;1;0 ˇ f2;2;0/ ı Op1;2;0.

inherits a filtration by the subspaces

F
�2Bcyc�A´ ¹' 2 2Bcyc�AW 'jBcyc

k
A D 0 for all k < �º:

Recall that the operations p1;1;0, p2;1;0, p1;2;0 defining the dIBL structure and

the operations fk;`;g in Theorem 11.3 are defined by summation over certain

ribbon graphs. Consider a ribbon graph � with k interior vertices of degrees

d.1/; : : : ; d.k/ and s D s.1/ C � � � C s.`/ exterior vertices distributed on the `

boundary components of the corresponding ribbon surface †. Then the number

of exterior edges equals s and the number of interior edges equals .d�s/=2, where

d D d.1/ C � � � C d.k/ (since each interior edge meets precisely two interior

vertices). It follows that

2� 2g� ` D �.†/ D �.�/ D jC 0intj C jC
0
extj � jC

1
intj � jC

1
extj D kC s �

d � s

2
� s;
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so fk;`;g has filtration degree

kfk;`;gk D s � d D 2.2� 2g � k � `/ D 2�
k;`;g

:

Similarly, pk;`;g has filtration degree kpk;`;gk D 2�
k;`;g

for .k; `; g/ equal to

.1; 1; 0/, .2; 1; 0/ or .1; 2; 0/. Thus the operations pk;`;g and fk;`;g are filtered in

the sense of Definitions 8.1 and 8.4 with  D 2. Note that they are N0-gapped

in the sense of Definition 8.6 for the discrete submonoid N0 D ¹0; 1; 2; : : : º �

R�0, where all the higher terms p
j

k;`;g
and f

j

k;`;g
vanish for j � 1. Hence

Proposition 10.4, Theorem 11.3 and Proposition 8.11 imply the following result.

Corollary 11.9. The operations p1;1;0; p1;2;0; p2;1;0 in Proposition 10.4 induce
on C D Bcyc�AŒ2 � n� a strict N0-gapped filtered IBL-structure of bidegree

.d; / D .n � 3; 2/. Moreover, the operations fk;`;g in Theorem 11.3 induce a
strict N0-gapped filtered IBL1-homotopy equivalence betweenBcyc�AŒ2�n� and
Bcyc�BŒ2 � n�.

This corollary will be the basis for our discussion of Maurer–Cartan elements

in the following section.

12. The dual cyclic bar complex of a cyclic DGA

In this section we show that for a cyclic DGA the dIBL-structure on its dual

cyclic bar complex comes with a natural Maurer–Cartan element. This gives

rise to a twisted dIBL-structure on the dual cyclic bar complex, and thus to a

twisted IBL1-structure on its homology. In this way, we prove Proposition 1.6

and Theorem 1.7 from the introduction.

We begin by considering cyclic A1-structures.

Definition 12.1. Let .A; h�; �i; d / be a cyclic cochain complex with pairing of

degree �n and set m1´ d . A series of operations

mk WAŒ1�
˝k �! AŒ1�; k � 2

of degree 1 is said to define a cyclic A1 structure on .A; h�; �i; d / if for each r 2 N

the following holds:

X

kC`DrC1
k;`�1

rC1�`X

cD1

.�1/�mk.x1; � � � ;m`.xc ; � � � ; xcC`�1/; � � � ; xr/ D 0; (12.1)
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where � D degx1 C � � � C degxc�1 C c � 1, and

hmk.x1; � � � ; xk/; x0i D .�1/
��hmk.x0; x1; � � � ; xk�1/; xki; (12.2)

where �� D .degx0 C 1/.degx1 C � � � C degxk C k/.

Remark 12.2. We will refer to a cyclic A1-algebra .A; h�; �i; ¹mkº/ with mk D 0

for k � 3 as a cyclic DGA. Note that, as usual, to go from m2 to a multiplication on

A which makes it a differential graded algebra in the usual sense involves adding

signs; see (13.1) below for a possible convention.

For operations mk WAŒ1�
˝k ! AŒ1� we define

mC
k
WAŒ1�˝.kC1/ �! R

by5

mC
k
.x0; x1; � � � ; xk/´ .�1/n�2hmk.x0; � � � ; xk�1/; xki: (12.3)

Then mk satisfies (12.2) if and only if mC
k
2 B

cyc�

kC1
A. In this case we obtain an

element

mC ´
X

k�2

mC
k
2 yC´ 2Bcyc�AŒ2 � n�: (12.4)

Note that mC is homogeneous of degree n � 3 in 2Bcyc�A and so it has degree

2.n� 3/ when viewed as an element of cE1C D yCŒ1� D 2Bcyc�AŒ3� n�. Moreover,

mC D
P
k�2m

C
k

has filtration degree at least 3 with respect to the degree k in

B
cyc�

k
A, so it satisfies the grading and filtration conditions for a Maurer–Cartan

element in the filtered dIBL-algebra (of bidegree .n � 3; 2/)

.C D Bcyc�AŒ2� n�; p1;1;0; p1;2;0; p2;1;0/

from Corollary 11.9.

Proposition 12.3. Let ¹mkºk�2 satisfy (12.2) of Definition 12.1. Then it satis-
fies (12.1) if and only if

p1;1;0m
C C

1

2
p2;1;0.m

C;mC/ D 0

in cE1C.

5 The global sign .�1/n�2 is inserted to make Proposition 12.3 below true. We do not have

a conceptual explanation for this.
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Proof. Consider k � 2 and any element � 2 B
cyc�

`C1
A, and set r ´ k C `. Since

jmCj D n � 3, the relation (10.10) between p2;1;0 and � yields

p2;1;0.m
C
k
; �/ D .�1/n�3�.mC

k
; �/:

The formula (10.4) for � then yields

p2;1;0.m
C
k
; �/.x1; : : : ; xr/ D

rX

cD1

.�1/�cbk.xc; : : : ; xc�1/;

with

bk.x1; : : : ; xr/

D
X

a;b

.�1/�aC�b.jx1jC���Cjxk j/Cn�3gabmC
k
.ea; x1; : : : ; xk/�.eb; xkC1; : : : ; xr/

and the sign

�c D .jx1j C � � � C jxc�1j/.jxc j C � � � C jxr j/: (12.5)

Abbreviating x ´ .x1; : : : ; xk/ and using the symmetries of mC
k

and h�; �i, we

compute

mC
k
.ea; x/ D .�1/

�ajxjmC
k
.x; ea/

D .�1/�ajxjCn�2hmk.x/; eai

D .�1/�ajxjCn�2C�a.jxjC1/C1hea;mk.x/i

D .�1/�aCn�3hea;mk.x/i:

Using the relation X

a;b

gabhea; zieb D z

we obtain X

a;b

.�1/�aCn�3gabmC
k
.ea; x/eb D mk.x/:

Next note that in the formula for bk we have the relations �b D �a C .n � 2/ D

.jxj C n � 3/C .n � 2/ D jxj C 1 (mod 2), so the term �bjxj is even and can be

dropped from the sign exponent. Inserting the previous formula, we obtain

bk.x1; : : : ; xr/ D �.mk.x1; : : : ; xk/; xkC1; : : : ; xr/;

and therefore

p2;1;0.m
C
k
; �/.x1; : : : ; xr/

D
rX

cD1

.�1/�c�.mk.xc; : : : ; xcCk�1/; xcCk ; : : : ; xc�1/:
(12.6)
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Let us now insert � D mC
`

with ` � 2 in this formula and consider a summand

with 1 � c � `. Then xr appears in the argument of mC
`

and we can rewrite the

summand as

.�1/�cmC
`
.mk.xc ; : : : ; xcCk�1/; xcCk; : : : ; xc�1/

D .�1/�mC
`
.x1; : : : ;mk.xc ; : : : ; xcCk�1/; xcCk; : : : ; xr/

D .�1/�Cn�2hm`.x1; : : : ;mk.xc; : : : ; xcCk�1/; xcCk ; : : : ; xr�1/; xri

with

� D �c C .jx1j C � � � C jxc�1j/.jxc j C � � � C jxr j C 1/ D jx1j C � � � C jxc�1j

as in Definition 12.1. For `C 1 � c � k C ` we obtain a similar expression with

the roles of mk and m` interchanged. It follows that

1

2
p2;1;0.m

C;mC/.x1; : : : ; xr/

D
X

kC`Dr
k;`�2

1

2
p2;1;0.m

C
k
;mC

`
/.x1; : : : ; xr/

D .�1/n�2
D X

kC`Dr
k;`�2

r�X̀

cD1

.�1/�mk.x1; � � � ;m`.xc ; � � � ; xcC`�1/; � � � ; xr�1/; xr

E
:

Note that the last sum contains all terms appearing in (12.1) with k; ` � 2. The

missing terms appear in

.�1/n�2p1;1;0m
C
r�1.x1; : : : ; xr/

D .�1/n�2
rX

cD1

.�1/jx1jC���Cjxc�1jmC
r�1.x1; : : : ; dxc ; : : : xr /

D
r�1X

cD1

.�1/jx1jC���Cjxc�1jhmr�1.x1; : : : ;m1.xc/; : : : xr�1/; xri

C .�1/jx1jC���Cjxr�1jhmr�1.x1; : : : ; xr�1/; dxri

D
D
m1.mr�1.x1; : : : ; xr//C

r�1X

cD1

.�1/�mr�1.x1; : : : ;m1.xc/; : : : xr�1/; xr

E
:

Here in the last equation we have used the relation hdx; yi D �.�1/jxjhx; dyi.
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Combining the preceding equations, we obtain

.�1/n�2
�
p1;1;0m

C C
1

2
p2;1;0.m

C;mC/
�
.x1; : : : ; xr/

D
D X

kC`Dr
k;`�1

r�X̀

cD1

.�1/�mk.x1; � � � ;m`.xc ; � � � ; xcC`�1/; � � � ; xr�1/; xr

E

and Proposition 12.3 follows. �

Let .A; h�; �i;m/ be a cyclic A1-algebra. Proposition 12.3 implies that the

twisted differential pm
C

1;1;0W
yC! yC,

pm
C

1;1;0.'/´ p1;1;0' C p2;1;0.m
C; '/

squares to zero. For � 2 B
cyc�

`C1
A and r D kC`, k � 1, the component of pm

C

1;1;0.'/

in B
cyc�
rC1A is given explicitly by

pm
C

1;1;0.'/.x1; : : : ; xr/ D
rX

cD1

.�1/�c�.mk.xc ; : : : ; xcCk�1/; xcCk; : : : ; xc�1/;

(12.7)

with the sign exponent �c defined in (12.5). (According to (12.6) this formula

holds for k � 2, and one easily verifies that it also holds for k D 1.) Note

that the differential pm
C

1;1;0 depends only on the A1-operations mk and not on the

pairing h�; �i.

Remark 12.4. In the case of a cyclic DGA (i.e. mk D 0 for k � 3), formula (12.7)

shows that the twisted differential pm
C

1;1;0 is dual to the Hochschild differential on

Connes’ cyclic complex (see [55]), so its homology equals Connes’ version of

cyclic cohomology. The precise relation to the definitions of cyclic cohomology

appearing in the literature in the A1-case (such as [39, 53, 77]) will be discussed

elsewhere.

Let .A; h�; �i;m/ be a cyclic A1-algebra. As above, let

.C D Bcyc�AŒ2� n�; p1;1;0; p1;2;0; p2;1;0/

be the filtered IBL-algebra of bidegree .n�3; 2/ from Corollary 11.9. According to

Proposition 12.3, the degree 2.n�3/ element mC 2 cE1C D yCŒ1� D 2Bcyc�AŒ3�n�

satisfies the first part of the Maurer–Cartan equation (9.3) in Lemma 9.2. Let us
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consider the second part of the Maurer–Cartan equation, p1;2;0.m
C/ D 0. Using

the relation
P
a g

abeb D e
a, we compute for k1; k2 � 1, k D k1 C k2 C 1 � 3:

ı.mC
k
/.x1 � � �xk1

˝ y1 � � �yk2
/

D
X

a;b

k1X

cD1

k2X

c0D1

.�1/�aC�gabmC
k
.ea; xc; : : : ; xc�1; eb; yc0 ; : : : ; yc0�1/

D

k1X

cD1

k2X

c0D1

X

a

.�1/�aC�Cn�2hea;mk.xc ; : : : ; xc�1; e
a; yc0 ; : : : ; yc0�1/i;

where � is given by (10.6). This expression does not vanish for a general cyclic

A1-algebra, so p1;2;0.m
C/ D 0 does not hold in general. However, p1;2;0.m

C
k
/

vanishes for degree reasons if k � 2, so in view of Lemma 9.2, Proposition 9.3

and Remark 12.4 we conclude:

Proposition 12.5. If .A; h; i;m1 D d;m2/ is a cyclic DGA, then mC
2 defines a

Maurer–Cartan element in the filtered dIBL-algebra .C D Bcyc�AŒ2�n�; p1;1;0 D

d; p1;2;0; p2;1;0/. It induces a twisted filtered dIBL-structure

pm
C
2 D ¹p1;1;0 C p2;1;0.m

C
2 ; �/; p1;2;0; p2;1;0º

on yC whose homology equals Connes’ version of cyclic cohomology of .A; d;m2/.

Proposition 12.5, that is the case of a DGA, will suffice for the purposes of

this paper. More generally, the preceding computation shows that p1;2;0.m
C/ D 0

holds if the mk are “traceless” in the sense that

X

a

hea;mk.x1; : : : ; xk1
; ea; xk1C1; : : : ; xk1Ck2

/i D 0 (12.8)

for all xi and all k1; k2 � 1, k D k1 C k2 C 1 � 3. Then we have

Proposition 12.6. If .A; h; i; ¹mkº/ is a cyclic A1-algebra satisfying (12.8), then
the same conclusion as in Proposition 12.5 holds with mC

2 replaced by mC.

The actual condition we need is weaker:

Definition 12.7. A solution of the genus zero master equation for a cyclic A1

algebra .A; h; i; ¹mkº
1
kD1

/ is a sequence of elements mC
.`/
2cE`.Bcyc�A/Œ2� n� for

` D 1; 2; : : : such that

� mC
.1/

coincides with mC defined by (12.4), and
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� the following Batalin–Vilkovisky master equation is satisfied for all `:

p1;1;0m
C
.`/
C Op1;2;0.m

C
.`�1/

/C
1

2

X̀

iD1

Op2;1;0.m
C
.i/
;mC

.`�iC1/
/ D 0: (12.9)

We remark that in the “traceless” case the master equation (12.9) is satisfied

with mC
.i/
D 0 for i > 1.

Remark 12.8. (1) See Barannikov and Kontsevich [7], Baranikov [4, 5], Costello

[28], and Kontsevich and Soibelman [53] for related results (the latter two authors

also study the case of higher genus). The authors thank B. Vallette for a remark

which is closely related to this point.

(2) In the context of symplectic field theory, equation .12.9/ corresponds to

equation .16/ in [21] and to equation .44/ in [31]. It also coincides with the genus

zero case of equation .5:5/ in [5].

(3) The relation between the “traceless” property and equation (12.9) has

appeared in [6, Theorem 5].

(4) As will be discussed elsewhere, the second term mC
.2/

of the solution of

the genus zero master equation is related to the Hodge to de Rham degeneration

in Lagrangian Floer theory; see [53]. The role of the solution of the genus

zero master equation in Lagrangian Floer theory is discussed at the end of the

introduction; see also Remark 12.13.

It is straightforward to check that equation (12.9) is equivalent to the condition

that mC D ¹mC
.`/
º1
`D1

is a Maurer–Cartan element of the dIBL-algebra .C D

Bcyc�AŒ2 � n�; p1;1;0; p1;2;0; p2;1;0/, so we have the following generalization of

Proposition 12.5:

Proposition 12.9. Let .A; h�; �i; ¹mkº1kD1
/ be a cyclic A1-algebra with a solution

of the genus zero master equation ¹mC
.`/
º1
`D1

. Then mC D ¹mC
.`/
º1
`D1

defines a
Maurer–Cartan element of .C D Bcyc�AŒ2� n�; p1;1;0; p1;2;0; p2;1;0/.

Now we go back to our earlier situation of a cyclic DGA and consider

the induced structure on cohomology. Let .A; h; i; d;m2/ be a cyclic DGA

and H D H.A; d/ its cohomology. The inner product descends to coho-

mology, so by Corollary 11.9 it induces an N0-gapped filtered IBL-structure

¹q1;1;0 D 0; q1;2;0; q2;1;0º on Bcyc�HŒ2 � n�. Moreover, due to Lemma 11.1 and

Corollary 11.9 (with B Š H ), there exists a filtered IBL1-homotopy equivalence

fW .Bcyc�A/Œ2� n� �! .Bcyc�H/Œ2� n�
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such that f1;1;0W2B
cyc�AŒ2 � n� ! 2Bcyc�HŒ2 � n� is the map induced by the dual

of the inclusion i WH Š B ! A from Lemma 11.1. According to Lemma 9.5,

the Maurer–Cartan element mC
2 on Bcyc�AŒ2 � n� from Proposition 12.5 can be

pushed forward via f to a Maurer–Cartan element f�m
C
2 on Bcyc�HŒ2 � n�. By

Proposition 9.3, this induces a twisted filtered IBL1-structure

qf�m
C
2 D ¹q

f�m
C
2

1;`;g
; q2;1;0º`�1;g�0

on Bcyc�HŒ2 � n�. By Proposition 9.6, this structure is homotopy equivalent to

the twisted filtered dIBL-structure pm
C
2 D ¹d C p2;1;0.m

C
2 ; �/; p1;2;0; p2;1;0º on

Bcyc�AŒ2�n� in Proposition 12.5. The situation of Proposition 12.9 can be handled

in the same way.

Thus we have proved the following theorem, whose first part corresponds to

Theorem 1.7 in the introduction.

Theorem 12.10. (a) Let
.A; h�; �i; d;m2/

be a cyclic DGA with cohomologyH D H.A; d/. Then Bcyc�HŒ2� n� carries an
N0-gapped filtered IBL1-structure which is homotopy equivalent to the twisted

filtered dIBL-structure pm
C
2 on Bcyc�AŒ2 � n� in Proposition 12.5. In particular,

its homology equals Connes’ version of cyclic cohomology of .A; d;m2/.

(b) More generally, let
.A; h�; �i; ¹mkº

1
kD1/

be a cyclicA1-algebra with a solution of the genus zero master equation ¹mC
.`/
º1
`D2

and cohomology H D H.A;m1/. Then Bcyc�HŒ2 � n� carries a filtered
IBL1-structure which is homotopy equivalent to the twisted filtered IBL1-struc-
ture pm

C
on Bcyc�AŒ2 � n�.

Remark 12.11. The construction in §10 gives the following explicit description of

the Maurer–Cartan element f�m
C
2 on Bcyc�HŒ2� n�, whereH is the cohomology

of a cyclic DGA. Denote by RG3k;`;g the set of isomorphism classes of ribbon

graphs of signature .k; `; g/ all of whose interior vertices are trivalent. Then

.f�m
C
2 /`;g D

1X

kD1

X

�2RG3
k;`;g

n� 2cE`.Bcyc�H/Œ2 � n�;

where the numbers

n�.x
1
1 � � �x

1
s1
˝ � � � ˝ x`1 � � �x

`
s`
/
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for xbj 2 H are defined as in §10 using the following assignments (compare

Figure 23).

� To the j -th exterior vertex on @b† we assign xbj .

� To each interior vertex of � we assign mC
2 .

� To each interior edge we assign the element dual to the map x˝y 7! hGx; yi.

There is a similar description in the case of a cyclic A1 algebra with a solution

of the genus zero master equation.

x1
1

x1
3

x1
2

x2
1

x2
3

x2
2 x3

1

x3
2

x3
3

x3
4

x3
5

x3
6

mC
2

mC
2

mC
2

mC
2

mC
2 mC

2

Figure 23. An example of a configuration contributing to .f�m
C
2
/3;0.

Remark 12.12. The existence of a filtered IBL1 -structure on Bcyc�HŒ2 � n� in

Theorem 12.10 (a) also follows from [6, Theorem 2] by using Remark 12.8 and

Proposition 9.3.

Remark 12.13. Letmk be a cyclic filteredA1 algebraA defined over the universal

Novikov ringƒ0 with ground fieldK (see [36, introduction] for its definition). We

decompose the differential as

m1 D xm1 CmC;1

where mC;1 � 0 mod ƒC and xm1 is induced from a K-linear map xC ! xC . Here
xC is a K-vector space and C D xC y̋Kƒ0. We do not assume m0 D 0, but we do

assume m0 � 0 mod ƒC (see [37, 36]).
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We define mC by using mk , k > 1, and m1;C in the same way as in .12.4/.

Let mC
.`/

be a solution of the genus zero master equation. We assume mC
.`/
� 0

mod ƒC for ` � 2. It is easy to see that mC
.1/
D mC together with mC

.`/
,

` � 2, defines a Maurer–Cartan element of the filtered dIBL-algebra obtained

from . xC; h�; �i; xm1/ y̋Kƒ0.

We consider H ´ H.C; xm1/. (Note that H is in general different from the

homology of .C;m1/, even in the case m0 D 0.) Now we apply Theorem 11.3 to

obtain a twisted filtered IBL1-structure on BcycH .

13. The dual cyclic bar complex of the de Rham complex

In this section we prove Proposition 1.9 and Theorem 1.10 from the introduction

and discuss Conjecture 1.11. Throughout this section, we work over the ring

R D R.

Fréchet IBL1-algebras. We start by recalling some basic facts about Fréchet

spaces, see e.g. [66]. A Fréchet space X is a topological vector space whose

topology is defined by a countable family of semi-norms k � ki , i 2 N, such that

X is complete with respect to the metric

dist.x; y/ D
1X

iD1

2�i kx � yki
1C kx � yki

:

The basic example is the space C1.M;R/ of smooth functions on a closed

manifold M with the semi-norms kf kk D maxM jD
kf j, where Dkf is the total

k-th covariant derivative with respect to some connection. In the same way the

space �.M/ of smooth differential forms also becomes a Fréchet space.

According to [67], �.M/ belongs to a special class of Fréchet spaces called

nuclear spaces and two Fréchet spaces X; Y have a natural tensor product

X y̋Y

as a Fréchet space in case they are nuclear spaces. It is defined as a suitable

completion of the algebraic tensor product X ˝ Y and characterized by the

usual universal property. For two closed manifolds M;N the canonical inclusion

�.M/˝�.N/ � �.M �N/ (via the wedge product of differential forms) induces

an isomorphism

�.M/ y̋�.N/ Š �.M �N/:
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Consider now a graded Fréchet spaceC D
L
k2Z C

k and define the degree shifted

space C Œ1� as usual. The action of the symmetric group permuting the factors of

the algebraic tensor product C Œ1� ˝ � � � ˝ C Œ1� extends to the completion, so we

can define the completed symmetric product

yEkC � C Œ1� y̋ � � � y̋C Œ1�

as the (closed) subspace invariant under the action of the symmetric group with

the usual signs (cf. Remark 2.1). We set

yEC ´
M

k�1

yEkC:

Note that the meaning of yEkC and yEC in this section differs from that in §8.

Consider a series of continuous linear maps

pk;`;g W yEkC �! yE`C; k; ` � 1; g � 0

of degree

jpk;`;g j D �2d.k C g � 1/ � 1

for some fixed integer d and define the operator

Op´
1X

k;`D1

1X

gD0

Opk;`;g„
kCg�1�kC`C2g�2W yEC ¹„; �º �! yEC ¹„; �º

as before.

Definition 13.1. We say that .C; ¹pk;`;gºk;`�1;g�0/ is a Fréchet IBL1-algebra of
degree d if

Op ı Op D 0:

The notions of Fréchet IBL1-morphisms and homotopies are defined in the

obvious way, requiring all maps to be continuous linear maps between completed

symmetric products. All the results in §§ 2–9 carry over to the Fréchet case.

Remark 13.2. If C is finite dimensional (or more generally, filtered with finite

dimensional quotient spaces), then a Fréchet IBL1-structure on C is just an

IBL1-structure in the sense of Definition 2.3.
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The de Rham complex. Let M be a closed oriented manifold of dimension n

and .�.M/; d;^/ its de Rham complex. Here d is the exterior differential and ^

the wedge product on differential forms. Together with integration overM this is

almost a cyclic DGA in the sense of Remark 12.2, since we can define a “cyclic

A1-structure” with inner product of degree �n and with mk D 0 for k � 3 by

setting

m1.u/´ du; (13.1a)

m2.u; v/´ .�1/deguu ^ v; (13.1b)

hu; vi ´ .�1/degu

Z

M

u ^ v: (13.1c)

We want to apply the arguments of §10 and §11 to this situation. However, the

de Rham complex is infinite dimensional and the pairing in (13.1) is not perfect.

In fact, the dual to the space of smooth forms is the space of currents. In the

following we will explain a method to overcome this difficulty. In the rest of this

section, we will omit some sign computations.

Definition 13.3. A homomorphism

'W�.M/Œ1�˝ � � � ˝�.M/Œ1�„ ƒ‚ …
k times

�! R

is said to have smooth kernel if there exists a smooth differential form K' on

M k DM � � � � �M such that for ui 2 �.M/ we have

'.u1 ˝ � � � ˝ uk/ D

Z

Mk

.u1 � � � � � uk/ ^ K' (13.2)

where �W�.M/ ˝ �.M/ ! �.M 2/ is the exterior wedge product. We call K'

the kernel of '. We write B�
k
�.M/1 for the subspace of such '. We set

B
cyc�

k
�.M/1 ´ B�

k�.M/1 \ B
cyc�

k
�.M/

and

Bcyc��.M/1 ´
M

k�1

B
cyc�

k
�.M/1:

Note that the condition for an element ofB�
k
�.M/1 to belong toB

cyc�

k
�.M/1

is equivalent to an appropriate symmetry of the kernel with respect to cyclic

permutation of variables.
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Lemma 13.4. The differential p1;1;0WB
cyc�

k
�.M/ ! B

cyc�

k
�.M/ induced by

m1 D d preserves the subspace Bcyc��.M/1 � B
cyc�

k
�.M/.

Proof. For ' 2 B
cyc�

k
�.M/ with kernel K' we compute

p1;1;0.'/.u1 ˝ � � � ˝ uk/ D
X

i

˙'.u1 ˝ � � �dui ˝ � � � ˝ uk/

D

Z

Mk

X

i

˙.u1 � � � �dui � � � � � uk/ ^ K'

D ˙

Z

Mk

.u1 � � � � � uk/ ^ dK' ;

so ˙dK' is a kernel for p1;1;0.'/. �

We next define a completion of the algebraic tensor products B
cyc�

k
�.M/1˝

B
cyc�

`
�.M/1. Note that the assignment ' 7! K' defines a canonical inclusion

B
cyc�

k
�.M/1 � �.M

k/: (13.3)

This induces an inclusion of the algebraic tensor product

B
cyc�

k
�.M/1 ˝ B

cyc�

`
�.M/1 � �.M

kC`/: (13.4)

By the discussion above, the completed tensor product

B
cyc�

k
�.M/1 y̋B

cyc�

`
�.M/1

as Fréchet spaces equals the closure of the image of the inclusion (13.4) with

respect to the C1 topology. We define the completed tensor product among three

or more B
cyc�

k
�.M/1’s in the same way.

As above, we introduce the completed symmetric product

yEm.B
cyc��.M/1Œ2 � n�/

´
� M

k1;k2;:::;km�1

B
cyc�

k1
�.M/1Œ3� n� y̋ : : : y̋B

cyc�

km
�.M/1Œ3� n�

�.
� :

By Remark 2.1, we can identify this quotient with the subspace of elements in

B
cyc�

k1
�.M/1 y̋ : : : y̋B

cyc�

km
�.M/1 that are invariant under the action of the sym-

metric group on m elements (with appropriate signs). In this way it is canoni-

cally embedded into �.M k1C���Ckm/. The following result corresponds to Propo-

sition 1.9 from the introduction.
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Proposition 13.5. B
cyc�

k
�.M/1Œ2�n� carries the structure of a Fréchet dIBL-al-

gebra of degree n � 3.

Proof. We will give here the proof modulo signs, and postpone the discussion of

signs to Remark 13.9 below.

Consider ' 2 B
cyc�

k1C1
�.M/1,  2 B

cyc�

k2C1
�.M/1 with kernels K' , K . Let

k ´ k1 C k2 and consider M kC1 with coordinates .t; x1; : : : ; xk/. We define

p2;1;0.';  / 2 B
cyc�

k
�.M/1 by the analogue of equation (10.4):

p2;1;0.';  /.u1 � � �uk/

D

kX

cD1

˙

Z

MkC1

K'.t; x1; : : : ; xk1
/ ^ K .t; xk1C1; : : : ; xk/

^ ucC1.x1/ ^ � � � ^ uc.xk/

D

kX

cD1

˙

Z

MkC1

K'.t; xcC1; : : : ; xcCk1
/ ^ K .t; xcCk1C1; : : : ; xc/

^ u1.x1/ ^ � � � ^ uk.xk/

(13.5)

For 1 � c � k we define Ic WM
kC1 !M kC2 by

Ic.t; x1; : : : ; xk/´ .t; xcC1; : : : ; xcCk1
; t; xcCk1C1; : : : ; xc/:

Let

PrO1ŠW�.M
kC/ �! �.M k/

be integration along the fiber associated to the projection PrO1WM
kC1 ! M k

forgetting the first component. Then the preceding computation shows that

p2;1;0.';  / has kernel

kX

cD1

˙ PrO1Š I
�
c .K' � K /: (13.6)

We have thus defined

p2;1;0WB
cyc��.M/1 ˝ B

cyc��.M/1 �! B
cyc�

k
�.M/1:

By (13.6) this operator extends to the completion Bcyc��.M/1 y̋B
cyc��.M/1.

Next consider ' 2 B
cyc�

k
�.M/1 with kernel K' . For k1 C k2 D k � 2 we

considerM k�1 with coordinates .t; x1; : : : ; xk1
; y1; : : : ; yk2

/. We define

p1;2;0.'/ 2
M

k1Ck2Dk�2

B
cyc�

k1
�.M/1 y̋B

cyc�

k2
�.M/1
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by the analogue of equation (10.7):

p1;2;0.'/.u1 � � �uk1
˝ v1 � � �vk2

/

´

k1X

cD1

k2X

c0D1

˙

Z

Mk�1

K'.t; xcC1; : : : ; xc; t; yc0C1; : : : ; yc0/

^ u1.x1/ ^ � � � ^ uk1
.xk1

/ ^ v1.y1/ ^ � � � ^ vk2
.yk2

/:

(13.7)

For 1 � c � k1 and 1 � c0 � k2 we define Ic;c0Ik1;k2
WM k�1 ! M k by

Ic;c0 .t; x1; : : : ; xk1
; y1; : : : ; yk2

/´ .t; xcC1; : : : ; xc ; t; yc0C1; : : : ; yc0/:

Then the preceding computation shows that p1;2;0.'/ has kernel

X

k1Ck2Dk�2

k1X

cD1

k2X

c0D1

˙ PrO1Š I
�
c;c0Ik1;k2

K' : (13.8)

It is straightforward to check that this is indeed the kernel of an element of

Bcyc��.M/1 y̋B
cyc��.M/1. Note that we need to take the completion here

because the kernel defined by (13.8) is not a finite sum of exterior products.

The proof of the dIBL-relations is now analogous to the proof of Proposi-

tion 10.4 and is omitted. �

The inner product in (13.1) induces one on de Rham cohomology HdR.M/.

The de Rham cohomology thus becomes a cyclic cochain complex with trivial

differential. Since HdR.M/ is finite dimensional, we can apply Proposition 10.4

to obtain an IBL-structure on Bcyc�HdR.M/Œ2� n�. Note that this structure does

not use the cup product or higher products on HdR.M/.

For the remainder of this section, let us now fix a Riemannian metric on M .

We identify HdR.M/ with the space H.M/ of harmonic forms, and denote by

i WH.M/ ,! �.M/ the inclusion. Then we have the following analogue of

Theorem 11.3 for the de Rham complex, which corresponds to Theorem 1.10

from the introduction.

Theorem 13.6. There exists a Fréchet IBL1-morphism

fWBcyc��.M/1Œ2� n� �! Bcyc�HdR.M/Œ2 � n�

such that f1;1;0WBcyc��.M/1Œ2 � n�! Bcyc�HdR.M/Œ2� n� is the map induced
by the dual of the inclusion i WHdR.M/ Š H.M/ ,! �.M/.
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Proof. We use the same notation as in the proof of Theorem 11.3. Consider a

ribbon graph � 2 RGk;`;g . We want to define

f� WB
cyc�

d.1/
�.M/1 y̋ � � � y̋B

cyc�

d.k/
�.M/1

�! B
cyc�
s1 HdR.M/˝ � � � ˝ B

cyc�
s` HdR.M/:

(13.9)

The idea is to replace G in §11 by the Green kernel and summation over the basis

by integration. We then define (13.9) by a formula similar to (11.7) as follows.

LetG.x; y/ 2 �n�1.M �M/ be the kernel of the Green operatorGW�.M/!

�.M/,

G.u/.x/ D

Z

y2M

G.x; y/ ^ u.y/

(with respect to the fixed metric) satisfying

d ıG CG ı d D …� id

where …W�.M/! H.M/ is the orthogonal projection onto the harmonic forms.

(G is called the propagator in [3].)

Now let

'v 2 B
cyc�

d.v/
�.M/1; v D 1; : : : ; k

be given with kernels Kv.x1; : : : ; xd.v// 2 �.M d.v//. These kernels will play

a similar role as 'vi1;:::;id.v/
in §10 and §11. Let ˛b1 � � �˛

b
s.b/
2 B

cyc

s.b/
HdR.M/,

b D 1; : : : ; ` be given in terms of harmonic forms ˛bi associated to the exterior

edges of �.

We denote by Flag.�/ the set of flags (or half-edges) of�, where a flag is a pair

f D .v; l/ consisting of an interior vertex and an (interior or exterior) edge with

v 2 l . Suppose that we are given a labelling of � and an ordering and orientations

of the interior edges in the sense of Definitions 10.7 and 11.4. Given these data,

we can unambiguously associate flags

� f .t; 1/ and f .t; 2/ to the initial and end point of each interior edge t ;

� f .v; 1/; : : : ; f .v; d.v// to the ordered half-edges around each interior vertex

v;

� f .b; 1/; : : : ; f .b; s.b// to the ordered exterior edges ending on each boundary

component b.
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To each flag f we associate a variable xf which runs overM . Then we set

f�.'
1 ˝ � � � ˝ 'k/.˛11 � � �˛

1
s.1/ ˝ � � � ˝ ˛

`
1 � � �˛

`
s.`//

´

Z

.xf /2M
Flag.�/

.�1/�
Y

t2C1
inn.�/

G.xf .t;1/; xf .t;2//
Y

v2C0
int.�/

Kv.xf .v;1/; : : : ; xf .v;d.v///
Ỳ

bD1

s.b/Y

iD1

˛bi .xf .b;i//;

(13.10)

with appropriate signs .�1/�.

At this point, we could proceed to prove that (13.10) defines an IBL1-mor-

phism in a way similar to the proof of Theorem 11.3, using Stokes’ theorem. Here

we take a shortcut using finite dimensional approximations and reduce the proof

to Theorem 11.3 itself, as we will now explain.

The fixed Riemannian metric on M induces the Laplace operator � and the

Hodge star operator � on �.M/. For a positive number E, we denote by �E .M/

the finite dimensional subspace of�.M/ that is generated by eigenforms of�with

eigenvalue< E. The differential d and the Hodge star operator preserve�E .M/,

so the pairing h; i is nondegenerate on�E .M/. Therefore, by Proposition 10.4 we

obtain the structure of a dIBL-algebra on

CE ´ Bcyc��E .M/Œ2 � n�:

We denote it by p1;1;0IE , p2;1;0IE , p1;2;0IE . To compare this structure to the Fréchet

dIBL-structure on

C1 D B
cyc��.M/1Œ2� n�;

we need the following

Lemma 13.7. There exist canonical restriction and extension maps

Bcyc��E .M/
ext
�! Bcyc��.M/1

rest
�! Bcyc��E .M/

satisfying rest ı ext D id.

Proof. The restriction map is just dual to the inclusion �E .M/ ,! �.M/. To

define the extension map, we fix a basis ¹eiº of �E .M/ of pure degree. As

in §10, we denote by ¹eiº be the dual basis with respect to the pairing h�; �i, i.e.

hei ; e
j i D ıji , and we set gij ´ hei ; ej i. Then to ' 2 B

cyc�

k
�E .M/ we associate

the collection of real numbers

'i1���ik ´ '.ei1 ; : : : ; eik/
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and the smooth kernel

K'.x1; : : : ; xk/´
X

i1;:::;ik

'i1 ���ike
i1.x1/ � � � e

ik .xk/:

By formula (13.2), this defines an extension of ' to B
cyc�

k
�.M/1. To check the

identity rest ı ext D id, we compute for u1; : : : ; uk 2 �E :

Z

Mk

.u1 � � � � � uk/ ^ K'

D
X

i1;:::;ik

'i1���ik

Z

Mk

u1.x1/ � � �uk.xk/e
i1.x1/ � � � e

ik .xk/

D
X

i1;:::;ik

˙'i1���ik hu1; e
i1i � � � huk ; e

iki

D ˙'
�X

i1

hu1; e
i1iei1 ; : : : ;

X

ik

huk ; e
ikieik

�

D ˙'.u1; : : : ; uk/;

where in the last equation we have used
P
j hui ; e

j iej D ui . 4

Using this lemma, we associate to a map f WEkC1 ! E`C1 its restriction
fE as the composition

fE WEkCE
ext
�! EkC1

f
�! E`C1

rest
�! E`CE :

Lemma 13.8. The operators p1;1;0IE , p2;1;0IE , p1;2;0IE on CE are the restrictions
of the operators p1;1;0, p2;1;0, p1;2;0 on C1.

Proof. The operator p1;1;0IE is clearly the restriction of p1;1;0 because both are

induced by m1. Let us check that p2;1;0IE is the restriction of p2;1;0 (the case

of p1;2;0IE and p1;2;0 is analogous). Consider ' 2 B
cyc�

k1C1
�E .M/ and  2

B
cyc�

k2C1
�E .M/. We define their kernels as above and denote their extensions by

the same letters. Then for k D k1 C k1 and u1; : : : ; uk 2 �E we compute, using

the definitions (13.5) and (10.4):

p2;1;0.';  /.u1 � � �uk/

D
kX

cD1

˙

Z

MkC1

K'.t; x1; : : : ; xk1
/ ^ K .t; xk1C1; : : : ; xk/

^ ucC1.x1/ ^ � � � ^ uc.xk/
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D
kX

cD1

X

a;b;i1;:::;ik

˙'ai1 ���ik1
 bik1C1���ik

Z

MkC1

ucC1.x1/ � � �uc.xk/

^ ea.t /ei1.x1/ � � � e
ik1 .xk1

/eb.t /eik1C1.xk1C1/ � � � e
ik .xk/

D
kX

cD1

X

a;b;i1;:::;ik

˙'ai1 ���ik1
 bik1C1���ikg

abhucC1; e
i1i � � � huc ; e

iki

D
kX

cD1

X

a;b

˙gab'.ea; ucC1; : : : ; ucCk1
/ .eb; ucCk1C1; : : : ; uc/

D ˙p2;1;0IE .';  /.u1 � � �uk/:

This proves Lemma 13.8 up to signs. Now we remark that the signs in (13.5)

and (13.7) are not yet defined. So we define the signs there so that Lemma 13.8

holds with signs. 4

Remark 13.9. Before completing the proof of Theorem 13.6, let us complete the

sign part of the proof of Proposition 13.5. It is easy to see from the definition that

CE � CE 0 for E < E 0 and the restrictions of p2;1;0IE 0 , p1;2;0IE 0 to CE coincide

with p2;1;0IE , p1;2;0IE . Therefore, they define operators on the union
S
E CE .

Then formulas (13.5), (13.7) imply that they further extend continuously to the

closure C1 of
S
E CE with respect to the C1 topology. These are the operators

in Proposition 13.5. Now the signs work out because they do on CE for each

finite E. The same remark applies to the rest of the proof of Theorem 13.6.

Now we return to the proof of Theorem 13.6. Denote by�C.M/ the direct sum

of the eigenspaces of� to positive eigenvalues. By the Hodge theorem,�C.M/ D

Im d ˚ Im d� and d W Im d� ! Im d , d�W Im d ! Im d� are isomorphisms. So we

can choose a basis ¹ei ; fiº of �C.M/ satisfying

�ei D �iei ; �fi D �ifi ; dfi D ei ; dei D 0

by picking a basis ¹eiº for Im d and setting

fi ´
1

�i
d�ei : (13.11)

Here d� D � � d�. Then we can choose the Green operator G so that

GjH.M/ D 0; G.ei/ D fi ; G.fi / D ei : (13.12)
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On the other hand, we have

hei ; ej i D

Z

M

dfi ^ ej D ˙

Z

M

fi ^ dej D 0: (13.13)

Similarly, (13.11) implies hfi ; fj i D 0 and

hei ; fj i D

Z

M

dfi ^ fj D ˙
1

�j

Z

M

fi ^ dd
�ei D ˙hfi ; ej i

if �i D �j , and hei ; fj i D 0 otherwise. We set

hij ´ hei ; fj i D ˙hfi ; ej i: (13.14)

Let .hij / be the inverse matrix of .hij /. Then the propagator is given by

G.x; y/ D
X

i;j

˙hijfi .x/ ^ fj .y/; (13.15)

where the sign depends only on the degrees of fi ; fj .

We restrict G in (13.12) to �E .M/ and obtain an operator GE . We use it

in the proof of Theorem 11.3 to obtain an IBL1-morphism ¹f�;Eº from CE to

Bcyc�
H.M/.

Lemma 13.10. The restriction of the operator f� defined by .13.10/ to CE

coincides with f�;E .

Proof. Using (13.12), (13.13), (13.14), and (13.15) it is easy to see that the

operators coincide up to sign. Now we define the sign in (13.10) so that they

coincide with sign. 4

It is easy to see that the maps f�;E are compatible with the inclusions CE �

CE 0 . So they define an IBL1-morphism on the union
S
E CE . Now (13.10) and

Lemma 13.10 imply that this morphism extends to the closure C1 with respect

to the C1 topology, and the proof of Theorem 13.6 is complete. �

String topology and Conjecture 1.11. Now we would like to proceed as in §12:

twist the Fréchet dIBL-structure on Bcyc��.M/1Œ2 � n� by the Maurer–Cartan

element mC
2 arising from the product m2 in (13.1), and use Theorem 13.6 to push

the twisted IBL1-structure onto Bcyc�HdR.M/Œ2 � n�. However, there is one

difficulty in doing so. As in §12, the product m2.u; v/ D .�1/deguu ^ v gives

rise to an element

mC
2 2 B

cyc�
3 �.M/:
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defined by

mC
2 .u; v; w/´ .�1/n�2hm2.u; v/; wi D .�1/

n�2Cdegv

Z

M

u ^ v ^ w:

However, mC
2 does not have a smooth kernel. In fact, its Schwartz kernel is the

current represented by the triple diagonal

�M D ¹.x; x; x/W x 2M º �M
3:

So we cannot use mC
2 directly to twist the Fréchet dIBL-structure on the space

Bcyc��.M/1Œ2 � n�. On the other hand, we may try to formally apply the map

in Theorem 13.6 to em
C
2 and then show that this defines a twisted IBL1-structure

on Bcyc�HdR.M/1Œ2 � n�. For this, we need to consider the integrals (13.10) for

trees � all of whose interior vertices are trivalent and with inputs 'v D mC
2 for

all v D 1; : : : ; k (see Remark 12.11). Then the Kv appearing in the formula must

be the current �M . Hence in place of the second product of the right hand side

of (13.10) (involving the kernels Kv) we restrict to the submanifold

¹xf .v;1/ D xf .v;2/ D xf .v;3/ for all v 2 C 0int.�/º

and perform the integration of the other differential forms (the Green kernels and

the harmonic forms) over this submanifold. This integral is very similar to those

appearing in perturbative Chern–Simons gauge theory [82, 8]. The difficulty with

this integral comes from the singularity of the propagator G.x; y/ at the diagonal

x D y. We believe that one can resolve this problem by using a real version of the

Fulton–MacPherson compactification [38] in a similar way as in [3]. As a result,

one should obtain Conjecture 1.11 from the introduction:

there exists an IBL1-structure onBcyc�HdR.M/Œ2�n�whose homology
equals Connes’ version of cyclic cohomology of the de Rham complex
of M .

Lagrangian Floer theory and Conjecture 1.13. We expect that the ideas of this

paper can be applied to study Lagrangian Floer theory of arbitrary genus and with

an arbitrary number of boundary components in the following way. Let L be an

n-dimensional closed Lagrangian submanifold of a symplectic manifold .X; !/,

and J be an almost complex structure on X compatible with !. For fixed integers

g � 0, ` � 1 and s1; : : : ; s` � 1 and a relative homology class ˇ 2 H2.X; LIZ/

we consider .†; EEz; u/ such that
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� † is a compact oriented Riemann surface of genus g with ` boundary com-

ponents;

� EEz D .Ez1; : : : ; Ez`/, where Ezb D .zb;1; : : : ; zb;sb/ is a vector of sb distinct points

in counterclockwise order on the b-th boundary component @b† Š S
1 of†;

� uW .†; @†/ ! .X; L/ is a J -holomorphic map representing the relative

homology class ˇ.

We denote the compactified moduli space of such .†; EEz; u/ by MgI.s1 ;:::;s`/.ˇ/.

There is a natural evaluation map

ev D .ev1; : : : ; ev`/WMgI.s1;:::;s`/.ˇ/ �! Ls1 � � � � � Ls` :

Integrating the pullback of differential forms under the evaluation map over the

moduli space (using an appropriate version of the virtual fundamental chain

technique) should give rise to an element

mgI.s1;:::;s`/.ˇ/ 2 B
cyc�
s1 S.L/Œ2� n�˝ � � � ˝ B

cyc�
s` S.L/Œ2� n�;

where S.L/ is a suitable cochain complex realizing the cohomology of L. Letƒ0

be the universal Novikov ring of formal power series in the variable T introduced

in §8. The elements mgI.s1;:::;s`/.ˇ/ should then combine to elements

mg;`´
X

s1;:::;s`

X

ˇ

mgI.s1;:::;s`/.ˇ/T
!.ˇ/ 2 yE`.B

cyc�S.L/Œ2� n�˝ƒ0/;

where yE` denotes the completed symmetric product with respect to the two natural

filtrations on Bcyc�S.L/Œ2� n�˝ƒ0. The boundary degenerations of the moduli

spaces MgI.s1 ;:::;s`/.ˇ/ suggest that

m´
X

g;`

mg;`„
g�1 2

1

„
yE.Bcyc�S.L/Œ2� n�˝ƒ0/¹„º

satisfies the Maurer–Cartan equation

Op.em/ D 0

for an IBL1-structure Op on Bcyc�S.L/. Here the structure Op is expected to be

obtained in a way similar to Conjecture 1.11, that is, first using the boundary

operator and Poincaré duality only and then deforming it by the effect of constant

maps such as the cup product.
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We hope to work this out by taking for S.L/ de Rham complex �.L/ and

using the results of this section as follows. Recall from Proposition 13.5 that the

subcomplex Bcyc��.L/1Œ2 � n� � Bcyc��.L/Œ2 � n� of homomorphisms with

smooth kernel carries a natural Fréchet dIBL-structure. However, the elements

mg;` do not have smooth kernel and thus cannot be viewed as a Maurer–Cartan

element on this Fréchet dIBL-algebra. The idea is now to use the construction

in Conjecture 1.11 to push forward the mg;` to a Maurer–Cartan element on

Bcyc�HdR.L/Œ2� n�˝ƒ0. It should give rise to a twisted filtered IBL1-structure

onBcyc�HdR.L/Œ2�n� y̋ƒ0 whose homology equals the cyclic cohomology of the

cyclic A1-structure on HdR.L/ constructed in [37, 36]. Moreover, its reduction

at T D 0 should equal the filtered IBL1-structure on Bcyc�HdR.L/Œ2 � n� in

Conjecture 1.11, and Conjecture 1.13 from the introduction should follow.

Appendix A. Orientations on the homology of surfaces

In this appendix, we present a procedure to order and orient the interior edges

of a labelled ribbon graph in terms of orientations on the singular chain complex

of the associated surface. Relating this to the procedure using spanning trees in

Definition 11.4, we prove Lemma 11.5 from §10.

Consider a ribbon graph � with k interior vertices v1; : : : ; vk and m interior

edges e1; : : : ; em. We denote by† the surface with boundary associated to �, and

by y† the closed connected oriented surface (of genus g) obtained by gluing disks

to the ` boundary components of †. Note that

2� 2g D �.y†/ D �.†/C ` D �.�/C ` D k �mC `:

We view � as a graph on y†. The ribbon condition implies that y† n � is the union

of ` disks whose closures we denote by f1; : : : ; f`. So we have a cell complex

C2 D hf1; : : : ; f`i
@2
�! C1 D he1; : : : ; emi

@1
�! C0 D hvk ; : : : v1i (A.1)

(say, with Q-coefficients) computing the homology of y†. We pick complements

Vi of ker @i in Ci and Hi of Im @iC1 in ker @i , so that the complex becomes

C2 D V2 ˚H2
@2
�! C1 D V1 ˚H1 ˚ Im @2

@1
�! C0 D Im @1 ˚H0: (A.2)

Note that @i WVi ! Im @i are isomorphisms and the Hi are isomorphic to the

homology groups of y†. Now equation (A.1) determines an orientation of C D

C0˚C1˚C2 once we choose a labelling of � in the sense of Definition 10.7, i.e.,
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i. an ordering v1; : : : ; vk of the interior vertices,

ii. and ordering and orientations of the interior edges,

iii. an ordering of the boundary components.

More precisely, given these choices we orient the chain groups as follows:

i0. an oriented basis vk; : : : ; v1 of C0 is given by the interior vertices in reverse
order;

ii0. an oriented basis e1; : : : ; em of C1 is given by the oriented interior edges in

their given order;

iii0. an oriented basis f1; : : : ; f` of C2 is given by the 2-cells, oriented according

to the orientation of y† and ordered according to the ordering of the boundary

components.

We arbitrarily orient V1; V2 and equip Im @1; Im @2 with the induced orientations

via the isomorphisms @i WVi ! Im @i . These orientations together with the

orientation of C induce via (A.2) an orientation on H D H0 ˚ H1 ˚ H2. This

orientation does not depend on the chosen orientations on V1; V2, but it does

depend on the order of the direct summands in (A.2).

On the other hand, the homology H is canonically oriented. We set

H0´ hv1 C � � � C vki; H2´ hf1 C � � � C f`i

and give H1 Š Q2g the symplectic orientation induced by the intersection form.

We define the sign exponent �3.�/ (mod 2) as 0 if the two orientations of H

coincide, and 1 if not. Here we always consider the labelling data (i)–(iii) as part

of �.

Remark A.1. To a ribbon graph � we can associate its dual graph N� lying on

the same closed surface y† by exchanging vertices and faces. The edges of N� are

canonically oriented by requiring that the intersection number of each edge of

� with the corresponding edge of N� is C1. The dual graph to N� is � with the

orientation of all edges reversed, which has the same sign as � if and only if the

number of edges is even. Thus the sign of N� cannot always be equal to the sign

of �. Is there a simple criterion to decide when the signs agree. Is this duality

good for anything?

Orientation via spanning trees. An orientation on the chain group C D

C0 ˚ C1 ˚ C2 associated to a labelled ribbon graph � can be specified via the

construction in Definition 11.4, which we first recall.
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Choose a maximal tree T � �int. It will have k � 1 edges, which we orient

away from vertex 1 and label in decreasing order such that the i-th edge ends

at vertex k C 1 � i . Next choose a maximal tree T � � ��
int disjoint from T . It

will have ` � 1 edges, which we orient away from the first boundary component

and label in increasing order such that the edge e�
kCs�2

points to the boundary

component s. The oriented edges ek ; : : : ; ekC`�2 are obtained as the dual edges to

the e�
i , oriented so that the pair ¹e�

i ; eiº defines the orientation of the surface †� .

The remaining 2g edges of�int edges determine a basis forH1.y†�/ and we choose

their order and orientation compatible with the symplectic structure on H1.y†�/

corresponding to the intersection pairing.

It follows from these conventions that for s D 2; : : : ; ` the edge ekCs�2 occurs

with a minus sign in @fs, and for i D 1; : : : ; k � 1 the vertex viC1 occurs with a

plus sign in @ei . So they specify compatible bases of Vi and Im @i given by

C2 D V2 ˚H2 D h�f2; : : : ;�f`i ˚ hf1i;

C1 D V1 ˚H1 ˚ Im @2 D hek�1; : : : ; e1i ˚H1 ˚ hek ; : : : ; ekC`�2i;

C0 D Im @1 ˚H0 D hvk; : : : ; v2i ˚ hv1i:

Since the resulting orientations h�f2; : : : ;�f`; f1i D hf1; : : : ; f`i of C2 and

hvk ; : : : ; v2; v1i of C0 agree with the orientation conventions above, the corre-

sponding sign is �3 D 0.

Lemma 11.5 from §10 immediately follows from this because the operations

� changing the orientation of an interior edge,

� interchanging the order of two adjacent interior edges,

� interchanging the order of two adjacent interior vertices,

� interchanging the order of two adjacent boundary components

all change �3 by 1.
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